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THE HISTORY OF COMPILATION AND THE FATE OF THE ARCHIVAL DOCUMENTS COLLECTION RELATED TO THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXPEDITION LED BY T. MOVCHANOVSKY IN VILLAGE RAJKI

The history of investigation of the Rajki hillfort started in 1925, when T. Movchanovskiy observed the Rajki hillfort for the first time when he was the director of the museum in Berdychiv. Between 1929-1932 the Berdychiv Museum staff, led by T. Movchanovskiy, ran essential archaeological research of the Rajki hillfort. So called ‘open leaves’ – permissions for archaeological work were issued by the Ukrainian Committee of Cultural Memorials Preservation by the National Education Commissariat of Ukraine (NKO), based on recommendations of the All-Ukrainian Archaeological Committee (VUAK) of the All-Ukrainian Academy of Sciences (VUAN). In line with due instruction, the researchers were to submit to the VUAK appropriate scientific documentation regarding the completed work. That is why T. Movchanovskiy sent the reports for that period to VUAK. These documents are currently stored within the Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology (the collection is entitled ‘VUAK-IHMC’), together with documents on investigations of other archaeological memorials. Copies of the reports and other field documentation were kept in the Berdychiv Museum.

In 1933, T. Movchanovskiy was employed at the Kyiv Institute of History of Material Culture (IHMC). This institution was established as a result of the rearrangement of the VUAK. It is likely that T. Movchanovskiy transferred documentation on expeditions stored at the Berdychiv museum to Kyiv. Between 1933 and 1935 excavations in Rajki were further conducted by the staff of the IHMC (again supervised by T. Movchanovskiy). Documentation on research during this period were also submitted to the IHMC. Documents that T. Movchanovskiy brought from Berdychiv and those on research from 1933 to 1935 are at present at the Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology (the collection is entitled ‘VUAK-IHMC/Rajki’). Probably, this collection attained its present form only after the shooting of T. Movchanovskiy in 1938.

In the Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology you can also find a private collection of T. Movchanovskiy. In addition to the documents of the expedition in Rajki it contains other documents related to the scientific activity of T. Movchanovskiy. It is unknown under what circumstances and when exactly this collection was created.

During the Second World War when Kyiv was occupied (1941-1943), the documents of the archive of the Institute of Archaeology came to harm and part of them were irreversibly lost. In addition, the archival documents were transferred from one building to another several times as the Institute of Archaeology changed its location. This also affected the state of collections, all documents of the Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology were finally managed as recently as the 1960-70s.

During the post-war period, many scientists intensively studied some part of the expedition material stored at the Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology. It is probably that former rules on documents storage allowed to partial removal of the archival documents, so sometimes the expedition materials on Rajki can be found within the private collections of scientists (for example, in Dmitrov’s collection).

Accordingly, the majority of documents regarding the Rajki hillfort excavations were accumulated in the Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU in different ways and at different times. However, documents related to that expedition, sometimes got into other archival institutions, becoming a part of collections of various organisations (financial documents, material connected to organisational matters of the expedition, permissions for excavations, official correspondence etc.) All these materials are
not in one place, but relate to the whole archive. Scientific material related to investigations of the Rajki hillfort are part of private collections of various researchers, especially of the Rajki expedition participants.

We also predicted that archival documents would be kept within museum holdings, to which a part of the document collection on Rajki came in 1950-1970. Along with archaeological material, museums could have also obtained part of field and museum documentation (with description of places and time of discovery stated).

As shown, materials regarding the expedition have never been put together to make a single collection. They appeared at different times in different places, were arranged by various people who had no relation to the expedition itself. There are no unified principles of material structure.

METHODS USED IN WORK

Basing on the information we had prior to the start of the project, we compiled a list of archival institutions (more than 20), which could possibly contain archival documents of the Rajki expedition. In some cases we were certain that relevant documents were held at particular archives, though in other cases we just made assumptions in view of some indirect information.

The search inside the archival institutions followed the next principles:

- **Chronological** – examination of archival documents dated 1920-1930’s, or documents with dates coinciding within the years of the archaeological collections transmission.
- **Geographical** – search of such names as: village Rajki, Berdychiv Area, Kyiv, names of other cities to which the archaeological collections were transmitted.
- **Author-based** – search among documents related to the names of T.Movchanovskiy, participants of the Rajki expedition, scientists who studied materials of the Rajki expedition after T.Movchanovskiy’s death and other people who visited the excavations.
- **Organisational** – search among documents of organisations, related to the places of work of T.Movchanovskiy (Berdychiv Museum, SIMC, IHMC, Institute of Archaeology) and organisations that supervised and financed the hillfort excavations (City Council of Berdychiv, VUAK, National Commissariat of Education of Ukraine), State security bodies of the USSR during the 1930’s (NKVD of Ukraine).

The search was performed with attention to the peculiarities of systematisation of archival documents in various archival institutions, as well as ways of registering collections of archival institutions in card-files and directories. In most archival institutions in Ukraine and Russia the way of collection systematisation has not been unified and displays the historically established system of organisation and storage of archival documents.

Sometimes the information discovered during work on the project served as a source for developing future searches of archival documents, and sometimes new information provided explanation of previously received facts or complemented them.

In addition to the document searching method, the following methods needed in the process of scientific research were applied: **analysis, synthesis, systematisation, comparative method, problem-thematic method**.

In connection with the use of these techniques in our work in conjunction with various records we have made, we have produced a large number of copies of preliminary drafts of documents (both digital and hardcopies) which were needed to compare documents, to organise them, to identify copies, to draw up lists etc. The draft copies were also necessary when working with large volumes of documentary material, which was important primarily for the collection content and for understanding details.
Thus for each archival institution we have compiled an array of material, which afterwards served as a basis for compiling the final list.

**SURVEY OF ARCHIVAL AND MUSEUM INSTITUTIONS, VISITED DURING THE PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION**

**The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NAS of Ukraine;**

12 Geroiv Stalingrada Prospect. Kyiv, 04210, Ukraine.

The largest number of documents relating to research in Rajki comes from the scientific archive of the Institute of Archaeology. Documents are stored in 6 structural units of the archive: Collection ‘VUAK-IHMC’ (№ 20), the collection ‘VUAK-IHMC/Rajki’, T. Movchanovskiy private collection, the collection ‘Scientific Works’, collection of negatives on glass, L. Dmitrov’s private collection.

In addition to the search conducted in the scientific archive of the Institute of Archaeology, we studied other collections, which could possibly contain documents of the Rajki expedition. First of all in personal collections of various scientists, for example, in the personal collection of the expedition member V.P. Petrov. Unfortunately, these collections comprise no information of interest.

In general there are 1426 documents of the Rajki expedition stored within the NANU archive (given that number of documents, such as a report, may consist of more than 100 pages). The documents are distributed by categories as follows:

- reports – 4 documents;
- field diaries – 16 documents;
- card diaries – 438 cards;
- inventory books – 10 documents;
- drafts – 81 documents;
- drawings – 44 documents;
- negatives on glass – 425 plates;
- photographs – 350 photographs in 12 albums and a collection of photographs;
- organisational documentation – 32 documents;
- scientific works – 26 documents.

The physical condition and format of documents are different. In most cases the quality of documents is satisfactory. This is especially true for preservation of drawings and texts made in pencil. The physical condition and format of each document are specified in the lists we compiled.

All documents were issued as a result of the Rajki expedition, funded by the State. In the scientific archive of the Institute of Archaeology, this documentation was being collected during 1929-1938. More details about it are provided in the history of the collection.

In addition to the explanation regarding the copyrights that we provided earlier, we inform you that according to the Law of Ukraine ‘On National Archival Collection and Archival Institutions’: ‘All archival documents that have been accumulated due to operation of State bodies, State-owned enterprises, institutions and organisations – are of the State ownership.’ (Article 8). The Institute of Archaeology is the holder of these documents. Copying of documents is possible in case of getting an appropriate permission from the Director of the Institute of Archaeology, with reference to the document’s holder and author.

Access to documents is governed by rules approved by the holder under the legislation of Ukraine in the sphere of archival work.
Measures aimed to ensure physical preservation of documents, taken as a result of our work included administrative measures (regulation of usage of documents in the scientific archive of the Institute of Archaeology). Also, we tried to provide the archive with acid-free paper contributing to the physical safety of documents. Information about this method was obtained during the training in the Chersonese. However, until now this problem has not been solved due to lack of funding and lack of acid-free paper in Ukraine. Also, as the result of the project, we initiated work on digitisation of archival documents, using equipment purchased on funds provided by the project (at present we are engaged in copying of documentation on Ukrainian museums operation in 1919-1934).

The Institute of Manuscripts of the V.Vernadskiy National Library of Ukraine;  
62 Volodymyrska Str., Kyiv 04210, Ukraine. 

In the Institute of Manuscripts of the V.Vernadskiy National Library of Ukraine there is a personal archive of V.I. Maslov, one of the expedition members. Of greatest interest are photographs made by Maslov. Among them - several images of T.Movchanovskiy (only two photographs of the researcher were known until now). Also in the photo you can identify other participants of the expedition. Among organisational materials of the expedition there are unique documents relating to the household and domestic sphere of its activity. Using them makes it possible to reconstruct the life of the expedition, the diet of participants, the financial costs, etc.

In general the personal archive of V.I. Maslov contains 225 documents concerning the Rajki expedition. By categories of documents they are distributed as follows: reports - 1; field diaries - 3; inventory books - 2; photographs - 211; scientific works - 7; organisational documents - 1.

The physical condition of documents is mainly satisfactory; the documents format is different. The physical condition and format of each document are specified in the lists we compiled.

The Maslov's collection was transferred to the Institute of Manuscripts of the National Library of Ukraine upon his death. All the documents of interest from this collection are the result of scientific activity of V.I. Maslov, led while he was participating in the Rajki expedition, funded by the State.

According to the Law of Ukraine ‘On National Archival Collection and Archival Institutions’: ‘All archival documents that have been handed over from legal entities and individuals to the State archival institutions without retaining of copyrights/author’s rights, is the State's property’ (Article 8). The Institute of Manuscripts of the National Library of Ukraine is the holder of these documents.

Copying of documents is possible in case of getting an appropriate permission from the Director of the Institute of Manuscripts, with reference to the document’s holder and author. Copying is a payable service.

Access to documents is regulated by the rules, approved by the holder, in compliance with the Ukrainian legislation in the sphere of archival activity.

The Central State Archive of the Highest Authorities and Management (Kyiv);  
24 Solomyanska Str., Kyiv 03110, Ukraine.
In the Central State Archive of the Highest Authorities and Management, within the collection of the National Commissariat of Education (which funded the expeditions) we discovered a number of organisational documents. Basically this is correspondence between the expedition’s director T. Movchanovskiy and the National Commissariat of Education or the Committee for Protection of Memorials, on such topics as the expedition’s funding, food supply, schedules of archaeological work, staff lists, etc.

It should be noted that these documents do not constitute a single collection in the archive. Documentation relating to the activities of the Rajki expedition, is dispersed among various files (cases) of the Commissariat of Education collection. This complicated the search: we searched documents among the large number of cases, which coincided with dates during the expedition period.

Also of considerable interest are personal data (profiles) and autobiographies of T. Movchanovskiy and some other expedition members, stored within the archive.

Many documents have no connection to the archival material of the expedition, but instead they provide an opportunity to understand the context. In general with the purpose of copying we selected 15 papers: 13 organisational documents, 2 private files (profile and autobiography).

The physical condition of documents is mainly satisfactory; the documents format is different. The physical condition and format of each document are specified in the lists we compiled.

The Central State Archive of the Highest Authorities and Management of Ukraine is the holder of these documents. Access to documents is regulated by the rules, approved by the holder, in compliance with the Ukrainian legislation in the sphere of archival activity.

Copying of documents is possible in case of getting an appropriate permission from the Director of the Central State Archive of the Highest Authorities and Management (Kyiv), with reference to the document’s holder and author. Copying is a payable service.

The Central State Cinema- Photo- Phono Archive of Ukraine (Kyiv);
24 Solomyanska Str., Kyiv 03110, Ukraine.

In the Central State Cinema- Photo- Phono Archive of Ukraine (Kyiv) we discovered a videotape, which documents the research of the Rajki hillfort held in 1930.

A newsreel of the Rajki hillfort excavations is part of the major movie – a chronicle-newsreel (Part 7). The duration of the video is 2 minutes and 10 seconds. No audio track. The newsreel consists of several separate episodes (stories). The episodes are split by additional frames with text. The filmmaker was Mr. Solovyov, an Operator of VUFKU Department (State organisation on filmmaking and film distribution) in the city of Vinnitsa. Shooting of archaeological works was ordered by the Rajki expedition and paid from its budget. The film, as part of the newsreel, originally belonged to the State, and we found out that it had been shown in cinemas of the USSR in the 1930’s.

We were unable to assess the physical condition of the original film since, according to the archive rules, visitors do not have access to original material. The film was demonstrated by the archive staff on special equipment in the display room. Upon our request they prepared a copy of the newsreel in VHS format.

The Central State Cinema- Photo- Phono Archive of Ukraine (Kyiv) is the holder of these documents. Access to documents is regulated by the rules, approved by the holder, in compliance with the Ukrainian legislation in the sphere of archival activity.
Copying of documents is possible in case of getting an appropriate permission from the Director of the Central State Cinema-Photo-Phono Archive of Ukraine (Kyiv), with reference to the document’s holder and author. Copying is a payable service.

In spite of precise search inside the archive directory, we failed to find any other video- or photographic materials of the Rajki expedition in this archive.

The Central State Archive of Public Organisations of Ukraine (Kyiv)
8 Kutuzova Str, Kyiv 01011, Ukraine.

In the Central State Archive of Public Organisations of Ukraine, we have found ‘the case against T. Movchanovskiy’. In 1938, T. Movchanovskiy was arrested by Stalin’s Commissariat of Internal Affairs (NKVD), accused of anti-Soviet activity and then shot. The case was handed over from the Archive of Security Service of Ukraine to the Central State Archive of Public Organisations of Ukraine in the mid 1990’s. Until that time there was no access to cases of repressed people.

The case consists of two volumes (in total - 94 pages). It contains a collection of documents on athe prosecution of T. Movchanovskiy (records as regards the arrest and interrogation, evidences, conviction, certificate of execution, etc., documents are dated February 11 - March 08,1938), as well as papers on T. Movchanovskiy’s rehabilitation (dated February 11 – March 22, 1971). We have compiled a complete list of documents that are included and made copies of some pages.

The physical condition of documents is mainly satisfactory; the document format is different.

The Central State Archive of Public Organisations of Ukraine is the holder of these documents. Access to documents is regulated by the rules, approved by the holder, in compliance with the Ukrainian legislation in the sphere of archival activity.

Copying of documents is possible in case of getting an appropriate permission from the Director of the Central State Archive of Public Organisations of Ukraine, with reference to the document’s holder and author. Copying is a payable service. There are restrictions as to copying of documents, where any other names except for T.Movchanovskiy are specified (fact-finders’, witnesses’ names).

The St. Petersburg Department of the Archive of the Russian Academy of Sciences;
1 Universitetskaya Naberezhnaya, St. Petersburg 199034, Russian Federation

In the archive of the St. Petersburg Department of the Archive of the Russian Academy of Sciences there is a personal collection of L.A. Matsulevich (archaeologist, art researcher), where we found 2 diaries with remarks and sketches of artefacts from the Rajki hillfort excavations. The diaries were kept by L.A. Matsulevich during research trips to Ukraine. One of them was to Raiki (hillfort excavations) and Berdychiv museum - in 1930, the other - possibly in 1933. These documents are likely to have been transferred to the archive after his death.

The physical condition of documents is mainly satisfactory; the documents format is A5.

The archive of the Russian Academy of Sciences is the holder of these documents. Access to documents is regulated by the rules, approved by the holder, in compliance with the Russian Federation legislation in the sphere of archival activity.

Copying of documents is possible in case of getting an appropriate permission from the Archive Director, with reference to the document’s holder and author. Copying is a payable service, which is performed on request of a researcher exceptionally by the archive staff member.
The Photographic Archive of the Institute of History of Material Culture of the Russian Academy of Sciences (IHMC of the RAS);
18 Dvortsovaya Naberezhnaya, St. Petersburg 191186. Russian Federation.
The photo-archive of the IHMC of the RAS we found 3 albums with series of photographs (15 in total) from the excavations in Rajki. Photographs were made by Russian researchers Jakobson A.L., Karger M.K. and Matsulevich L.A. during their visit to Ukraine and, in particular, to excavation sites of the Rajki hillfort. The photographs have been previously unknown and thus are of great interest. Especially the photographs taken at an exhibition in Kiev in 1930, dedicated to field research (we had no information about this exhibition).
The physical condition of the photographs and their formats are different.
The Institute of History of Material Culture of the Russian Academy of Sciences is the holder of these documents. Access to documents is regulated by the rules, approved by the holder, in compliance with the Russian Federation legislation.
Copying of documents is possible in case of getting an appropriate permission from the IHMC of the RAS Director, with reference to the document’s holder and author.

The Manuscripts Archive of the Institute of History of Material Culture of the Russian Academy of Sciences (IHMC of the RAS);
18 Dvortsovaya Naberezhnaya, St. Petersburg 191186. Russian Federation.
In the Manuscripts Archive of the IHMC of the RAS there is a personal collection of G.F. Korzukhina, where we revealed photographs relating to the Rajki expedition. The photographs illustrate views of the Rajki hillfort and artefacts found during the archaeological research held on the hillfort territory. The photographs are made by G.F. Korzukhina’s order during her staying in Kiev in 1937-39.
The physical condition of photographs is satisfactory, their formats are different. The photographs are pasted onto 9 sheets of A4 format.
The Institute of History of Material Culture of the Russian Academy of Sciences is the holder of these documents. Access to documents is regulated by the rules, approved by the holder, in compliance with the Russian Federation legislation.
Copying of documents is possible in case of getting appropriate permission from the IHMC of the RAS Director, with reference to the document’s holder and author.

The Archival Department of the Berdychiv City Council;
14 Novoivanovskaya Str., Berdychiv, Zhytomyrska Area. 13300 Ukraine.
In the Archival Department of Berdychiv City Council there is a large array of documents relating to the work of Berdychiv Museum during the 1920-30’s (stored in 22 cases).
During World War II, the museum’s buildings (and documents from the museum archive) repeatedly suffered from fire, so now it is impossible to restore the original documentary collections. The documents stored within the Archival Department of the Berdychiv City Council, are part of a larger archive of the museum.
The documents were handed over to this archive after the dissolution of the museum in 1954. They were structured and filed into cases in the 1970’s, and were mainly arranged in chronological order.
We carefully processed all these documents. A number of organisational documents relating to the work of Rajki expedition were discovered. Copies (duplicates) of these documents are stored in the Central
Most of the documents relate to the work of the museum itself: here are financial documents, documents on the repair of museum buildings, documents on the flow of collections, documents on the museum staff etc. These documents are important for understanding the context and conditions of employment of T. Movchanovskiy and the Rajki expedition. In particular, thanks to these documents we cleared out some peculiarities of work of the reserve director, as well as some very complex problems, which he had to deal with. While working with these documents we uncovered the exact time and circumstances of the transfer of part of the archaeological collection concerning Rajki, to the Odessa Archaeological Museum. This happened in 1932, with an intention to supplement the Odessa museum with exhibits dated to ‘feudalism period’, in exchange for a collection of archaeological materials from Olbia to the exposition on ‘slave period’.

The physical condition of documents and their formats are different. In most cases the quality of document preservation is satisfactory. All documents are tightly fastened in folders. It makes copying and working with them difficult.

The Archival Department of Berdychiv City Council is the holder of these documents. Access to documents is regulated by the rules, approved by the holder, in compliance with the Ukrainian legislation in the sphere of archival activity.

Copying of documents is possible in case of getting an appropriate permission from the Director of the Archive, with reference to the document’s holder and author. Copying is a payable service.

Rajki Village

On our way from Berdychiv we carried out a visit to the village of Rajki. The trip was conducted in two phases. Initially, we found a place where the memorial was located, we inspected it to assess the current state of the object. This enabled us to better understand things while reviewing the photographic materials. In the second stage, we were talking with the local authorities. This brought us unexpected results. It turned out that in the village there is a historical memory associated with the research of the settlement in Rajki. The names of house owners, who let T.N. Movchanovskiy the rooms for rent during the excavations (the data completely coincided with our information), the study period, there is some data about T.N. Movchanovskiy. We have made arrangements necessary for collecting of this valuable information, with an assistance of the local history teacher. Hopefully in the future it will become part of the preserved archival records.

National Museum of History of Ukraine;
2 Volodymyrska Str., Kyiv, 01025. Ukraine.

The collections and exhibits of the National Museum of History of Ukraine comprise a collection of artefacts received at the excavations of the Rajki hillfort. There are indirect evidences of its transfer in 1930’s and further in 1950’s. No accompanying documentation dated to those years was revealed. Also there is no evidence confirming the fact that together with the artefacts collection some archival material of the expedition were transferred (field diaries, drafts, photos, etc.).

Central State Historical Archive of Ukraine in Kyiv;
24 Solomyanska Str., Kyiv, 03110. Ukraine.

We had no concrete information as to whether there are any documents of our interest in this archive. However, as we know what kind of collections are comprised in this archive (archaeologists'
collections, collections of State and public organisations focusing on archaeology), we decided to visit it. Having studied the archive catalogue, we came to the conclusion that it lacks any materials concerning the expedition in Rajki.

**Archive of Presidium of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine;**
54 Volodymyrska Str., Kyiv, 01001. Ukraine.
We visited this archive with a purpose to clear out the exact dates when T.Movchanovskiy started his work at the Institute of History of Material Culture (IHMC) and to get more details about his activities in Kyiv. We found the record, which informs us about the date when he got down to work in Kyiv (April 1933), and separate pieces of information about his activities in Kyiv. There is no material concerning the expedition at Rajki.

**Institute of Archives by the V.I.Vernadsky National Library of Ukraine;**
62 Volodymyrska Str., Kyiv, 04210. Ukraine.
We assumed that in this archive (collection ‘Documentary Collection of Ukrainian Scientists, Subjected to Repression in 1930-1950’s’, No. 257) it is possible to find documents, which had been withdrawn from Movchanovskiy at the moment of his arrest. We failed to find any.

**Domain State Archive Of the Safety Service of Ukraine;**
7 Zolotovoritska Str., 01034 Kyiv, Ukraine.
As a result of contacting this archive, it became clear that the case of the repressed T. Movchanovskiy was transferred to the Central State Archive of Public Organisations of Ukraine (Kyiv).

**Zhytomyr Museum of Local Lore;**
1 Zamkova Square, Zhytomyr 262014. Ukraine
Previously it was known that the museum contained collections of artefacts from the Rajki hillfort excavations. Our work revealed that the materials were transferred from Berdychiv Museum to the one in Zhytomyr at different times: firstly in the late 1930’s and then in the late 1940’s - early 1950’s. The main array of artefacts were transferred in connection with the dissolution of Berdychiv museum in 1954.
Together with a collection of artefacts the inventory books of the Berdychiv museum were transferred (these documents describe the museum collections). They also contain information about the time of receipt of material from archaeological excavations in Rajki by the Berdychiv Museum. These records are indirect information. Following the rules of inventory books storage, this kind of material can not be copied.
No archival documents (reports, field diaries, drawings, etc.) related to the Rajki expedition are available in the museum.

**State Archive of Zhytomyr Area;**
2/20 Okhrimova Gora Str., Zhytomyr 10003, Ukraine.
In the Zhytomyr Museum we were informed that part of the museum's documentation is kept in the Archive of Zhytomyr Area. After reading this documentation, we found that the archival documents of the Rajki expedition are missing.
Odesa Archaeological Museum by the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine;
4 Lanzheronovskaya Str., Odesa, Ukraine.
We had been provided with information that the museum contained artefacts from the excavations in Rajki. The work revealed indirect evidences of this collection transfer in the early 1930’s. There are no supporting or archival documents relating to the collection available.

Federal State Culture Institution of the Russian Federation
‘The State Hermitage Museum’;
34 Dvortsovaya Naberezhnaya, St. Petersburg 190000. Russian Federation.
The collections of the State Hermitage Museum include a collection of artefacts from the excavations in Rajki. The collection was transferred to the Hermitage in 1951 from Berdychiv Museum in connection with the beginning of its dissolution. Documentation associated with this collection includes Acceptance Transmission for materials dated 1951, and records in the Hermitage inventory books for stored items. These documents are not directly connected with the research of the Rajki settlement and according to the rules of museum storage may not be copied.
Archival materials of the expedition led by T.M. Movchanovskiy were not provided to the Hermitage.

State Historical Museum;
1 Red Square, Moscow 109012, Russian Federation.
Artefacts from the excavations of settlement in Rajki have also been transferred to the State History Museum in connection with the dissolution of the Berdychiv Museum. It was accompanied with similar documentation (Acceptance Transmission and records in the inventory books), which also may not be copied. Our assumptions about the presence of any archival materials on expeditions in Rajki in the State Historical Museum of Russian Federation were not confirmed.

Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the Russian Academy of Sciences;
19 Dmitriy Ulyanov Str., Moscow 117036, Russian Federation.
The search in the scientific archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the Russian Academy of Sciences was held in conjunction with our knowledge that scientists from Moscow visited Rajki during archaeological surveys or worked with T. Movchanovskiy in the auspices of other expeditions in Ukraine. Also there is indirect evidence that in Moscow the specialists conducted a number of technological analyses on artefacts from Rajki.
In the directory no archival documents relating to research in Rajki were found. We can not exclude the probability of accidental finds of documents, which were not recorded and included into the inventory. Therefore, at our request, archivists and our colleagues - archaeologists from the Institute of Archaeology, when working with archival documents will report any findings related to the research held by T. Movchanovskiy.

Museum of Berdychiv History;
18 Karla Libknekhta Str. (Sobornaya Square), Berdychiv 13300, Zhytomyr Area, Ukraine.
The museum in Berdychiv was established with the active participation of T. Movchanovskiy in 1925. In 1954 the museum was disbanded and its collections were sent to various museum institutions of the USSR (Zhytomyr, Kyiv, Moscow, St. Petersburg). In the 1980’s the Museum was re-established.
We assumed that the museum could preserve collections of artefacts from the excavations, and archival documents of the expedition in Rajki. However in the present museum there is no documentation related to its predecessor.

**SUMMARY**

While summarising, we wish to note that during the project we carried out work inside all the archives where we anticipated the availability of material on research of the hillfort in Rajki. As a result of this work we have found and processed all of the preserved documents and created a virtual catalogue of these documents.

In addition to documents that are relevant to the work of the expedition, we also found a large number of documents providing indirect information. However, they are important because they give an idea of the circumstances under which the excavations were carried out, the living conditions of the expedition participants, the political and economic situation in a certain region, etc.

New ideas about working with archival documents, copying them and preservation were obtained in the process of working in the archives and during training. Also, due to the purchase of equipment during the project, we were able not only to carry out the project activities, but also to start using this technique for copying selected documentary items in the scientific archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU.
LIST OF ARCHIVAL INSTITUTIONS
where documentation regarding exploration of the Rajki hillfort is stored
(categories of documents are indicated)

1. The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NAS of Ukraine
   - reports
   - field diaries
   - card diaries
   - inventory books
   - drafts
   - drawings
   - negatives on glass
   - photographs
   - organisational documentation
   - scientific works

2. The Central state cinema- photo- phono archive of Ukraine (Kyiv)
   - video

3. The Institute of Manuscripts of the V.Vernadskiy National Library of Ukraine
   - reports
   - field diaries
   - photographs
   - scientific works

4. The Central State Archive of the Public Organisations of Ukraine (Kyiv)
   - private files

5. The Central State Archive of the Highest Authorities and Management (Kyiv)
   - organisational documentation
   - private files

6. The St. Petersburg Department of the Archive of the Russian Academy of Sciences
   - field diaries

7. Photographic Archive of the Institute of History of Material Culture of the Russian Academy of Sciences
   - photographs

8. The handwritten archive of the Institute of History of Material Culture of the Russian Academy of Sciences
   - photographs

9. The Archival Department of the Berdychiv City Council
   - organisational documentation
skiy was repressed and shot by NKVD. After his death all field documentation of the

INSTITUTION(S) OF DEPOSIT
Name of institution: Institute of Archaeology of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
Contact address: 12 Heroiv Stalingrada Prospect, Kyiv, 04210; Ukraine
Website: www.iananu.kiev.ua

COLLECTION
Title: Collection of Documents of Rajki Archaeological Expedition
Dates(s): 1925-1937
Extent: 3519 images from 559 text documents; 1030 images from the negatives on the glass, albums and photo collections; 147 images from 126 pictures and drafts; 1 film.
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: report – typewritten; field diary – handwritten; draft, photographic negative – on glass
Contributor(s): The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU
Description: the collection keeps documents concerning the archaeological researches near Rajki village in 1925-1935.
Access: possibility of review and copying is limited, given the state and the age of the fund
Language(s): Ukrainian, Russian

INDIVIDUAL / FAMILY / INSTITUTION
Name: Rajki Archaeological Expedition Led by T.M. Movchanovskiy
Date(s): 1925-1935
History or biography: In 1925 and further in 1929-1932 the Rajki expedition led by the Berdychiv museum and personally by T.M.Movchanovskiy, carried out archaeological investigations of the Rajki hillfort on a large scales. In 1933 T.Movchanovskiy moves to Kyiv to continue his work. At the same time the function of management of the Rajki expedition is transferred to the Institute of History of Material Culture. The expedition was finalized in 1935, and later - in 1937 - its initiator T.Movchanovskiy was repressed and shot by NKVD. After his death all field documentation of the expedition and artefacts collection were disseminated among various archives and museums of Ukraine and Russia.
Place(s): Berdychiv-Kyiv

SERIES
Reference number: 01
Title: Scientific Reports
Date(s): 1929-1935
Extent: 285 images, 5 reports
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: report – typewritten
Creator(s): T.M. Movchanovskiy (supervisor) and the staff of the archaeological expedition in Rajki.
Description: the series contain annual scientific reports about the archaeological investigations of the hillfort near Rajki village dated by XII-XIII centuries.
System of arrangement: reports is a constituent part of funds belonging to different archives. The structure of funds of different archives is diverse. The reports copied by the project are listed here in chronological order.
Access: For research purposes only. Reference to the Institutions of Deposit of original documents is obligatory.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 02
Title: Field Diaries
Date(s): 1929-1935
Extent: 748 images, 21 field diaries
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: handwritten
Creator(s): T.M. Movchanovskiy (supervisor) and the staff of the archaeological expedition in Rajki.
Description: the series contain annual scientific reports about archaeological investigations of the hillfort near Rajki village dated XII-XIII centuries.
System of arrangement: field diaries is a constituent part of funds belonging to different archives. The structure of funds of different archives is diverse. The reports copied by the project are listed here in chronological order.
Access: For research purposes only. Reference to the Institutions of Deposit of original documents is obligatory.
Language(s): Ukrainian, Russian

Reference number: 03
Title: Card Diaries
Date(s): June, 1932 – August, 1935
Extent: 438 card, 876 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: handwritten
Creator(s): T.M. Movchanovskiy (supervisor) and the staff of the archaeological expedition in Rajki
Description: card diaries – is a category of scientific expedition documentation, which was developed by T.M. Movchanovskiy with a purpose to use it in everyday work to record results of archaeological work on separate plots (such as excavation site, plot, trench, square etc.) of the Rajki hillfort. Card diary forms are produced by printing house. The first case of use of card diaries was at the Rajki hillfort excavations. T.M. Movchanovskiy applied card diaries in many subsequent archaeological researches.
System of arrangement: card diaries is a constituent part of funds belonging to different archives. The structure of funds of different archives is diverse. The card diaries copied within the project are listed here in accordance with their storage order within the Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU: Storing Item (File) – Card No.
Access: For research purposes only. Reference to the Institutions of Deposit of original documents is obligatory.
Language(s): Ukrainian, Russian
Reference number: 04
Title: Inventory Books and Rosters of Artifacts
Date(s): 1929 (?) - 1936
Extent: 264 images, 12 inventory books
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: handwritten and typewritten
Creator(s): T.M. Movchanovskiy (supervisor) and the staff of the archaeological expedition in Rajki.
Description: the series include combination of inventory books and rosters of artifacts, which were found during excavations of the Rajki hillfort.
System of arrangement: inventory books and rosters of artifacts is a constituent part of funds belonging to different archives. The structure of funds of different archives is diverse. The inventory books and rosters of artifacts copied by the project are listed here in chronological order.
Access: For research purposes only. Reference to the Institutions of Deposit of original documents is obligatory.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 05
Title: Drafts
Date(s): July, 1922 – 1935
Extent: 81 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: drafts (whatman paper, graph paper) of various sizes
Creator(s): T.M. Movchanovskiy (supervisor) and the staff of the archaeological expedition in Rajki (draftsmans)
Description: the series contain saved drafts (those on different research objects, plans of squares, stratigraphic characteristics (cuts) of cultural layers of the hillfort) of the Rajki archaeological expedition.
System of arrangement: card diaries is a constituent part of funds belonging to different archives. The structure of funds of different archives is diverse. The card diaries copied within the project are listed here in accordance with their storage order within the Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU: Storing Item (File) – Card No.
Access: For research purposes only. Reference to the Institutions of Deposit of original documents is obligatory.
Language(s): Ukrainian, Russian (for remarks and legends to the graphs)

Reference number: 06
Title: Pictures
Date(s): 1930-1935
Extent: 86 images, 45 files
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: pictures (on whatman and sheets from the drawings album) of various sizes
Creator(s): T.M. Movchanovskiy (supervisor) and the staff of the archaeological expedition in Rajki (draftsmans & painters)
Description: water-color and pencil drawings of different views on the excavated parts of the researched objects on the Rajki hillfort are combined into the series.
System of arrangement: pictures is a constituent part of funds belonging to different archives. The structure of funds of different archives is diverse. The pictures copied within the project are listed here in accordance with their storage order within the Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU.
Access: For research purposes only. Reference to the Institutions of Deposit of original documents is obligatory.
Language(s): Ukrainian (names, marks and legends)

Reference number: 07
Title: Photographic Negatives on Glass
Date(s): 1929-1935
Extent: 425 images
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: Most of plates for the negatives are hand-made: plates made from the usual glass were cut; emulsion was washed ashore by the photographer. The state of most negatives is unsatisfactory: many of them are cracked and have spots, others have exfoliated emulsion, and lots of slabs are broken; highly required are: compilation of inventory lists, formation of photo-negatives catalogue, their immediate copying.
Creator(s): T.M. Movchanovskiy and the photographers engaged in the expedition: B.V. Kulkin (1930), S.I. Yakoubovskiy (1932), M.L. Makarovich (1933), V.I. Maslov (1933-1935) and other.
Description: the series contain photographic negatives made on glass; they illustrate the facts regarding the archaeological expedition in Rajki, which aimed to explore the hillfort dated XII-XIII centuries, situated near Rajki village.
System of arrangement: negatives on glass is a part of Collection of Negatives of the Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. Within this list the negatives are managed according to their serial numbers.
Access: For research purposes only. Reference to the Institutions of Deposit of original documents is obligatory.
Language(s):

Reference number: 08
Title: Albums and Selections of Photos
Date(s): 1929-1939 (?)
Extent: 605 images, 23 albums and collections of photos
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: photographs of various sizes and quality
Creator(s): T.M. Movchanovskiy (supervisor) and the staff of the archaeological expedition in Rajki.
Description: the series put together the albums and collections of photos of the Rajki expedition.
System of arrangement: photographs is a constituent part of funds belonging to different archives. The structure of funds of different archives is diverse. The albums and selections of photos copied within the project are listed here in accordance with their storage order: Archive. - Storing Item (File) – Number.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date(s)</th>
<th>Extent</th>
<th>Medium of copies</th>
<th>Medium of original material</th>
<th>Creator(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>System of arrangement</th>
<th>Access</th>
<th>Language(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>Cinema-film</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td>1 film</td>
<td>a film from the filmstrip was copied by the collaborators from the Central State film and photo archive of Ukraine into a digital format MPEG-2</td>
<td>filmstrip</td>
<td>Soloviev, operator of the Vinnitsa department of the VUFKU department</td>
<td>the series contains one filmstrip</td>
<td>the filmstrip is a part of the funds of the Central State film and photo archive of Ukraine named by G.S. Pshenychnyj</td>
<td>For research purposes only. Reference to the Institutions of Deposit of original documents is obligatory.</td>
<td>Ukrainian, Russian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Documentation on Organizational Matters</td>
<td>1930-1937</td>
<td>263 images, 46 files</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td>typewritten and handwritten</td>
<td>T.M. Movchanovskiy (supervisor) and the staff of the archaeological expedition in Rajki</td>
<td>The series put together various documents on organizational matters of the Rajki expedition, namely: financial papers, documents used while planning the expedition, orders regarding the expedition, correspondence with a number of institutions etc. The series are divided into sub-series, according to categories of materials.</td>
<td>documentation on organizational matters is a constituent part of funds belonging to different archives. The structure of funds of different archives is diverse. The reports copied by the project are listed here in chronological order.</td>
<td>For research purposes only. Reference to the Institutions of Deposit of original documents is obligatory.</td>
<td>Ukrainian, Russian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Scientific Labours: Their Drafts and Versions Publications</td>
<td>1930-1935</td>
<td>981 images, 33 files</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td>typewritten and handwritten</td>
<td>T.M. Movchanovskiy (supervisor) and the staff of the archaeological expedition in Rajki</td>
<td>the series contain versions and drafts of publications (articles, theses, messages, parts of a monograph), which are composed basing on materials of archaeological research of the hillfort dated XII-XIII centuries near Rajki village. Here are different versions of publications including those, which have not been issued.</td>
<td>drafts and versions of the publications is a constituent part of funds belonging to different archives. The structure of funds of different archives is diverse. The reports copied by the project are listed here in chronological order.</td>
<td>For research purposes only. Reference to the Institutions of Deposit of original documents is obligatory.</td>
<td>Ukrainian, Russian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Personal Files of T.M. Movchanovskiy</td>
<td>July 26, 1927 – May 22, 1971</td>
<td>102 images, 4 files</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td>handwritten and typewritten</td>
<td>T.M. Movchanovskiy and State institutions</td>
<td>card diaries is a constituent part of funds belonging to different archives. The structure of funds of different archives is diverse. The reports copied by the project are listed here in chronological order.</td>
<td>Personal Files of T.M. Movchanovskiy</td>
<td>For research purposes only. Reference to the Institutions of Deposit of original documents is obligatory.</td>
<td>Ukrainian, Russian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reference number: 01
Title: Scientific Reports
Date(s): 1929-1935
Extent: 285 images, 5 reports
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: report – typewritten
Creator(s): T.M. Movchanovskiy (supervisor) and the staff of the archaeological expedition in Rajki.
Description: the series contain annual scientific reports about the archaeological investigations of the hillfort near Rajki village dated by XI-XIII centuries.
System of arrangement: reports are a constituent part of funds belonging to different archives. The structure of funds of different archives is diverse. The reports copied by the project are listed here in chronological order.
Access: For research purposes only. Reference to the Institutions of Deposit of original documents is obligatory.
Language(s): Ukrainian

FILE/CONTAINER

Reference number: 001
Title: Operation Report According to an Open Letter No. 3 in 1929 in Berdychiv Area. – Part 2: Archaeological Exploration of the Slavonic Hillfort Dated XI-XIII Centuries in Rajki Village, Berdychiv Area.
Date(s): 1929
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK. – Storage unit № 309/1.
c/ The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund 20: T.M. Movchanovskiy’s personal fund. – Storage unit № 2a.
Extent: 8 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Typewriting. The text was typed on 4 separate sheets (size 29.5×21 cm), on the right side and on the back of the pages. The paper is of bad quality, so the text can also be seen on the reverse side of the sheet. Corrected in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: The report contains description of archaeological researches of the hillfort held in 1929, their results and finds from three plots on the hillfort territory.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 002
Title: Report on Archaeological Research of the Slavonic Hillfort Dated XI-XIII Centuries Near Rajki Village, Berdychiv region, 1930
Date(s): 1930
Duplicate (Copies): The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 2.
Extent: 48 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Typewritten document without a cover, sewed together with a thread; paper size 29.4×20.7 cm, of different quality. 47 sheets. Text is printed on the one side of the sheet. Paper corners are bent, some pages are torn; the text is typed using a typewriter, some texts are not plain; the author’s remarks are made by ink-pen or pencil; there is a number of pages with handwritten tables inserted into the document.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: the document (report) describes the results of the archaeological researches held in the Rajki hillfort in 1930.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 003
Title: The Roster of Pictures Added to the Report of the Archaeological Researches Held in the Rajki Hillfort in 1930.
Date(s): 1930
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund 20: T.M. Movchanovskiy’s personal fund. – Storage unit № 5.
Extent: 3 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Typewritten. Document is provided in a form of table. 3 separate sheets, paper size 21×20 cm. The state is satisfactory.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M. (?)
Description: the document it is the addition to the report and contains the roster of pictures, which were done during the excavations of the Rajki hillfort in 1930. There are 127 names in the roster.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 004
Title: The Report About the Archaeological Researches Held in the Rajki Hillfort in 1934.
Date(s): 1934
Extent: 24 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Typewriting. The text was typed on 24 separate sheets (size 35×23 cm). The text is printed on one side of the sheet.
Creator(s): Movchanovskyi T.M.
Description: the document (report) describes the results of the archaeological researches held in the Rajki hillfort in 1934.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 005
Title: Rajki State Archaeological Expedition, 1933-35.
Date(s): 1935
Extent: 202 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Typewriting. The text was typed on 202 separate sheets in format A4. The text was printed on one side of the sheet. Paper characterizing by different quality, pages turned yellow.
Creator(s): Movchanovskyi T.M.
Description: the document (report) describes the results of the archaeological researches held in the Rajki hillfort in 1933-1935.
Language(s): Ukrainian
The structure of funds of different archives is diverse. The reports copied by the project are listed here in chronological order.

**System of arrangement:** Field diaries are a constituent part of funds belonging to different archives. The structure of funds of different archives is diverse. The reports copied by the project are listed here in chronological order.

**Access:** For research purposes only. Reference to the Institutions of Deposit of original documents is obligatory.

**Language(s):** Ukrainian, Russian

---

**FILE/CONTAINER**

**Reference number:** 001

**Title:** The Excavation and Exploration in the Berdychiv Area. Diary. June 22 – October 24, 1929.

**Date(s):** June 22 – October 24, 1929

**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund 20: T.M. Movchanovskiy’s personal fund. – Storage unit № 2b.

**Extent:** 7 images

**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image

**Medium of original material:** The exercise book in a hard cover. The archeological researches of the hillfort near Rajki village are described on 7 pages (№ № 97-103). The manuscript in pencil. The page № 103 contains a plan-scheme of the hillfort.

**Creator(s):** Movchanovskiy T.M.

**Description:** The field diary contains a description of the beginning archaeological work on the hillfort held in October 1929.

**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**Reference number:** 002

**Title:** Explorations and Excavations of the Slavic Hillfort in Rajki Village in 1930.

**Date(s):** May 13 – May 16, 1930

**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-iHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 9а (Former archival No. 344 1938).

**Extent:** 26 images

**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image

**Medium of original material:** Exercise book (size 29×20 cm), 18 pages. Some of leaves are clean (no notes). The manuscript is made in color and simple pencil. Corrected in ink-pen. In the text – plans and 10 tables with drawings of artifacts in pen.

**Creator(s):** Movchanovskiy T.M.

**Description:** The field diary contains description of excavations progress on the territory of the hillfort on May 13-16, 1930.

**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**Reference number:** 003

**Title:** Rajki Expedition in 1930. Diary.

**Date(s):** May 15 – June 06, 1930

**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-iHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 6 (Former archival No. 342 1938).

**Extent:** 126 images

**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image

**Medium of original material:** Exercise book (size 20,3×14,2 cm), 81 leaves. Some of leaves are clean (no notes). The manuscript is made in colour and simple pencil and ink-pen. Also here – field remarks inserted by other expedition participants. Drafts, plans, schemes and drawings in the text are made in pencil.

**Creator(s):** Movchanovskiy T.M.

**Description:** the field diary contains staff lists (both scientific and other personnel included), description of excavation progress and investigated objects, lists of finds (artifacts) from plots No. 4-7, which were studied in 1930.

**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**Reference number:** 004

**Title:** Rajki Expedition in 1930. Diary No.1.

**Date(s):** July 31 – August 12, 1930

**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-iHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 4 (Former archival No. 344 1938).

**Extent:** 37 images

**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image

**Medium of original material:** the document’s format is like an exercise book with sizes 19,7×14 cm, comprises 46 leaves. Leaves № 20-46 are clean. The text is handwritten (colour and simple pencil). It contains drawings and pencil drafts. On last page there is a plan-scheme of the hillfort, on the cover – calculations of expenses on food and materials.

**Creator(s):** Movchanovskiy T.M., in some parts of the text there are remarks made by expedition participants – Rekhtman R. and Goncharov V.

**Description:** in the field diary there is a description of how the works went on within the square No.1-3 plot No. 8 of the excavated site in 1930, there is also a list of the researched objects and found artifacts.

**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**Reference number:** 005
Title: Rajki Expedition in 1930. Diary No.2.
Date(s): July 30 – August 14, 1930
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 5 (Former archival No. 344 1938).
Extent: 86 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: the document’s format is like of an exercise book with sizes 19,7×14 cm, comprises 48 leaves. The text is handwritten (pencil). It contains plans, drafts and drawings in pencil.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: the field diary illustrates the excavations progress, objects studied and provides lists of finds (artifacts) and non-scientific staff lists.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 006
Title: Rajki Expedition in 1930. Diary No.3.
Date(s): August 07-13, 1930
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 8 (Former archival No. 343 1938).
Extent: 37 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Exercise book (size 19,7×14 cm), 34 leaves. Leaves № 20-46 are clean (no notes). The manuscript in pencil edited and corrected in ink-pen. Drafts and drawings of artifacts in the text are made in pencil.
Creator(s): Rekhman R.
Description: the field diary contains description of work progress and studied objects, lists of finds (artifacts) at the square No. 1, plot No. 8 as of 1930.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 007
Title: Rajki Expedition in 1930. Diary No.4.
Date(s): August 07-12, 1930
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 7 (Former archival No. 343 1938).
Extent: 31 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An exercise book (size 19.3×14 cm), 40 leaves. Leaves № 17-40 are clean (no notes). Manuscript in pencil. Drafts, plans, stratigraphic cuts and drawings in the text are made in pencil.
Creator(s): A group of authors. Autographs were not attributed to any persons.
Description: the field diary contains description of objects (‘groups’ of finds), which were researched mainly inside the square No. 3, plot No. 8 as of 1930. Also here are lists of found artifacts.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 008
Title: Rajki 1930. Diary.
Date(s): August 02-06, 1930
Extent: 10 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Writing-pad (size 14,4×10,2 cm), ), 8 leaves. Leaves № 7-8 are clean (no notes). Manuscript in pencil. Drafts in the text are made in pencil.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: the field diary contains description of work progress on the hillfort territory during the period of August 02-06, 1930.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 009
Title: L.A. Matsulevich's Notebook.
Date(s): 1930
Location of Original Material: The St.-Petersburg Department of the archive of the RAS (Russian Academy of Sciences). – Fund 991. – Inventory 1. – Storage unit № 153.
Extent: 18 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: The notebook in a hard cover. Manuscript in pencil. The field diary contains drawing of artifacts.
Creator(s): Matsulevich L.A.
Description: L.A Matsulevich’s travel diary with a description of the trip to Ukraine in 1930. Pages №№ 85-102 contains the notes about visiting the museum in Berdychiv area and the Rajki hillfort with drawings of artifacts.
Language(s): Russian

Reference number: 010
Title: Diary of the Rajki State Archaeological Expedition in 1932
Date(s): June 23 – July 05, 1932
Extent: 70 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Exercise book (20×14,5 cm), 94 leaves. Leaves № 35-94 are clean (no notes). Manuscript in ink-pen. Drafts and drawings in the text – in ink-pen and pencil.

Creator(s): Movchanovsky T.M.

Description: the field diary provides description of archaeological work, which was done on the hillfort territory during June 23 – July 05, 1932.

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 011
Title: Diary of the Square Manager of the Rajki State Archaeological Expedition in 1932.
Date(s): June 26 – July 01, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 11.
Extent: 14 images

Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Exercise book (size 20,2×14,5 cm), 14 leaves. Manuscript in pencil. 14 text pages, leaves № 8-14 – clear (no notes).
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: the field diary contains description of archaeological work at the hillfort on June 26 – July 01, 1932.

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 012
Title: The Report of the Field Works in the Plot VIII 12-13,10.1933.
Date(s): October 12-13, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 66-1933. – No number.
Extent: 2 images

Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: 1 leaf. The text is on both sides of the leaf. Manuscript in pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: the field diary-report contains description of work progress on the hillfort territory during the one day.

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 013
Title: No title
Date(s): September 01, 1933
Extent: 1 image

Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: The manuscript. The text is written in pencil in the top half of the sheet on squared paper. The safety is not enough satisfactory. The sheet is bent in a half. At a bend it is worn and torn a little. The upper edge is very tattered and torn.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: The fragment of the diary field notes made by P.V. Harlampovich on the excavation of the Rajki village at the moment of T.M. Movchanovsky absence.

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 014
Title: The Notebook With the Drawings of a Collection From the Berdichev Museum.
Date(s): November 08-11, 1933
Location of Original Material: The St.-Petersburg Department of the archive of the RAS (Russian Academy of Sciences). – Fund 991. – Inventory 1. – Storage unit № 157.
Extent: 40 images

Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: The notebook in a hard cover. 40 leaves. Manuscript in pencil. The field diary contains drawings of artifacts.
Creator(s): Matsulevich L.A.
Description: L.A. Matsulevich's diary with the drawings of artefacts founded in the Rajki hillfort and exhibited at the Berdichev museum.

Language(s): Russian

Reference number: 015
Title: Rajki 1934. Diary No.1.
Date(s): August 27 – September 23, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 36 (Former archival No. 349 1938).
Extent: 87 images

Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Exercise book (size 20×14 cm), 87 pages. The manuscript is made in colour and simple pencil and in-ink-pen. Plans-schemes, drafts and drawings with artifacts depicted are made in ink and pencil.
Creator(s): Movchanovsky T.M.
Description: the field diary contains description of archaeological work at the hillfort on August 27 – September 23, 1934.

Language(s): Ukrainian
Reference number: 016
Title: Rajki Expedition in 1934, Diary No.2.
Date(s): September 24-30, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 37 (Former archival No. 349 1938).
Extent: 26 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Exercise book (size 19×14 cm), 26 pages. Pages have numbers: from 88 to 112. Manuscript in pencil and ink-pen.
Creator(s): Petrov V.P.
Description: the field diary contains description of archaeological work at the hillfort on September 24-30, 1934.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 017
Title: No title
Date(s): 1934
Extent: 9 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Exercise book (size 21×15 cm), 7 leaves. Manuscript in ink-pen and pencil. The state is good. The notes are made in the notebook with the lined pages. The text contains 2 drawings. The drawings are enclosed in the exercise book.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: The document is a fragment of the diary notes of archaeological researches in the Rajki village in August, 1934. The drawings contain the plan-scheme and the scheme-reconstruction of the defensive construction.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 018
Title: The Rajki State Archaeological Expedition from August 27, 1934. The Photo-diary.
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Institute of Manuscripts of the V.Vernadskiy National Library of Ukraine – Fund 243: V.I. Maslov's personal fund. – Storage unit № 376-III.
Extent: 45 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: The notebook in a hard cover (size 10,5×15 cm), 45 leaves. Sheets are numbered №№ 87-136. The leaves №№ 132-135 – clear (no notes). The manuscript is written mainly in a pencil. Corrected in ink-pen. The safety is satisfactory.
Creator(s): Maslov V.I.
Description: V.I. Maslov's diary with the list of photonegatives of the expedition. The list of the photoprints with indications of the size, the name and other parameters.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 019
Title: Diary of the Supervisor of the Rajki Archaeological Expedition in 1935.
Date(s): August 16-28, 1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 59 (Former archival No. 350 1938).
Extent: 28 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Exercise book (size 20,7x14,5 cm), 18 leaves. The text is on both sides of the leaf. Some of leaves are clean (no notes). Manuscript in ink-pen. Drafts and plans-schemes in the text are made in ink-pen and pencil.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: the field diary contains description of archaeological work at the hillfort on August 16-28, 1935.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 020
Title: No title
Date(s): 1935
Location of Original Material: The Institute of Manuscripts of the V.Vernadskiy National Library of Ukraine – Fund 243: V.I. Maslov’s personal fund. – Storage unit № 376-I.
Extent: 22 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: The notebook is in hard cover (size 8,5×13 cm), 50 leaves. The manuscript is written mainly in a pencil. Corrected in ink-pen. The overwhelming quantities of sheets are clean (without notes). The safety is satisfactory.
Creator(s): Maslov V.I.
Description: The V.I. Maslov's diaries of 1935. The sheets №№ 1-7 contain lists of the employed workers, the sheets №№ 26-28 contain bookings of songs of peasants of Rajki village, and sheets №№ 38-49 contain the list of a photo of expedition according the dates.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 021
Title: No title
Date(s): 1935
**Location of Original Material:** The Institute of Manuscripts of the V.Vernadskiy National Library of Ukraine. – Fund 243: V.I. Maslov’s personal fund. – Storage unit № 376-II.

**Extent:** 24 images

**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image

**Medium of original material:** The notebook in a soft cover (size 8,5×16,5 cm). Sheets are not numbered. On 12 sheets notes are located on both sides of the leaf, and other 22 sheets are clean. Manuscript in ink-pen and pencil.

**Creator(s):** Maslov V.I.

**Description:** Maslov’s diary with field notes and notes about expenses on a food in 1935.

**Language(s):** Ukrainian
Ster of finds, which ended, a staff list

An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36x25 cm.

Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image

Medium of original material: handwritten

Creator(s): T.M. Movchanovskiy (supervisor) and the staff of the archaeological expedition in Rajki

Description: card diaries is a category of scientific expedition documentation, which was developed by T.M. Movchanovskiy with a purpose to use it in everyday work to record results of archaeological work on separate plots (such as excavation site, plot, trench, square etc.) of the Rajki hillfort. Card diary forms are produced by printing house. The first case of use of card diaries was at the Rajki hillfort excavations. T.M. Movchanovskiy applied card diaries in many subsequent archaeological researches.

System of arrangement: card diaries is a constituent part of funds belonging to different archives. The structure of funds of different archives is diverse. The card diaries copied in the framework of this project, are listed here according to their storage arrangement system in the Scientific Archive of the IA of the NASU: Storage Unit (File) – Card No.

Access: For research purposes only. Reference to the Institutions of Deposit of original documents is obligatory.

Language(s): Ukrainian, Russian

---

**FILE/CONTAINER**

Reference number: 001
Title: Card diary № 81
Date(s): July 26, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 20 – Card 1.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36x25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kozlovskaya V.E.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 26, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 002
Title: Card diary № 86
Date(s): July 27, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36x25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kozlovskaya V.E.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 27, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 003
Title: Card diary № 91
Date(s): July 28, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 20 – Card 3.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36x25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kozlovskaya V.E.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 28, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 004
Title: Card diary № 97
Date(s): July 29, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36x25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

23
Creator(s): Kozlovskaya V.E.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 29, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 005
Title: Card diary № 104
Date(s): July 30, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 20 – Card 5.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kozlovskaya V.E.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 30, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 006
Title: Card diary № 106
Date(s): August 01, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Mokhanovskiy T.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 01, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 007
Title: Card diary № 108
Date(s): July 30, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kozlovskaya V.E.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 30, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 008
Title: Card diary № 110
Date(s): August 01, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kozlovskaya V.E.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 01, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 009
Title: Card diary № 111
Date(s): August 02, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
**Creator(s):** Kozlovskaya V.E.

**Description:** Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 02, 1932).

**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**Reference number:** 010

**Title:** Card diary № 116-I

**Date(s):** August 03, 1932

**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 20 – Card 10.

**Extent:** 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))

**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image

**Medium of original material:** An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

**Creator(s):** Kozlovskaya V.E.

**Description:** Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 03, 1932).

**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**Reference number:** 011

**Title:** Card diary № 116-II

**Date(s):** August 03, 1932

**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 20 – Card 11.

**Extent:** 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))

**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image

**Medium of original material:** An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

**Creator(s):** Kozlovskaya V.E.

**Description:** Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 03, 1932).

**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**Reference number:** 012

**Title:** Card diary № 118-I

**Date(s):** August 04, 1932

**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 20 – Card 12.

**Extent:** 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))

**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image

**Medium of original material:** An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

**Creator(s):** Kozlovskaya V.E.

**Description:** Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 04, 1932).

**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**Reference number:** 013

**Title:** Card diary № 118-II

**Date(s):** August 04, 1932

**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 20 – Card 13.

**Extent:** 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))

**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image

**Medium of original material:** An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

**Creator(s):** Kozlovskaya V.E.

**Description:** Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 04, 1932).

**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**Reference number:** 014

**Title:** Card diary № 1

**Date(s):** July 01-02, 1932

**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 21 – Card 1.

**Extent:** 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))

**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image

**Medium of original material:** An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. Edges of the form are ragged.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date(s)</th>
<th>Location of Original Material</th>
<th>Extent</th>
<th>Medium of copies</th>
<th>Medium of original material</th>
<th>Creator(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>015</td>
<td>Card diary № 7</td>
<td>July 03, 1932</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 21 – Card 2.</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td>An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on one side. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. Edges of the form are ragged.</td>
<td>Movchanovskiy T.M.</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 01-02, 1932).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>016</td>
<td>Card diary № 12</td>
<td>No date</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 21 – Card 3.</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td>An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. Front page is not filled. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
<td>name unknown</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>017</td>
<td>Card diary № 13</td>
<td>July 04, 1932</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 21 – Card 4.</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td>An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
<td>Movchanovskiy T.M.</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 04, 1932).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>018</td>
<td>Card diary № 14</td>
<td>July 04, 1932</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 21 – Card 5.</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td>An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
<td>Movchanovskiy T.M.</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 04, 1932).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>019</td>
<td>Card diary № 15</td>
<td>July 05, 1932</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 21 – Card 6.</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td>An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
<td>Movchanovskiy T.M.</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 04, 1932).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Creator(s): Ignateva V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 05, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 020
Title: Card diary № 18
Date(s): July 05, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 05, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 021
Title: Card diary № 19
Date(s): July 05, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 05, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 022
Title: Card diary № 21
Date(s): July 05, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 05, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 023
Title: Card diary № 22
Date(s): July 05, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 05, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 024
Title: Card diary № 24
Date(s): July 06, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 06, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 025
Title: Card diary № 25
Date(s): July 07, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 07, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 026
Title: Card diary № 27
Date(s): July 08, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 08, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 027
Title: Card diary № 28
Date(s): July 09, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): name unknown
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 09, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 028
Title: Card diary № 30
Date(s): July 09, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 09, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 029
Title: Card diary № 31
Date(s): July 08-09, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 21 – Card 16.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.

description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 08-09, 1932).

language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 030
Title: Card diary № 34
Date(s): No date
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. Front page is not filled. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

creator(s): name unknown

description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period.

language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 031
Title: Card diary № 35
Date(s): July 11, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.

description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 11, 1932).

language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 032
Title: Card diary № 36
Date(s): July 11, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.

description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 11, 1932).

language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 033
Title: Card diary № 37
Date(s): July 12, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.

description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 12, 1932).

language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 034
Title: Card diary № 41
Date(s): July 12, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Movchanovskyi T.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 12, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 035
Title: Card diary № 44
Date(s): July 13, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Movchanovskyi T.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 13, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 036
Title: Card diary № 46
Date(s): No date
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. Front page is not filled. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): name unknown
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 037
Title: Card diary № 48
Date(s): July 15, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Movchanovskyi T.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 15, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 038
Title: Card diary № 50
Date(s): July 16, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Movchanovskyi T.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 16, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 039
Title: Card diary № 49
Date(s): No date
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
**Creator(s):** Kharlampovich P.V.
**Description:** Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period.

**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**Reference number:** 040
**Title:** Card diary № 51-I
**Date(s):** July 16, 1932
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 21 – Card 27.
**Extent:** 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image
**Medium of original material:** An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
**Creator(s):** Movchanovskiy T.M.
**Description:** Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 16, 1932).

**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**Reference number:** 041
**Title:** Card diary № 51-II
**Date(s):** July 16, 1932
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 21 – Card 29.
**Extent:** 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image
**Medium of original material:** An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
**Creator(s):** Movchanovskiy T.M.
**Description:** Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 16, 1932).

**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**Reference number:** 042
**Title:** Card diary № 55
**Date(s):** July 17, 1932
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 21 – Card 30.
**Extent:** 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image
**Medium of original material:** An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
**Creator(s):** Movchanovskiy T.M.
**Description:** Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 17, 1932).

**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**Reference number:** 043
**Title:** Card diary № 57
**Date(s):** July 18, 1932
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 21 – Card 31.
**Extent:** 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image
**Medium of original material:** An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
**Creator(s):** Movchanovskiy T.M.
**Description:** Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 18, 1932).

**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**Reference number:** 044
**Title:** Card diary № 58
**Date(s):** July 18, 1932
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 21 – Card 31.
**Extent:** 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image
**Medium of original material:** An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>045</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Card diary № 61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date(s)</td>
<td>July 19, 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of Original Material</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 21 – Card 32.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of copies</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of original material</td>
<td>An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36х25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator(s)</td>
<td>Movchanovskiy T.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 18, 1932).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language(s)</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>046</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Card diary № 63-I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date(s)</td>
<td>July 20, 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of Original Material</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 21 – Card 33.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of copies</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of original material</td>
<td>An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36х25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator(s)</td>
<td>Movchanovskiy T.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 20, 1932).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language(s)</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>047</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Card diary № 63-II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date(s)</td>
<td>July 20, 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of Original Material</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 21 – Card 34.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of copies</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of original material</td>
<td>An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36х25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator(s)</td>
<td>Movchanovskiy T.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 20, 1932).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language(s)</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>048</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Card diary № 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date(s)</td>
<td>July 21, 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of Original Material</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 21 – Card 35.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of copies</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of original material</td>
<td>An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36х25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator(s)</td>
<td>Movchanovskiy T.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 21, 1932).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language(s)</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>049</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Card diary № 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date(s)</td>
<td>July 23-24, 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of Original Material</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 21 – Card 36.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of copies</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of original material</td>
<td>An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36х25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Creator(s):** Movchanovskiy T.M.
**Description:** Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 23-24, 1932).
**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**Reference number:** 050  
**Title:** Card diary № 73  
**Date(s):** July 23-24, 1932  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 21 – Card 37.  
**Extent:** 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))  
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

**Creator(s):** Movchanovskiy T.M.
**Description:** Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 23-24, 1932).
**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**Reference number:** 051  
**Title:** Card diary № 76  
**Date(s):** July 24, 1932  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 21 – Card 38.  
**Extent:** 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))  
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. Front page is not filled. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

**Creator(s):** Kharlampovich P.V.  
**Description:** Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 24, 1932).
**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**Reference number:** 052  
**Title:** Card diary № 77  
**Date(s):** July 25, 1932  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 21 – Card 39.  
**Extent:** 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))  
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. Front page is not filled. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

**Creator(s):** Movchanovskiy T.M.  
**Description:** Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 25, 1932).
**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**Reference number:** 053  
**Title:** Card diary № 78  
**Date(s):** July 25, 1932  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 21 – Card 40.  
**Extent:** 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))  
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. Front page is not filled. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

**Creator(s):** Movchanovskiy T.M.  
**Description:** Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 25, 1932).
**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**Reference number:** 054  
**Title:** Card diary № 82  
**Date(s):** July 26, 1932  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 21 – Card 41.  
**Extent:** 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))  
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Movchanovskyi T.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 26, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 055
Title: Card diary № 84
Date(s): July 26, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 21 – Card 42.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

Reference number: 056
Title: Card diary № 93
Date(s): July 28, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 21 – Card 43.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

Reference number: 057
Title: Card diary № 94
Date(s): July 29, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 21 – Card 44.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

Reference number: 058
Title: Card diary № 95
Date(s): July 29, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 21 – Card 45.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

Reference number: 059
Title: Card diary № 100
Date(s): July 30, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 21 – Card 46.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 30, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 060
Title: Card diary № 112
Date(s): August 02, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 22 – Card 47.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Movchanovsky T.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 02, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 061
Title: Card diary № 114
Date(s): August 03, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 22 – Card 49.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. Edges of the form are ragged.
Creator(s): Movchanovsky T.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 03, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 062
Title: Card diary № 119
Date(s): August 04, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 22 – Card 49.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Movchanovsky T.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 04, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 063
Title: Card diary № 87
Date(s): July 27, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkachenko M.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 27, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 064
Title: Card diary № 89
Date(s): July 28, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkachenko M.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 28, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 065
Title: Card diary № 96
Date(s): July 29, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 22 – Card 3.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkachenko M.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 29, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 066
Title: Card diary № 102
Date(s): July 31, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kozlovskaya V.E.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 31, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 067
Title: Card diary № 103-I
Date(s): July 31, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 22 – Card 5.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkachenko M.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 31, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 068
Title: Card diary № 103-II
Date(s): July 31, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkachenko M.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 31, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 069
Title: Card diary № 109
Date(s): August 01, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

The form is filled on both sides.
Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 01, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 070
Title: Card diary № 112
Date(s): August 02, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: A autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. Front page is not filled. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): name unknown
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 02, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 071
Title: Card diary № 113
Date(s): August 02, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: A autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkachenko M.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 02, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 072
Title: Card diary № 115-I (114 ?)
Date(s): August 03, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: A autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkachenko M.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 03, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 073
Title: Card diary № 115-II
Date(s): August 03, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: A autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkachenko M.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 03, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 074
Title: Card diary № 115-III
Date(s): August 03, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: A autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkachenko M.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 03, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 075
Title: Card diary № 117-I
Date(s): August 04, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkachenko M.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 04, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 076
Title: Card diary № 117-II
Date(s): August 04, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. Front page is not filled. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkachenko M.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 04, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 077
Title: Card diary № 120-I
Date(s): August 05, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkachenko M.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 05, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 078
Title: Card diary № 105
Date(s): July 31, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 22 – Card 16.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. On the front page there is a pencil drawing. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkachenko M.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 31, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 079
Title: Card diary № 120-II
Date(s): August 05, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 22 – Card 17.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkachenko M.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 05, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 080
Title: Card diary № 121
Date(s): August ??, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. Edges of the form are ragged.
Creator(s): Tkachenko M.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period.

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 081
Title: No title
Date(s): June ??, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. Edges of the form are ragged.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period.

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 082
Title: Card diary № 2
Date(s): June 29, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. Edges of the form are ragged.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (June 29, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 083
Title: Card diary № 3
Date(s): June 29, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 3.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. Edges of the form are ragged.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (June 29, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 084
Title: Card diary № 4
Date(s): June 29, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. Edges of the form are ragged.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (June 29, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 085
Title: Card diary № 5
Date(s): June 30, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 5.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. Edges of the form are ragged.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (June 30, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 086
Title: Card diary № 6
Date(s): June 30, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. Edges of the form are ragged.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (June 30, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 087
Title: Card diary № 7
Date(s): June 30, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. Edges of the form are ragged.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (June 30, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 088
Title: Card diary № 8
Date(s): July 01, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. Edges of the form are ragged.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 01, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 089
Title: Card diary № 9
Date(s): July 01, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>Title: Card diary № 10</th>
<th>Date(s): July 02, 1932</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location of Original Material</strong>: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 10.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extent</strong>: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of copies</strong>: digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of original material</strong>: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. Edges of the form are ragged.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator(s)</strong>: Kharlampovich P.V.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description</strong>: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 02, 1932).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language(s)</strong>: Ukrainian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>Title: Card diary № 11</th>
<th>Date(s): July 02, 1932</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location of Original Material</strong>: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 11.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extent</strong>: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of copies</strong>: digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of original material</strong>: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator(s)</strong>: Kharlampovich P.V.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description</strong>: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 02, 1932).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language(s)</strong>: Ukrainian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>Title: Card diary № 12</th>
<th>Date(s): July 04, 1932</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location of Original Material</strong>: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 12.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extent</strong>: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of copies</strong>: digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of original material</strong>: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator(s)</strong>: Kharlampovich P.V.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description</strong>: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 04, 1932).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language(s)</strong>: Ukrainian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>Title: Card diary № 16</th>
<th>Date(s): July 05, 1932</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location of Original Material</strong>: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 13.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extent</strong>: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of copies</strong>: digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of original material</strong>: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator(s)</strong>: Kharlampovich P.V.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description</strong>: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 05, 1932).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language(s)</strong>: Ukrainian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>Title: Card diary № 16-17</th>
<th>Date(s): July 05, 1932</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location of Original Material</strong>: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 14.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extent</strong>: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of copies</strong>: digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of original material</strong>: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. Front page is not filled. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator(s)</strong>: name unknown</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 05, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 095
Title: Card diary № 20
Date(s): July 06, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 15.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 06, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 096
Title: Card diary № 23
Date(s): July 07, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 16.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 07, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 097
Title: Card diary № 26
Date(s): July 08, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 17.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 08, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 098
Title: Card diary № 29-I
Date(s): July 09, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 09, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 099
Title: Card diary № 29-II
Date(s): July 09, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. Front page is not filled. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 09, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 100
Title: Card diary № 32
Date(s): July 10, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 10, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 101
Title: Card diary № 33
Date(s): July 10, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 10, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 102
Title: Card diary № 34-I
Date(s): July 11, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 22.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 11, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 103
Title: Card diary № 34-II
Date(s): July 11, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 11, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 104
Title: Card diary № 36
Date(s): July 11, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 11, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 105
Title: Card diary № 39
Date(s): July 12, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 12, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 106
Title: Card diary № 40-II
Date(s): July 12, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 12, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 107
Title: Card diary № 14
Date(s): September 15, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 27.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): name unknown
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 15, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 108
Title: Card diary № 40-I
Date(s): July 12, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 12, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 109
Title: Card diary № 42
Date(s): July 13, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
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Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 13, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 110
Title: Card diary № 43-I
Date(s): July 13, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 13, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 111
Title: Card diary № 43-II
Date(s): July 13, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. Front page is not filled. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 13, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 112
Title: Card diary № 45-I
Date(s): July 14, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 32.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 14, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 113
Title: Card diary № 45-II
Date(s): July 14, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 33.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 14, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 114
Title: Card diary № 46-I
Date(s): July 15, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 34.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 15, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 115
Title: Card diary № 47
Date(s): July 15, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 35.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 15, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 116
Title: Card diary № 49
Date(s): July 15, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 36.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 15, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 117
Title: Card diary № 52
Date(s): July 16, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 37.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 16, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 118
Title: Card diary № 53
Date(s): July 16, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 38.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 16, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 119
Title: Card diary № 54
Date(s): July 17, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 17, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 120
Title: Card diary № 56
Date(s): July 18, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 18, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 121
Title: Card diary № 59-I
Date(s): July 18, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 41.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 18, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 122
Title: Card diary № 59-II
Date(s): July 18, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 42.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. Front page is not filled. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 18, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 123
Title: Card diary № 60
Date(s): July 19, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 43.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 19, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 124
Title: Card diary № 62
Date(s): July 19, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 44.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 19, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 125
Title: Card diary № 64-I
Date(s): July 20, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 45.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 20, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 126
Title: Card diary № 64-II
Date(s): July 20, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 46.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. Front page is not filled. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 20, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 127
Title: Card diary № 65
Date(s): July 20, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 47.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 20, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 128
Title: Card diary № 67
Date(s): July 21, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 21, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 129
Title: Card diary № 69-II
Date(s): July 21, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 49.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. Front page is not filled. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 21, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 130
Title: Card diary № 69-I
Date(s): July 21, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 50.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 21, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 131
Title: Card diary № 70
Date(s): July 23, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 51.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 23, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 132
Title: Card diary № 72
Date(s): July 24, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 52.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 24, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 133
Title: Card diary № 74
Date(s): July 24, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 53.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 24, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 134
Title: Card diary № 75-I
Date(s): July 24, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 54.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientists and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 24, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 135
Title: Card diary № 75-II
Date(s): July 24, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 55.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientists and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 24, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 136
Title: Card diary № 76
Date(s): July 24, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 56.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientists and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 24, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 137
Title: Card diary № 79-I
Date(s): July 25, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 57.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientists and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 25, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 138
Title: Card diary № 79-II
Date(s): July 25, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 58.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientists and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 25, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 139
Title: Card diary № 80
Date(s): July 26, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 26, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 140
Title: Card diary № 83
Date(s): July 26, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 60.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 26, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 141
Title: Card diary № 85
Date(s): July 26, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 26, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 142
Title: Card diary № 88-I
Date(s): July 27, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 27, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 143
Title: Card diary № 88-II
Date(s): July 27, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. Front page is not filled. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 27, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 144
Title: Card diary № 90
Date(s): July 28, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 64.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 28, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 145
Title: Card diary № 98-I
Date(s): July 29, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 29, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 146
Title: Card diary № 98-II
Date(s): July 29, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. Front page is not filled. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 29, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 147
Title: Card diary № 99
Date(s): July 30, 1932
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 30, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 148
Title: Card diary № 101
Date(s): July 31, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 68.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. Front page is not filled. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (July 31, 1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 149
Title: Card diary № 107
Date(s): August 01, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 69.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. The form is glued.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 01, 1932).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 150
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 70.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. Edges of the form are ragged.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period.

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 151
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 23 – Card 71.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. Edges of the form are ragged.
Creator(s): name unknown
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 12, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 152
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): October 12, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. Edges of the form are ragged.
Creator(s): name unknown
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 12, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 153
Title: Card diary № 2
Date(s): October 13, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 13, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 154
Title: Card diary № 3
Date(s): October 13, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 13, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 155
Title: Card diary № 4
Date(s): October 14, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Petrov V.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 14, 1933).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 156
Title: Card diary № 5
Date(s): October 13, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 24 – Card 5.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Petrov V.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 13, 1933).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 157
Title: Card diary № 6
Date(s): October 14, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Mochanovskiy T.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 14, 1933).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 158
Title: Card diary № 7
Date(s): October 14, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Petrov V.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 14, 1933).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 159
Title: Card diary № 8
Date(s): October 14, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): name unknown
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 14, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 160
Title: Card diary № 9
Date(s): October 14, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. On the front page the plan fragment is made in pencil.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 14, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 161
Title: Card diary № 10
Date(s): October 15, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Petrov V.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 15, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 162
Title: Card diary № 11
Date(s): October 15, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Petrov V.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 15, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 163
Title: Card diary № 12
Date(s): October 15, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 15, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 164
Title: Card diary № 13
Date(s): October 16, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Petrov V.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 16, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 165
Title: Card diary № 14
Date(s): October 16, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Petrov V.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 16, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 166
Title: Card diary № 15
Date(s): October 16, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 16, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 167
Title: Card diary № 16
Date(s): October 17, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Petrov V.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 17, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 168
Title: Card diary № 17
Date(s): October 17, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Petrov V.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 17, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 169
Title: Card diary № 18
Date(s): October 18, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Petrov V.P.

Language(s): Ukrainian
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>Title: Card diary № 19</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date(s): October 18, 1933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location of Original Material:</strong> The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 24 – Card 19.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extent:</strong> 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of copies:</strong> digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of original material:</strong> An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator(s):</strong> Petrov V.P.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description:</strong> Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 18, 1933).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language(s):</strong> Ukrainian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>Title: Card diary № 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date(s): October 18, 1933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location of Original Material:</strong> The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 24 – Card 20.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extent:</strong> 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of copies:</strong> digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of original material:</strong> An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator(s):</strong> Kharlampovich P.V.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description:</strong> Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 18, 1933).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language(s):</strong> Ukrainian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>Title: Card diary № 21</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date(s): October 17-20, 1933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location of Original Material:</strong> The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 24 – Card 21.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extent:</strong> 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of copies:</strong> digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of original material:</strong> An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. On the front page there is a pencil drawing, where a human skeleton is depicted.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator(s):</strong> Kharlampovich P.V.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description:</strong> Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 17-20, 1933).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language(s):</strong> Ukrainian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>Title: Card diary № 22</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date(s): October 19, 1933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location of Original Material:</strong> The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 24 – Card 22.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extent:</strong> 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of copies:</strong> digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of original material:</strong> An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator(s):</strong> Petrov V.P.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description:</strong> Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 19, 1933).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language(s):</strong> Ukrainian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>Title: Card diary № 23</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date(s): October 19, 1933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location of Original Material:</strong> The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 24 – Card 23.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extent:</strong> 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of copies:</strong> digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of original material:</strong> An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language(s):</strong> Ukrainian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Creator(s): name unknown
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 19, 1933).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 175
Title: Card diary № 24
Date(s): October 18-19, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Mocvanovskiy T.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 18-19, 1933).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 176
Title: Card diary № 25
Date(s): October 19, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. Edges of the form are ragged.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 19, 1933).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 177
Title: Card diary № 26
Date(s): October 19, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 19, 1933).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 178
Title: Card diary № 27
Date(s): October 19-22, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 24 – Card 27.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 19-22, 1933).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 179
Title: Card diary № 28
Date(s): October 20, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): name unknown
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 20, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 180
Title: Card diary № 29
Date(s): October 20-21, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Petrov V.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 20-21, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 181
Title: Card diary № 30
Date(s): October 21, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Petrov V.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 21, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 182
Title: Card diary № 31
Date(s): October 20, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. On the front page there is a pencil drawing with two arrowheads are depicted.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 20, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 183
Title: Card diary № 32
Date(s): October 21, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 24 – Card 32.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 21, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 184
Title: Card diary № 33
Date(s): October 20, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 20, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 185
Title: Card diary № 34
Date(s): October 20-23, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 24 – Card 34.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. In the form there is a pencil drawing with a human skeleton depicted.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 20-23, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 186
Title: Card diary № 35
Date(s): October 22-23, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 24 – Card 35.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Petrov V.P.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 22-23, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 187
Title: Card diary № 36
Date(s): October 22-23, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Petrov V.P.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 22-23, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 188
Title: Card diary № 37
Date(s): October 24, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 24, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 189
Title: Card diary № 38
Date(s): October 24, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 24, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 190
Title: Card diary № 39
Date(s): October 25, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Petrov V.P.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 25, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 191
Title: Card diary № 40
Date(s): October 24-26, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Yakoubovskiy S.I.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 24-26, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 192
Title: Card diary № 41
Date(s): October 24-26, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 24 – Card 41.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 24-26, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 193
Title: Card diary № 42
Date(s): October 25-26, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 24 – Card 42.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 25-26, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 194
Title: Card diary № 43
Date(s): October 26, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 24 – Card 43.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

Creator(s): Petrov V.P.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 26, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 195
Title: Card diary № 44
Date(s): October 26, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 24 – Card 44.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image

Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

Creator(s): Petrov V.P.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 26, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 196
Title: Card diary № 45
Date(s): October 26, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image

Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 26, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 197
Title: Card diary № 46
Date(s): October 26, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image

Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

Creator(s): Yakoubovskiy S.I.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 27, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 198
Title: Card diary № 47
Date(s): October 27–28, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 24 – Card 47.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image

Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

Creator(s): Petrov V.P.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 26-27, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 199
Title: Card diary № 48
Date(s): October 27, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. Front page is not filled. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

Creator(s): Petrov V.P.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 27, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 200
Title: Card diary № 49
Date(s): October 27-28, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 24 – Card 49.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 27-28, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 201
Title: Card diary № 50
Date(s): October 27-28, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 27-28, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 202
Title: Card diary № 51
Date(s): October 27-28, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Petrov V.P.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 28, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 203
Title: Card diary № 52
Date(s): October 28, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 24 – Card 52.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 28, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 204
Title: Card diary № 53
Date(s): October 28-29, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
**Medium of original material:** An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

**Creator(s):** Petrov V.P.

**Description:** Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 28-29, 1933).

**Language(s):** Ukrainian

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>205</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> Card diary № 54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date(s):</strong> October 29-30, 1933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location of Original Material:</strong> The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 24 – Card 54.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extent:</strong> 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of copies:</strong> digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of original material:</strong> An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator(s):</strong> Kharlampovich P.V.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description:</strong> Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 28-29, 1933).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language(s):</strong> Ukrainian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>206</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> Card diary № 55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date(s):</strong> October 30, 1933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location of Original Material:</strong> The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 24 – Card 55.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extent:</strong> 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of copies:</strong> digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of original material:</strong> An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator(s):</strong> Petrov V.P.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description:</strong> Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 30, 1933).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language(s):</strong> Ukrainian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>207</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> Card diary № 56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date(s):</strong> October 29-30, 1933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location of Original Material:</strong> The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 24 – Card 56.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extent:</strong> 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of copies:</strong> digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of original material:</strong> An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator(s):</strong> Kharlampovich P.V.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description:</strong> Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 29-30, 1933).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language(s):</strong> Ukrainian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>208</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> Card diary № 57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date(s):</strong> October 29-30, 1933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location of Original Material:</strong> The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 24 – Card 57.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extent:</strong> 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of copies:</strong> digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of original material:</strong> An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. Edges of the form are ragged.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator(s):</strong> Kharlampovich P.V.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description:</strong> Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 29-30, 1933).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language(s):</strong> Ukrainian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>209</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> Card diary № 58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date(s):</strong> October ??, 1933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location of Original Material:</strong> The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 24 – Card 58.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extent:</strong> 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of copies:</strong> digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. Edges of the form are ragged.

Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period.

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 210
Title: Card diary № 59
Date(s): October 30-31, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. Edges of the form are ragged.

Creator(s): Petrov V.P.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 30-31, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 211
Title: Card diary № 60
Date(s): October ??, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 24 – Card 60.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

Creator(s): Kharlampovich P.V.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period.

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 212
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): October 17, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

Creator(s): Zbytkivskiy S.P.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 17, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 213
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): October ??, 1933
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

Creator(s): Zbytkivskiy S.P.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October ??, 1933).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 214
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 07, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

Creator(s): Vysochanskiy V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 07, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 215
Title: Card diary № 2
Date(s): September 07, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Vysochanskiy V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 07, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 216
Title: Card diary № 3
Date(s): September 08, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Vysochanskiy V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 08, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 217
Title: Card diary № 4-I
Date(s): September 09, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Vysochanskiy V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 09, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 218
Title: Card diary № 4-II
Date(s): September 09, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 25 – Card 5.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Vysochanskiy V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 09, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 219
Title: Card diary № 5-I
Date(s): September 10, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

Creator(s): Vysochanskiy V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 10, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 220
Title: Card diary № 5-II
Date(s): September 10, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

Creator(s): Vysochanskiy V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 10, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 221
Title: Card diary № 6-I
Date(s): September 11, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

Creator(s): Vysochanskiy V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 11, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 222
Title: Card diary № 6-II
Date(s): September 12, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

Creator(s): Vysochanskiy V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 12, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 223
Title: Card diary № 7-I
Date(s): September 12, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

Creator(s): Vysochanskiy V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 12, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 224
Title: Card diary № 7-II
Date(s): September 14, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. On the front page there is a pencil drawing with a plat depicted.

Creator(s): Vysochanskiy V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 14, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 225
Title: Card diary № 7-III
Date(s): September 14, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Vysochanskiy V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 14, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 226
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 15, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Vysochanskiy V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 15, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 227
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 15, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Vysochanskiy V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 15, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 228
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 15, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Vysochanskiy V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 15, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 229
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 17, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

Creator(s): Vysochanskiy V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 17, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 230
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 17, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Vysochanskiy V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 17, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 231
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 18, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Vysochanskiy V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 18, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 232
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 18, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Vysochanskiy V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 18, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 233
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 19, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Vysochanskiy V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 19, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 234
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 20, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

Creator(s): Vysochanskiy V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 20, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 235
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 20, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

Creator(s): Vysochanskiy V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 20, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 236
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 21, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

Creator(s): Vysochanskiy V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 21, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 237
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 20, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

Creator(s): Vysochanskiy V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 20, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 238
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 22, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

Creator(s): Vysochanskiy V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 22, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 239
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 23, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

Creator(s): Vysochanskiy V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 23, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 240
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 23, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Vysochanskiy V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 23, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 241
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 24, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Vysochanskiy V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 24, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 242
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 24, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Vysochanskiy V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 24, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 243
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 25, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Vysochanskiy V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 25, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 244
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 26, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

Creator(s): Vysochansky V.T.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 26, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 245
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): August 30, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 26 – Card 1.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 30, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 246
Title: Card diary № 2
Date(s): September 01, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 01, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 247
Title: Card diary № 2
Date(s): September 01, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 26 – Card 3.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 01, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 248
Title: Card diary № 3
Date(s): September 02, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 02, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 249
Title: Card diary № 3
Date(s): September 02, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 26 – Card 5.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. On the front page there is a pencil drawing with two door locks depicted.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 02, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 250
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 02, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 02, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 251
Title: Card diary № 4
Date(s): September 03, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 03, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 252
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 03, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 03, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 253
Title: Card diary № 2
Date(s): September 03, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 03, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 254
Title: Card diary № 5
Date(s): September 04, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. In the form there is a fragment of a draft in ink-pen, where the remains of residential stands are depicted.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 04, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian
Reference number: 255
Title: Card diary № 2
Date(s): September 07, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 26 – Card 11.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36x25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 07, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 256
Title: Card diary № 4
Date(s): September 04, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 26 – Card 12.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36x25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 04, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 257
Title: Card diary № 4
Date(s): September 05, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen & pencil on a blank paper, size 36x25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 05, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 258
Title: Card diary № 6
Date(s): September 05, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen & pencil on a blank paper, size 36x25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 05, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 259
Title: Card diary № 4
Date(s): September 05, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 26 – Card 15.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36x25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 05, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 260
Title: Card diary № 7
Date(s): September 06, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 26 – Card 16.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 06, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 261
Title: Card diary № 5
Date(s): September 06, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 26 – Card 17.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 06, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 262
Title: Card diary № 5
Date(s): September 06, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 06, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 263
Title: Card diary № 6
Date(s): September 07, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen & pencil.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 07, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 264
Title: Card diary № 9
Date(s): September 07, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen & pencil.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 07, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 265
Title: Card diary № 8
Date(s): September 07, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink pen.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 07, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 266
Title: Card diary № 11
Date(s): September 08, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 26 – Card 22.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen & pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 08, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 267
Title: Card diary № 12
Date(s): September 09, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 26 – Card 23.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 09, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 268
Title: Card diary № 11
Date(s): September 11, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 11, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 269
Title: Card diary № 12
Date(s): September 11, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 11, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 270
Title: Card diary № 11
Date(s): September 11, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 11, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian
Date(s): September 12, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 12, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 271
Title: Card diary № 13
Date(s): September 12, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 26 – Card 27.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 12, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 272
Title: Card diary № 10
Date(s): September 13, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 13, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 273
Title: Card diary № 11
Date(s): September 13, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 13, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 274
Title: Card diary № 16
Date(s): September 14, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. On the front page there is a pencil drawing with a ceramic fragment is depicted.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 14, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 275
contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 14, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 276
Title: Card diary № 16
Date(s): September 15, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 26 – Card 32.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 15, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 277
Title: Card diary № 14
Date(s): September 15, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 26 – Card 33.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 15, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 278
Title: Card diary № 15
Date(s): September 16, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 26 – Card 34.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 16, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 279
Title: Card diary № 21
Date(s): September 19, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 26 – Card 35.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 19, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 280
Title: Card diary № 19
Date(s): September 19, 1934
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date(s)</th>
<th>Location of Original Material</th>
<th>Extent</th>
<th>Medium of copies</th>
<th>Medium of original material</th>
<th>Creator(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Language(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>281</td>
<td>Card diary № 26</td>
<td>September 24, 1934</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 26 – Card 26.</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td>An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
<td>Goncharov V.K.</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 19, 1934).</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>282</td>
<td>Card diary № 1</td>
<td>September 24-25, 1934</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 26 – Card 38.</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td>An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
<td>Goncharov V.K.</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 24, 1934).</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>283</td>
<td>Card diary № 1</td>
<td>September 20, 1934</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 27 – Card 1.</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td>An autograph in ink-pen &amp; pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.</td>
<td>Dotsenko O.</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 20, 1934).</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>284</td>
<td>Card diary № 1</td>
<td>September 20, 1934</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 27 – Card 2.</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td>An autograph in ink-pen &amp; pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.</td>
<td>Dotsenko O.</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 20, 1934).</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285</td>
<td>Card diary № 1</td>
<td>September 20, 1934</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 27 – Card 2.</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td>An autograph in ink-pen &amp; pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.</td>
<td>Dotsenko O.</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 20, 1934).</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference number</td>
<td>286</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Card diary № 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date(s)</td>
<td>September 21, 1934</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of Original Material</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 27 – Card 3.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of copies</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of original material</td>
<td>An autograph in ink-pen &amp; pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator(s)</td>
<td>Dotsenko O.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 20, 1934).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language(s)</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>287</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Card diary № 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date(s)</td>
<td>September 21, 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of copies</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of original material</td>
<td>An autograph in ink-pen &amp; pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator(s)</td>
<td>Dotsenko O.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 21, 1934).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language(s)</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>288</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Card diary № 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date(s)</td>
<td>September 25, 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of Original Material</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 27 – Card 5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of copies</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of original material</td>
<td>An autograph in ink-pen &amp; pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator(s)</td>
<td>Dotsenko O.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 25, 1934).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language(s)</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>289</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Card diary № 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date(s)</td>
<td>September 22, 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of Original Material</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 27 – Card 6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of copies</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of original material</td>
<td>An autograph in ink-pen &amp; pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator(s)</td>
<td>Dotsenko O.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 22, 1934).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language(s)</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>290</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Card diary № 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date(s)</td>
<td>September 23, 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference number</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Card diary № 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date(s)</td>
<td>September 24, 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of Original Material</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 27 – Card 8.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of copies</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of original material</td>
<td>An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator(s)</td>
<td>Dotsenko O.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 23, 1934).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language(s)</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>292</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Card diary № 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date(s)</td>
<td>September 24, 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of copies</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of original material</td>
<td>An autograph in in ink-pen &amp; pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator(s)</td>
<td>Dotsenko O.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 24, 1934).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language(s)</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>293</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Card diary № 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date(s)</td>
<td>September 25, 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of Original Material</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 27 – Card 10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of copies</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of original material</td>
<td>An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator(s)</td>
<td>Dotsenko O.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 25, 1934).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language(s)</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>294</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Card diary № 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date(s)</td>
<td>August ??, 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of Original Material</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 28 – Card 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of copies</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of original material</td>
<td>An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator(s)</td>
<td>Pout A.L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language(s)</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>295</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Card diary № 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date(s)</td>
<td>September 01, 1934</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Pout’ A.L.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 01, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 296
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 07, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Pout’ A.L.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 07, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 297
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 08, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Pout’ A.L.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 08, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 298
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 09, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 28 – Card 5.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Pout’ A.L.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 09, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 299
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 20, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. In the form there is a pencil drawing of the ceramic fragment.
Creator(s): Pout’ A.L.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 20, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 300
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 21-22, 1934
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date(s)</th>
<th>Location of Original Material</th>
<th>Location of Original Material</th>
<th>Extent</th>
<th>Medium of copies</th>
<th>Medium of original material</th>
<th>Creator(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Language(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>301</td>
<td>Card diary</td>
<td>September 25, 1934</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 28 – Card 7.</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td>An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.</td>
<td>Pout' A.L.</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 21-22, 1934).</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302</td>
<td>Card diary</td>
<td>September 22-23, 1934</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 29 – Card 1.</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td>An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.</td>
<td>Petrov V.P.</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 22-23, 1934).</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>303</td>
<td>Card diary</td>
<td>September 26, 1934</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 29 – Card 2.</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td>An autograph in ink-pen &amp; pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.</td>
<td>Petrov V.P.</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 26, 1934).</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>304</td>
<td>Card diary</td>
<td>September 26, 1934</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 29 – Card 3.</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td>An autograph in ink-pen &amp; pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.</td>
<td>Petrov V.P.</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 26, 1934).</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>305</td>
<td>Card diary</td>
<td>September 27, 1934</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 29 – Card 4.</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td>An autograph in ink-pen &amp; pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.</td>
<td>Petrov V.P.</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 26, 1934).</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

Creator(s): Petrov V.P.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 27, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 306
Title: Card diary № 2
Date(s): September 05, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen & pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Yakoubovsky S.I.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 05, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 307
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 02, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen & pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. Edges of the form are ragged.
Creator(s): Yakoubovsky S.I.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 02, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 308
Title: Card diary № 2
Date(s): October 10, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen & pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Yakoubovsky S.I.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 10, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 309
Title: Card diary № 3
Date(s): October 12, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. On the front page there are pencil drawings with artefacts depicted.
Creator(s): Yakoubovsky S.I.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 12, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 310
Title: Card diary № 5
Date(s): October 13, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. On the front page there is pencil drawing.

Creator(s): Yakoubovskyi S.I.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 13, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 311
Title: Card diary № 6
Date(s): October 14, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. On the front page there is pencil drawing.
Creator(s): Yakoubovskyi S.I.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 14, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 312
Title: Card diary № 6
Date(s): October 15, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. On the front page there is pencil drawing, with an arrowhead depicted.
Creator(s): Yakoubovskyi S.I.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 15, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 313
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): October 24, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Yakoubovskyi S.I.

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 24, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 314
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 19, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): name unknown

Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 19, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 315
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): October 25, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medium of original material</th>
<th>An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creator(s)</td>
<td>Yakoubovsky S.I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 25, 1934).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language(s)</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference number</td>
<td>316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Card diary № 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date(s)</td>
<td>October 26, 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of Original Material</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 30 – Card 11.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of copies</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of original material</td>
<td>An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator(s)</td>
<td>Yakoubovsky S.I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 26, 1934).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language(s)</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference number</td>
<td>317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Card diary № 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date(s)</td>
<td>October 27, 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of Original Material</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 30 – Card 12.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of copies</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of original material</td>
<td>An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator(s)</td>
<td>Yakoubovsky S.I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 27, 1934).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language(s)</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference number</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Card diary № 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date(s)</td>
<td>October 28, 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of copies</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of original material</td>
<td>An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator(s)</td>
<td>Yakoubovsky S.I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (October 28, 1934).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language(s)</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference number</td>
<td>319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Card diary № 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date(s)</td>
<td>August 31, 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of Original Material</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 31 – Card 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of copies</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of original material</td>
<td>An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. On the front page there is pencil drawing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator(s)</td>
<td>Nefedov V.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 31, 1934).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language(s)</td>
<td>Russian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference number</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Card diary № 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date(s)</td>
<td>September 01, 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of Original Material</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 31 – Card 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of copies</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Medium of original material:** An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

**Creator(s):** Nefedov V.M.

**Description:** Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 01, 1934).

**Language(s):** Russian

---

**Reference number:** 321
**Title:** Card diary № 3
**Date(s):** September 02, 1934
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 31 – Card 3.
**Extent:** 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image
**Medium of original material:** An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

**Creator(s):** Nefedov V.M.

**Description:** Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 02, 1934).

**Language(s):** Russian

---

**Reference number:** 322
**Title:** Card diary
**Date(s):** September 03, 1934
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 31 – Card 4.
**Extent:** 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image
**Medium of original material:** An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

**Creator(s):** Nefedov V.M.

**Description:** Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 03, 1934).

**Language(s):** Russian

---

**Reference number:** 323
**Title:** Card diary № 5
**Date(s):** September 04, 1934
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 31 – Card 5.
**Extent:** 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image
**Medium of original material:** An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.

**Creator(s):** Nefedov V.M.

**Description:** Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 04, 1934).

**Language(s):** Russian

---

**Reference number:** 324
**Title:** Card diary
**Date(s):** September 04-05, 1934
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 31 – Card 6.
**Extent:** 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image
**Medium of original material:** An autograph in ink-pen & pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.

**Creator(s):** Andruschenko

**Description:** Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 04-05, 1934).

**Language(s):** Ukrainian

---

**Reference number:** 325
**Title:** Card diary № 1
**Date(s):** September 05, 1934
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 31 – Card 7.
**Extent:** 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image
**Medium of original material:** An autograph in pencil & ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm.
Creator(s): name unknown
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 05, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 326
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 05, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil & ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm.
Creator(s): name unknown
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 05, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 327
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 05, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Nefedov V.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 05, 1934).

Language(s): Russian

Reference number: 328
Title: Card diary № 6
Date(s): September 05, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Nefedov V.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 05, 1934).

Language(s): Russian

Reference number: 329
Title: Card diary № 7
Date(s): September 06, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Nefedov V.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 06, 1934).

Language(s): Russian

Reference number: 330
Title: Card diary № 2
Date(s): September 06, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Nefedov V.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 08, 1934).

Language(s): Russian

Reference number: 331
Title: Card diary № 8
Date(s): September 07, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. In the form there is a plan fragment made in pencil.
Creator(s): Nefedov V.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 07, 1934).

Language(s): Russian

Reference number: 332
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 07, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Nefedov V.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 07, 1934).

Language(s): Russian

Reference number: 333
Title: Card diary № 9
Date(s): September 08, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil & ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Nefedov V.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 08, 1934).

Language(s): Russian

Reference number: 334
Title: Card diary № 2
Date(s): September 09, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 31 – Card 16.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Nefedov V.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 09, 1934).

Language(s): Russian

Reference number: 335
Title: Card diary № 10
Date(s): September 09, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Nefedov V.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 09, 1934).

Language(s): Russian

Reference number: 336
Title: Card diary № 3
Date(s): September 09, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Nefedov V.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 09, 1934).
Language(s): Russian

Reference number: 337
Title: Card diary № 11
Date(s): September 10, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Nefedov V.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 10, 1934).
Language(s): Russian

Reference number: 338
Title: Card diary № 4
Date(s): September 10, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Nefedov V.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 10, 1934).
Language(s): Russian

Reference number: 339
Title: Card diary № 12
Date(s): September 11, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The reverse side of the form is not filled.
Creator(s): Nefedov V.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 11, 1934).
Language(s): Russian

Reference number: 340
Title: Card diary № 4
Date(s): September 11, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Nefedov V.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 11, 1934).

Reference number: 341
Title: Card diary № 5
Date(s): September 12, 1934

Reference number: 342
Title: Card diary № 6
Date(s): September 13, 1934

Reference number: 343
Title: Card diary № 7
Date(s): September 14, 1934

Reference number: 344
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 15, 1934

Reference number: 345
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 16, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 31 – Card 27.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 16, 1934).

Language(s): Russian

Reference number: 346
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 16, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Nefedov V.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 16, 1934).
Language(s): Russian

Reference number: 347
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 17, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Nefedov V.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 17, 1934).
Language(s): Russian

Reference number: 348
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 17, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Nefedov V.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 17, 1934).
Language(s): Russian

Reference number: 349
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 18, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Nefedov V.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 18, 1934).
Language(s): Russian

Reference number: 350
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 18, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 31 – Card 32.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Nefedov V.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 18, 1934).

Language(s): Russian

Reference number: 351
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 03-04, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Edges of the form are ragged.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 03-04, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 352
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 06, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 06, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 353
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 06, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. In the form there is a plan fragment, in pencil.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M., Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 06, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 354
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 06, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M., Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 06, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 355
Title: Card diary № 19
Date(s): September 18, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 32 – Card 5.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>356</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Card diary № 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date(s)</td>
<td>September 20, 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of Original Material</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 32 – Card 6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of copies</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of original material</td>
<td>An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator(s)</td>
<td>Movchanovskiy T.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 18, 1934).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language(s)</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>357</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Card diary № 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date(s)</td>
<td>September 21, 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of Original Material</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 32 – Card 7.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of copies</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of original material</td>
<td>An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator(s)</td>
<td>Movchanovskiy T.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 21, 1934).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language(s)</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>358</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Card diary № 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date(s)</td>
<td>September 23, 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of Original Material</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 32 – Card 8.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of copies</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of original material</td>
<td>An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator(s)</td>
<td>Movchanovskiy T.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 23, 1934).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language(s)</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>359</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Card diary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date(s)</td>
<td>September 03, 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of Original Material</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 33 – Card 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of copies</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of original material</td>
<td>An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator(s)</td>
<td>name unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 03, 1934).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language(s)</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>360</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Card diary № 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date(s)</td>
<td>September 04, 1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of Original Material</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 33 – Card 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent</td>
<td>2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of copies</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of original material</td>
<td>An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator(s)</td>
<td>name unknown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 04, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 361
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 04, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. Edges of the form are ragged.
Creator(s): name unknown
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 04, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 362
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 04, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 03, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 363
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 05, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 33 – Card 5.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): name unknown
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 05, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 364
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 07, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 07, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 365
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 07, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 07, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 366
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 08, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 08, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 367
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 08, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 08, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 368
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 08, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 08, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 369
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 11, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. On the front page there is a plan fragment, in pencil.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 11, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 370
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 10, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 10, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 371
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 11, 1934
Extant: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 11, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 372
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 11, 1934
Extant: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 11, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 373
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 12, 1934
Extant: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 12, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 374
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 12, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 33 – Card 16.
Extant: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 12, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 375
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 13, 1934
Extant: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 13, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 376
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 13, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. On the front page there is a plan fragment, in pencil.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 13, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 377
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 14, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 14, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 378
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 14, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 14, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 379
Title: Card diary
Date(s): September 15, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): name unknown
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 15, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 380
Title: Card diary № 2
Date(s): September 16, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 16, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 381
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 17, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 17, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 382
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 17, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 17, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 383
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 18, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 18, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 384
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 18, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 18, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 385
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 19, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 33 – Card 27.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
**Description:** Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 19, 1934).

**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**Reference number:** 386
**Title:** Card diary № 1
**Date(s):** September 19, 1934
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 33 – Card 28.
**Extent:** 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image
**Medium of original material:** An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
**Creator(s):** Tkach M.P.
**Description:** Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 19, 1934).

**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**Reference number:** 387
**Title:** Card diary № 1
**Date(s):** September 20, 1934
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 33 – Card 29.
**Extent:** 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image
**Medium of original material:** An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
**Creator(s):** Tkach M.P.
**Description:** Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 20, 1934).

**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**Reference number:** 388
**Title:** Card diary № 1
**Date(s):** September 20, 1934
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 33 – Card 30.
**Extent:** 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image
**Medium of original material:** An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. On the front page there is a plan fragment, in pencil.
**Creator(s):** Tkach M.P.
**Description:** Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 20, 1934).

**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**Reference number:** 389
**Title:** Card diary № 1
**Date(s):** September 21, 1934
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 33 – Card 31.
**Extent:** 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image
**Medium of original material:** An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
**Creator(s):** Tkach M.P.
**Description:** Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 21, 1934).

**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**Reference number:** 390
**Title:** Card diary № 1
**Date(s):** September 22, 1934
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 33 – Card 32.
**Extent:** 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image
**Medium of original material:** An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
**Creator(s):** Tkach M.P.
Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 22, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 391
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 24, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 24, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 392
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 25, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 33 – Card 34.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. On the front page there is a plan fragment, in pencil.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 25, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 393
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 25, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 33 – Card 35.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. On the front page there is a plan fragment, in pencil.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 25, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 394
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 26, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen & pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P., Dotsenko O.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 26, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 395
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 26, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen & pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P., Dotsenko O.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 26, 1934).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 396
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): September 26, 1934
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. Заповнена тільки front page.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (September 26, 1934).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 397
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): August 20, 1935
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 20, 1935).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 398
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): August 20-23, 1935
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 20-23, 1935).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 399
Title: Card diary № 5
Date(s): August 23, 1935
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): name unknown
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 23, 1935).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 400
Title: Card diary № 2
Date(s): August 22, 1935
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): name unknown
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 22, 1935).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 401
Title: Card diary № 3
Date(s): August 27, 1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 53 – Card 5.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): name unknown
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 27, 1935).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 402
Title: Card diary № 3
Date(s): August 27, 1935
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 27, 1935).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 403
Title: Card diary № 2
Date(s): August 27, 1935
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 27, 1935).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 404
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): August 19, 1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 54 – Card 1.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. On the reverse there is a plan-scheme, made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 19, 1935).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 405
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): August 19, 1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 54 – Card 2.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 19, 1935).
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Reference number: 406
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): August 19, 1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 54 – Card 3.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36x25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink.
Creator(s): name unknown
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 19, 1935).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 407
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): August 19, 1935
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36x25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. On the reverse side there is a plan-scheme, made in pencil.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 19, 1935).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 408
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): August 20, 1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 54 – Card 5.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36x25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 20, 1935).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 409
Title: Card diary № 2
Date(s): August 20, 1935
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36x25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 20, 1935).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 410
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): August 20, 1935
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36x25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 20, 1935).

Language(s): Ukrainian
Reference number: 411
Title: Card diary № 2
Date(s): August 20, 1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 54 – Card 8.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 20, 1935).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 412
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): August 20, 1935
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): name unknown
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 20, 1935).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 413
Title: Card diary № 3
Date(s): August 21, 1935
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 21, 1935).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 414
Title: Card diary № 3
Date(s): August 21, 1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 54 – Card 11.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 21, 1935).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 415
Title: Card diary № 3
Date(s): August 21, 1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 54 – Card 12.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 21, 1935).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 416
Title: Card diary № 4
Date(s): August 22, 1935
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 22, 1935).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 417
Title: Card diary № 4
Date(s): August 22, 1935
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 22, 1935).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 418
Title: Card diary № 4
Date(s): August 22, 1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 54 – Card 15.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 22, 1935).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 419
Title: Card diary № 5
Date(s): August 23, 1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 54 – Card 16.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 23, 1935).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 420
Title: Card diary № 5
Date(s): August 23, 1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 54 – Card 17.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 23, 1935).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 421
Title: Card diary № 5
Date(s): August 23, 1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 54 – Card 18.
Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink.

Card diary № 9
Reference number: 425
Title: Card diary № 8
Date(s): August 26, 1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 54 – Card 22.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 26, 1935).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Card diary № 6
Reference number: 423
Title: Card diary № 6
Date(s): August 24, 1935
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 24, 1935).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Card diary № 7
Reference number: 424
Title: Card diary № 7
Date(s): August 25, 1935
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on one side.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 25, 1935).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Card diary № 8
Reference number: 425
Title: Card diary № 8
Date(s): August 26, 1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 54 – Card 22.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 26, 1935).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Card diary № 9
Reference number: 426
Title: Card diary № 9
Date(s): August 27, 1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 54 – Card 23.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 27, 1935).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 427
Title: Card diary № 6
Date(s): August 27, 1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 54 – Card 24,
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 27, 1935).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 428
Title: Card diary № 6
Date(s): August 27, 1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 54 – Card 25,
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. The edge of the form is ragged.
Creator(s): Zhadan P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 27, 1935).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 429
Title: Card diary № 10
Date(s): August 27, 1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 54 – Card 26,
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 27, 1935).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 430
Title: Card diary № 10
Date(s): August 27, 1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 55 – Card 1,Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. Front page is not filled. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): name unknown
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 27, 1935).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 431
Title: Card diary № 9
Date(s): August 27, 1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 55 – Card 2,
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): name unknown
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 27, 1935).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 432
Title: Card diary № 8
Date(s): August 26, 1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 55 – Card 3.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Zhadan G.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 26, 1935).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 433
Title: Card diary № 7
Date(s): August 25, 1935
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on one side. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): name unknown
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 25, 1935).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 434
Title: Card diary № 4
Date(s): August 22, 1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IIMK/Rajki. – Storage unit № 55 – Card 5.
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Zhadan P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 22, 1935).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 435
Title: Card diary № 3
Date(s): August 21, 1935
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): name unknown
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 21, 1935).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 436
Title: Card diary № 2
Date(s): August 20, 1935
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in pencil on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides. Remarks and corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Zhadan P.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 20, 1935).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 437
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): August 19-21, 1935
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Pout' A.L.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 19-21, 1935).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 438
Title: Card diary № 1
Date(s): August 20-27, 1935
Extent: 2 images (front page (a) and the reverse (b))
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: An autograph in ink-pen on a blank paper, size 36×25 cm. The form is filled on both sides.
Creator(s): Pout' A.L.
Description: Card diary contains name of the studied object, description of aims of research and methods applied, a staff list (scientific and other personnel), characteristics of the studied cuts and archaeological complexes, roster of finds, which were got on a concrete square within the state period (August 20-27, 1935).
Language(s): Ukrainian
**SERIES**

**Reference number:** 04  
**Title:** Inventory Books and Rosters of Artifacts  
**Date(s):** 1929 (?) - 1936  
**Extent:** 264 images, 12 inventory books  
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** handwritten and typewritten  
**Creator(s):** T.M. Movchanovsky (supervisor) and the staff of the archaeological expedition in Rajki.  
**Description:** the series include combination of inventory books and rosters of artifacts, which were found during excavations of the Rajki hillfort.  
**System of arrangement:** inventory books and rosters of artifacts is a constituent part of funds belonging to different archives. The structure of funds of different archives is diverse. The inventory books and rosters of artifacts copied by the project are listed here in chronological order.  
**Access:** For research purposes only. Reference to the Institutions of Deposit of original documents is obligatory.  
**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**FILE/CONTAINER**

**Reference number:** 001  
**Title:** Inventory of the Negatives of Pictures of Berdychiv Museum.  
**Date(s):** 1929-1931  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 19.  
**Extent:** 34 images  
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** Exercise book (size 29×21 cm), 67 leaves. Manuscript in ink-pen.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, expedition staff member  
**Description:** the document contains the roster of pictures made during the excavations of the Rajki hillfort in 1929-31. There are 300 names in the roster.  
**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**Reference number:** 002  
**Title:** Distribution of Materials From the Rajki Hillfort Excavations in 1932 in Boxes. Exercise Book No.1.  
**Date(s):** 1932  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 13 (Former archival No. A346/38).  
**Extent:** 29 images  
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** Exercise book (size 20×14 cm), 19 leaves. Manuscript in ink-pen and pencil.  
**Creator(s):** the author is not specified  
**Description:** The roster illustrates distribution of artifacts found in 1932, as they are kept in separate boxes (containers) for the purpose of transfer and storage. Inside the roster the finds are structured (criteria for sorting – categories of artifacts).  
**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**Reference number:** 003  
**Title:** Distribution of Materials From the Rajki Hillfort Excavations in 1932 in Boxes. Exercise Book No.2.  
**Date(s):** 1932  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 13 (Former archival No. A346/38).  
**Extent:** 7 images  
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** Exercise book (size 20×14 cm), 6 leaves. Manuscript in ink-pen and pencil.  
**Creator(s):** the author is not specified  
**Description:** The roster illustrates distribution of artifacts found in 1932, as they are kept in separate boxes (containers) for the purpose of transfer and storage. Inside the roster the finds are structured (criteria for sorting – categories of artifacts).  
**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**Reference number:** 004  
**Title:** Field Description of Finds and Materials Found During Rajki State Archaeological Expedition in 1933.  
**Date(s):** 1933 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – No number.  
**Extent:** 42 images  
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** Exercise book (size 28,5×20 cm), 40 leaves. Manuscript in ink-pen.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, expedition staff member  
**Description:** The description is provided in a form of table. It contains a roster of artifacts found in 1933. The finds are structured (criteria for sorting – artifacts’s field number, from 1 to 585).  
**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**Reference number:** 005  
**Title:** The Roster of the Pictures Made During the Archaeological Excavations in Rajki Village, Berdychiv Region, Winnitca Area During 11/X – 2/XI 1933.  
**Date(s):** October 11 – November 2, 1933
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Inventory Roster of Finds. Rajki 1934.

Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 34 (Former archival No. 320/1938).

Extent: 60 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Exercise book (size 34×22 cm), 30 leaves. Manuscript in ink-pen. Notes are made in ink-pen and pencil.

Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member

Description: The roster is provided in a form of table. It contains a roster of artifacts found in 1934. The finds are structured (criteria for sorting – artifacts’s field number, from 1 to 1721).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 007
Title: Rajki 1934.
Date(s): 1934

Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 41.

Extent: 9 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: 5 separate sheets (size 35×23 cm), Manuscript in ink-pen. Corrected and complemented in ink-pen and pencil. The text is printed on both sides of the leaf.

Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member

Description: The roster is provided in a form of table. It contains a roster of artifacts found in 1934. The finds are structured (criteria for sorting – artifacts’s field number, from 1 to 172).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 008
Title: Inventory Roster of Finds. Rajki 1935.
Date(s): 1935

Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 35 (Former archival No. 320/1938).

Extent: 11 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Exercise book (size 34×22 cm), 7 leaves. Manuscript in ink-pen, black and color pencil.

Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member

Description: The roster is provided in a form of table. It contains a roster of artifacts found in 1935. The finds are structured (criteria for sorting – artifacts’s field number, from 1 to 292).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 009
Title: Extracts From the Inventory Books of the Expedition.
Date(s): 1935 (?)


Extent: 11 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: 11 leaves of different sizes. Manuscript in ink-pen and pencil. The state is satisfactory. The corrections and underlining in the text are made in red pencil.

Creator(s): Maslov V.I., Movchanovsky T.M. (?) 

Description: The document contains a roster of finds, mainly related to agriculture (rests of cereals, agricultural instruments: scythe, sickle etc.)

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 010
Title: Inventory of the Hillfort Found in 1929-1935.
Date(s): No date (1935 ?)

Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 61.

Extent: 5 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Typewritten. The text is printed on 3 separate leaves (size 31×21 cm), on both sides of the leaf. The state of safe keeping is not satisfactory.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: The roster is provided in a form of a table. It contains the list of artifacts, which are structured (criteria – category and time (year) of discovery).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 011
Title: Inventory of the Hillfort Found in 1929-1935.
Date(s): No date (1935 ?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-iHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 62.
Extent: 5 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: The manuscript is made in colour and simple pencil and ink-pen. The text is printed on 3 separate leaves size 33×21,7 cm, on both sides of the leaf.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: The roster is provided in a form of a table. It contains the list of artifacts, which are structured (criteria – category and time (year) of discovery).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 012
Title: Inventory Cards of Finds, Found During Rajki State Archaeological Expedition in 1933.
Date(s): 1936
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-iHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 68.
Extent: 36 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: 18 forms, size 13×18 cm. Manuscript in ink-pen and pencil. The text is printed on both sides of the leaf. There are drawings of the artifacts on some forms.
Creator(s): name unknown
Description: The cards contain the rosters of artifacts, the sizes of artifacts, state of safety etc.
Language(s): Ukrainian
## SERIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>05</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title</strong></td>
<td>Drafts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date(s)</strong></td>
<td>July, 1922 – 1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extent</strong></td>
<td>81 images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of copies</strong></td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium of original material</strong></td>
<td>drafts (whatman paper, graph paper) of various sizes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creator(s)</strong></td>
<td>T.M. Movchanovskiy (supervisor) and the staff of the archaeological expedition in Rajki (draftsmans)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description</strong></td>
<td>the series contain saved drafts (those on different research objects, plans of squares, stratigraphic characteristics (cuts) of cultural layers of the hillfort) of the Rajki archaeological expedition. The structure of funds of different archives is diverse. The card diaries copied within the project are listed here in accordance with their storage order within the Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU: Storing Item (File) – Card No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>System of arrangement</strong></td>
<td>card diaries is a constituent part of funds belonging to different archives. The structure of funds of different archives is diverse. The card diaries copied within the project are listed here in accordance with their storage order within the Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU: Storing Item (File) – Card No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Access</strong></td>
<td>For research purposes only. Reference to the Institutions of Deposit of original documents is obligatory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language(s)</strong></td>
<td>Ukrainian, Russian (for remarks and legends to the graphs)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## FILE/CONTAINER

### Reference number: 001

| **Title** | No title |
| **Date(s)** | No date |
| **Location of Original Material** | The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 1. – No number. |
| **Extent** | 1 image |
| **Medium of copies** | digital photographs and (or) scanned image |
| **Medium of original material** | whatman paper (strong paper), size 29,5×19,5 cm. Draft in ink-pen, without scale. |
| **Creator(s)** | name unknown, expedition staff member |
| **Description** | the draft contains a stratigraphic cut of the plot with an earth wall or a ditch of the hillfort in it. The draft is not attributed. |
| **Language(s)** | |

### Reference number: 002

| **Title** | No title |
| **Date(s)** | No date |
| **Location of Original Material** | The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 1. – No number. |
| **Extent** | 1 image |
| **Medium of copies** | digital photographs and (or) scanned image |
| **Medium of original material** | whatman (strong paper), size 34×19,5 cm. The draft in ink-pen, without scale. |
| **Creator(s)** | name unknown, expedition staff member |
| **Description** | the draft contains a stratigraphic cut of the plot with a ditch of the hillfort. The draft is not attributed. |
| **Language(s)** | |

### Reference number: 003

| **Title** | Excavation Site No.2. Dugout No.3 and Oven. Furnace. |
| **Date(s)** | 1931 (?) |
| **Location of Original Material** | The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 2. – No number (Former archival No. A49/38). |
| **Extent** | 1 image |
| **Medium of copies** | digital photographs and (or) scanned image |
| **Medium of original material** | document, size 37×30 cm, graph paper, pencil. Remarks made on leaf margins |
| **Creator(s)** | name unknown, expedition staff member |
| **Description** | on the leaf there is a depiction of an oven plan and a plan-scheme of a dugout No.3 investigated on the excavation site No.2, and a plan with a picture of fire-place found inside the trench of the hillfort, with indication of sizes |
| **Language(s)** | Ukrainian (for remarks and legends to the graphs) |

### Reference number: 004

| **Title** | Rajki. Cut Throughout the Hillfort. |
| **Date(s)** | No date |
| **Location of Original Material** | The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 2. – No number (Former archival No. A76/38). |
| **Extent** | 1 image |
| **Medium of copies** | digital photographs and (or) scanned image |
| **Medium of original material** | whatman (strong paper), size 50×20 cm. The draft in ink-pen, without scale. |
| **Creator(s)** | name unknown, expedition staff member |
| **Description** | the draft contains a stratigraphic cut of the plot with a ground of the hillfort. The draft is not attributed. |
| **Language(s)** | Ukrainian |

### Reference number: 005

| **Title** | Rajki. The citadel. |
| **Date(s)** | 1930 |
| **Location of Original Material** | The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 2. – No number (Former archival No. A84/38). |
Reference number: 006
Title: Rajki. Square No.16.
Date(s): October 28, 19??
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 2. – No number (Former archival No. A91/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Graph paper, size 60×70 cm. The draft in ink-pen, without scale. On the leaf are handwritten notes in pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: the leaf contains a plan of citadel (fortified part) of the Rajki hillfort. The plan is not completed.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 007
Title: The Cut Throughout the Excavation Site No.2, trench No.1 and a Plot No.XII Along Nord-Ost Line.
Date(s): October 25-26, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 2. – No number (Former archival No. A105/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Graph paper, size 178×29 cm. The draft in pencil, scale: 1 cm = 1 m. On the leaf are handwritten notes in pencil.
Creator(s): Kotov E.
Description: the draft contains a stratigraphic cut of the investigated square of the hillfort on the plot No.12.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 008
Title: No title
Date(s): 1930/1932 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 9. – No number (Former archival No.224).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: whatman (strong paper), size 60×24 cm. The draft in ink-pen and color pencil, without scale. On the leaf the handwritten notes are made in pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the draft there are plans of wooden constructions. The draft is not attributed.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 009
Title: Plan of Leontiy Put's Plot of Land.
Date(s): July 14, 1922
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 9. – No number (Former archival No. A93/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Tracing-paper, size 37×33,5 cm. The draft in ink-pen, scale: 1 inch = 50 sazhen. On the leaf there are handwritten comments and explication to the plan, in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Tomashevsky F.I. – land-surveyor
Description: the draft illustrates a plan of plot of land, which belonged to a peasant Leontiy Put', where the hillfort was located. The scientific archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU.
Language(s): Russian

Reference number: 010
Title: No title
Date(s): 1933 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 9. – No number (Former archival No. A95/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Graph paper, size 79×73 cm. The draft in ink-pen, without scale. On the leaf are handwritten notes in pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: there are three cuts on the leaf: a/ entrance (gates) cut towards South-Nord, following the central line of the square No.16;
b/ cut of the ditch towards South-Nord in frames of ‘a’ – ‘d’ sectors, square No.17.
c/ cut of the ditch (earth wall) towards South-Nord along the Western boundary No.17.

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 011
Title: Square No.18, "а" sector, plot 8 "W".
Date(s): September 24, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-iHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 9. – No number (Former archival No. A97/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: whatman (strong paper), size 19.5×18 cm. The draft in ink-pen, scale: 2 cm = 1 m. On the leaf there are handwritten notes in pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: the leaf contains a plan of “а” sector of the excavation square No. 18, plot No.8 “W” as of 1934.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 012
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-iHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 9. – No number (Former archival No. А97/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: whatman (strong paper), size 20×20 cm. The draft is not attributed.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: there is a plan of the excavation square (sector). The draft is not attributed.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 013
Title: Profile of the Excavation Site No.1, Square 12 along N-S Line.
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-iHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 24. – No.1 (Former archival No. А71/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Graph paper, size 63×25 cm. The draft made in pencil, scale: 5 cm = 1 m. On the leaf there are handwritten notes in pencil.
Creator(s): Kotov E.
Description: depiction of the plot No.12 cut, with indication of investigated complexes.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 014
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-iHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 24. – No.2 (Former archival No. A68/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Graph paper, size 70×56 cm. The draft in ink-pen and pencil, scale: 1 cm = 5 m. On the leaf there are handwritten notes in ink-pen and pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of location of excavation sites in 1933, in particular on outer hold of castle and in Western side of the hillfort. The plan in not completed.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 015
Title: Plot No.12, Excavation Site No.1.
Date(s): October 17-24, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-iHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 24. – No.3.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Graph paper, size 57×39 cm. The draft in pencil, scale: 5 cm = 1 m. On the leaf margins there are conventional signs (legenda) and handwritten notes in pencil. On the leaf margin there is a picture depicting the remains of the dwelling oven.
Creator(s): Kotov E.
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of the excavation site No.3, plot No.12 as of 1933.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 016
Title: Plot XII, Excavation Site No.1.
Date(s): October 17, 1933
Reference number: 017
Title: Plot No. VIII, square No.16.
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 24. – No.6 (Former archival No. A48/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Graph paper, size 63×42 cm. The draft in pencil, without scale.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of the excavation site No.2, plot No.12 as of 1933.
Language(s): Ukrainian
Reference number: 018
Title: The View of the Cultural Layer of the Square After Clearing.
Date(s): May 27, 1930
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 24. – No.7 (Former archival No. A86/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Graph paper, size 33×21 cm. The draft in ink-pen and color pencils, without scale. On the leaf there are handwritten notes in ink-pen and pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of the excavated plot of the hillfort in 1930 after clearing.
Language(s): Ukrainian
Reference number: 020
Title: Rajki. Dugout.
Date(s): 1933 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 24. – No.8 (Former archival No. A82/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: whatman (strong paper), size 31×31 cm. The draft in ink-pen, without scale. On the leaf handwritten notes made in pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of a dugout researched at the Rajki hillfort.
Language(s): Ukrainian
Reference number: 021
Title: Rajki. A Pit in Square 25 “C”.
Date(s): September 21, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 24. – No.9 (Former archival No. A83/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: whatman (strong paper), size 26,5×24 cm. The draft in ink-pen, without scale. On the leaf handwritten notes in pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of the excavated square 25 “C”.
Language(s): Ukrainian
Reference number: 022
Title: Profile (Cuts) of the Dugouts Within Squares No. I-III along North-South and East-West Lines.
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 24. – No.10 (Former archival No. A89/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Graph paper, size 49×42 cm. The draft in pencil, without scale. On the draft there are handwritten notes and indications made in pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: the leaf includes plans and cuts (profiles) of the investigated dugouts (dwellings).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 023
Title: Schematic Plan of Field Researched Plots of the Rajki Archaeological Expedition in 1933.
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 24. – No.11.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Graph paper, size 71,5×53 cm. The draft in ink-pen and pencil, scale: 1 cm = 5 m. The draft is torn and stuck on tracing-paper.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of location of excavation sites in 1933 on outer hold of castle and in the Western part of the hillfort. The plan is not completed.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 024
Title: Plot No.8, square No.16-д.
Date(s): October 19, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 24. – No.12 (Former archival No. A64/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Graph paper, size 33,5×32 cm. The draft in ink-pen, scale: 5 cm = 1 m.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of the excavated square No.16-д, located on the plot No.8 as of 1933.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 025
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: whatman (strong paper), size 20×20 cm. The draft in ink-pen without scale.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of the excavated square (sector). The draft is not attributed.
Language(s):

Reference number: 026
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: whatman (strong paper), size 20×20 cm. The draft in ink-pen without scale.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of the excavated square (sector). The draft is not attributed.
Language(s):

Reference number: 027
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: whatman (strong paper), size 20×20 cm. The draft in ink-pen, without scale.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of the excavated square (sector). The draft is not attributed.
Language(s):
Reference number: 028
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-iHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 24. – No.16 (Former archival No. A97/38, 315/19A).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: whatman (strong paper), size 20×20 cm. The draft in ink-pen, without scale.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of the excavated square (sector). The draft is not attributed.
Language(s):

Reference number: 029
Title: Rajki, 1933.
Date(s): No date (1933 ?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-iHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 24. – No.17 (Former archival No. A97/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: whatman (strong paper), size 20×20 cm. The draft in ink-pen, without scale. the leaf is torn.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of the excavated square (sector). The draft is not attributed.
Language(s):

Reference number: 030
Title: Plot No. XII, excavation site No.2.
Date(s): 1933 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-iHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 24. – No.18 (Former archival No. A72/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: whatman (strong paper), size 29×7 cm. The draft in ink-pen, scale: 0,5 сm = 1 m.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of the excavation site No.2 located on the plot No. XII.
Language(s):

Reference number: 031
Title: The Cut of the Wall That Divides (Stands Between) Squares No.14-d and 14-c Along Nord-Ost Line.
Date(s): October 20, 1933
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Graph paper, size 45×16 cm. The draft in pencil, scale: 5 cm = 1 m. On the plan there are handwritten remarks and an author's signature in pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: the leaf contains the stratigraphic cut of the line of squares No.14-c в 14-d.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 032
Title: Square No. 1, 5 Bayonet.
Date(s): June 03, 1930
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-iHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 24. – No.20 (Former archival No. A91/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: whatman (strong paper), size 50×33,5 cm. The draft in black and color pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of the excavated square No.1 as of 1930.
Language(s):

Reference number: 033
Title: Exploration Plot on outer hold of castle of the Rajki hillfort.
Date(s): 1933 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-iHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 24. – No.21 (Former archival No. A53/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: whatman (strong paper), size 45,5×23,5 cm. The draft in ink-pen, without scale. On the leaf there are handwritten notes in pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of the excavation site on outer hold of castle of the Rajki hillfort.
Language(s): Ukrainian
Reference number: 034
Title: Rajki, 1930.
Date(s): 1930
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-iHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 24. – No number (Former archival No. A85/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: whatman (strong paper), size 49×49 cm. The draft in pencil, without scale. On the leaf there are conditional signs (legenda) in pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of the excavated square as of 1930.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 035
Title: No title
Date(s): 1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-iHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 24. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: whatman (strong paper), size 53×45 cm. The draft in ink-pen, scale: 2 cm = 1 m. In the plan there are handwritten notes and inscriptions in pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a plan and a stratigraphic cut of the squares No.27-28 of the plot No. VIII as of 1935.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 036
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-iHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 24. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Graph paper, size 77х54,5 cm. The draft in pencil. On the plan there are handwritten notes and inscriptions in pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there are various cuts. The draft is not distinct. The draft is not attributed.
Language(s):

Reference number: 037
Title: No title
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-iHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 24. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Graph paper, size 77x54,5 cm. The draft in pencil. On the plan there are handwritten notes and inscriptions in pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there are two plans and 2 cuts:
- a/ a stratigraphic cut of South-Western wall of the excavation site No. III, scale 1:20;
- b/ a stratigraphic cut of the North-Eastern wall of the excavation site No. III, scale 1:20;
- c/ a plan of a plot with a graveyard on it, with drafts depicting burials, scale 1:20;
- d/ a plan of a plot with a graveyard on it, scale 1:20. The plan is not completed.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 038
Title: Square No.3, Dugout No.9.
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-iHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 24. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: whatman (strong paper), size 29,7x23 cm. The draft in ink-pen, without scale. On the plan there is a signature in ink-pen.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a draft of two skeletons investigated within the dugout No.9.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 039
Title: Square No.22.
Date(s): September 16, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-iHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 26. – No number (Former archival No. A304/38).
Reference number: 045
Title: Configuration of the Hillfort According to the Cuts.
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 65.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: two pages of an open exercise book, size 31x22,5 cm. Plan of the Fortified Part of the Rajki Hillfort. The draft in black and red ink-pen, scale: 1 cm = 5 m. On the plan the handwritten notes are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there are several cuts of various plots of the hillfort. The draft is not attributed.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 046
Title: No name
Date(s): 1933 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 66-1933. – No number
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: two pages of an open exercise book, size 31x22,5 cm. Plan-scheme in ink-pen and black and red pencil, no scale.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a stratigraphic cut of squares No. 27-28, Plot No.8 as of 1935.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 047
Title: Reconstruction of the Cut of the Fortified Part of the Rajki Hillfort Along the ‘W-O’ Line.
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 71. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: whatman (strong paper), size 70x22 cm. The draft in ink-pen, no scales. On the leaf margins there are conventional signs (legend) in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: on the leaf there is reconstruction of the cut of the fortified part of the Rajki hillfort along the ‘West-Ost’ line.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 048
Title: Cuts of the Hillfort.
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 71. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: whatman (strong paper), size 37x25 cm. The draft is made in ink-pen of black and red color, scale: 0,5 cm = 5 m. On the leaf there are handwritten explanations and explications to the plan made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: there are several cuts of various hillfort sites presented on the leaf:
a/ cut of the hillfort along ‘South-Nord’ line;
b/ cut of the hillfort along ‘South-Nord’ line, located in 25 meters to the West from the cut line ‘a’;
c/ cut of the hillfort part along ‘South-Nord’ line, located in 10 meters to the West from the cut line ‘b’;
d/ cut of the hillfort part along ‘South-Nord’ line, located in 12 meters to the West from the cut line ‘c’;
e/ cut of the hillfort part along ‘South-Nord’ line, located in 6 meters to the West from the cut line ‘d’;
f/ 4 cuts of the hillfort ditches along ‘South-Nord’ line.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 049
Title: Cut Throughout the Squares No. 27-28, Plot No. 8 Along ‘South-Nord’ Line.
Date(s): August 26, 1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 72. – No. 1.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: two pages of an exercise book, glued together, size 46x21 cm. The draft in pencil, scale: 2 cm = 1 m. On the plan there are handwritten notes in pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the plan there is a stratigraphic cut of squares No. 27-28, plot No.8 as of 1935.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 050
Title: Plan of the Fortified Part of the Rajki Hillfort.
Date(s): No date (1935?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 72. – No. 2.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: 4 leaves from exercise books of various size, glued together. The size of the whole sheet is 94×79 cm. The draft in pencil, scale: 1 cm = 2 m. On the plan there are handwritten notes in pencil. On the reverse of the leaf there are several small plans and schemes in pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of the hillfort with indication of the excavation site in 1935, divided into excavation squares.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 051
Title: Pit-Like Dugout No. 6 on Square No. 25.
Date(s): August 25, 1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 72. – No. 3.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: two leaves of the exercise book, size 28×21 cm. The draft in pencil, scale: 2 cm = 1 m. On the draft there are handwritten notes and corrections in ink-pen.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there are 2 plans of a dugout (a dwelling immersed in the ground) No. 6, which was explored on a square No. 25. On the reverse of the leaf there are 2 drawings in ink-pen.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 052
Title: Square No. 28 of Plot VII.
Date(s): September 24, 1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 72. – No. 4.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: two exercise book leaves glued together, size 47,5×21 cm. The draft in pencil, scale: 2 cm = 1 m. On the plan there are handwritten remarks in pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of square No. 28, plot No. 8 as of 1935.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 053
Title: Plan of the Excavation of the Plot 12/35 on tenements to the West From the Hillfort Fortified Part.
Date(s): August 26, 1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 72. – No. 5.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: an exercise book leaf, size 28×21 cm. The draft in pencil, scale: 0,5 cm = 1 m. On the draft there are handwritten remarks and corrections in ink-pen and pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of a plot, which was explored on tenements of the hillfort in 1935.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 054
Title: Plot No. 8, Square 15-b.
Date(s): October 18, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 74. – No number (Former archival No. A60/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: graph paper, size 45×32 cm. The draft in pencil, scale: 5 cm = 1 m. On the draft there are handwritten remarks and conventional signs (legend) in pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of square 15-b, plot No. 8, explored in 1933.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 055
Title: Plot No. 8, Square 16-a.
Date(s): October 20, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 74. – No number (Former archival No. A63/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: graph paper, size 40×32 cm. The draft in pencil, scale: 5 cm = 1 m. In the draft there are handwritten remarks in pencil.
Creator(s): Kotov E. (?)
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of square No. 16-a, plot No. 8, explored in 1933.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 056
Title: Plot 8, Square 14-d.
Date(s): October 19, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 74. – No number (Former archival No. A65/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: graph paper, size 38,5×32 cm. The draft in pencil, scale: 5 cm = 1 m. In the draft there are handwritten remarks in pencil.
Creator(s): Kotov E.
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of square No. 14-d, plot No. 8, explored in 1933.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 057
Title: Plot No. 8, Square No. 15-d.
Date(s): October 19, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 74. – No number (Former archival No. A94/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: graph paper, size 33,5×30 cm. The draft in pencil, scale: 5 cm = 1 m. In the draft there are handwritten remarks in pencil.
Creator(s): Kotov E. (?)
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of square No. 15-d, plot No. 8, explored in 1933.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 058
Title: Consolidate Plan of Archaeological Excavations of the Hillfort Fortified Part During 1929-1934.
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 75. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: graph paper, size 70×60 cm. The draft in ink-pen, scale: 1 cm = 2 m. On the leaf margins there are conventional signs (legenda) in ink-pen.
Creator(s): name unknown, Movchanivskiy T.M. (?)
Description: on the leaf there is a consolidated (final) plan of the Rajki hillfort, which was explored in 1929-1935.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 059
Title: Part of the Consolidated Plan of the Rajki Hillfort Excavations.
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 75. – No number (Former archival No. A52/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: whatman (strong paper), size 54×43 cm. The draft in ink-pen, no scale. The name is written in pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a part of the consolidated plan of the Rajki hillfort. The plan is not complete. It contains depiction of sites, which were explored in the Eastern part of the hillfort.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 060
Title: Consolidated Plan of Archaeological Investigations of the Fortified Part of the Rajki Hillfort, Attributed to Early Feudal Period, Held in 1929, 1930, 1932, 1933.
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 75. – No number (Former archival No. A75/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: whatman (strong paper), size 52×42 cm. The draft in ink-pen, scale included. The title and remarks in pencil.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of explored sites on the territory of the Rajki Hillfort in 1929-33.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 061
Title: Rajki. Square 15.
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 76. – No number (Former archival No. A57/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: graph paper, size 40×20 cm. The draft in pencil, no scale. Remarks in the draft are made in pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of remains of crates (living dwellings) No. 22-24.
Language(s):

Reference number: 062
Title: Square 15-а.
Date(s): October 18, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 76. – No number (Former archival No. A62/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: graph paper, size 40×32 cm. The draft in pencil, scale: 5 cm = 1 m. In the draft there are remarks and conventional signs (legend) in ink-pen and pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of square 15-а, explored in 1933.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 063
Title: Plot 8, Square 14-c.
Date(s): October 19, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 76. – No number (Former archival No. A66/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: graph paper, size 35×30 cm. The draft in pencil, scale: 5 cm = 1 m. Remarks in the draft are made in pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of square 14-c, plot 8, which was explored in 1933.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 064
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 76. – No number (Former archival No. A67/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: whatman (strong paper), size 35,5×18 cm. The draft in ink-pen and pencil. In the draft there are remarks and conventional signs (legend) in ink-pen and pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there are 3 cuts: a/ cut of the excavation site No. 1, plot XII, along ‘Nord-South’ line, scale: 0,5 cm = 1 m; b/ plan of the excavation site No. 2, plot XII, scale: 1 cm = 1 m; c/ plan of the excavation site No. 3, plot XII, no scale.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 065
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 76. – No number (Former archival No. A69/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: whatman (strong paper), size 31×27 cm. The draft in ink-pen, scale: 1 cm = 1 m. In the draft the names of cuts are written in ink-pen.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there are 3 cuts: a/ cut of the ditch from the East to the West, throughout the Western part of squares No. 16 and 17; b/ the Southern cut of the ditch towards ‘Ost-West; c/ the Northern cut of the ditch towards ‘Ost-West’.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 066
Title: Cuts of the Western Ditch Along ‘Ost-West’ Line.
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 76. – No number (Former archival No. A70/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: graph paper, size 70×27.5 cm. The draft in pencil, scale: 2.5 cm = 1 m. In the draft the names of the cuts are written in pencil.

Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member

Description: on the leaf there are 3 cuts:
  a/ the middle cut of the ditch, from the East to the West, through the Western part of squares No. 16 and 17;
  b/ the Southern cut of the ditch, along ‘Ost-West’ line;
  c/ the Northern cut of the ditch, along ‘Ost-West’ line.

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 067
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 76. – No number (Former archival No. A78/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: graph paper, size 33×32 cm. The draft in pencil, scale: 1 cm = 1 m. Remarks in the draft are made in pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the hillfort plan the plots are indicated depending on the year when the excavations took place.
Language(s): 

Reference number: 068
Title: Cut Through the Plot VII.
Date(s): October 26, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 76. – No number (Former archival No. A79/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: graph paper, size 68×21.5 cm. The draft in pencil, scale: 1 cm = 1 m. The remarks in the draft are made in pencil.
Creator(s): Kotov E.
Description: on the leaf there is a cut of the plot No. 7, explored in 1933.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 069
Title: Cut of the Western Ditches and Shafts of the Hillfort Towards ‘Ost-West’, Through Plot X and Trench X-1.
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 76. – No number (Former archival No. A88/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: graph paper, size 220×35.5-38 cm. The draft in pencil, scale: 1 cm = 1 m. The title and remarks in the draft are made in pencil.
Creator(s): Kotov E.
Description: on the leaf there is a cut of the Western ditches and trenches of the hillfort.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 070
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 76. – No number (Former archival No. A88/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: graph paper, size 65×25 cm. The draft in pencil, no scale.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: the draft is not attributed.
Language(s): 

Reference number: 071
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 76. – No number (Former archival No. A95/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: graph paper, size 90×64 cm. The drafts in pencil, of various scale. In the draft there are remarks in pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there are several cuts. The drafts of the cuts are not attributed.
Language(s): 

Reference number: 072
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 76. – No number (Former archival No. A97/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: graph paper, size 42×25 cm. The draft in pencil, scale: 5 cm = 1 m. Remarks in the draft are made in pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of the crate remains (a barn, a living dwelling). The draft is not attributed.
Language(s):

Reference number: 073
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 76. – No number (Former archival No. A97/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: graph paper, size 37×32,5 сm. The draft in pencil, no scale. Remarks in the draft are made in pencil.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of the crate remains (a barn, a living dwelling). The draft is not attributed.
Language(s):

Reference number: 074
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 76. – No number (Former archival No. A98/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: graph paper, size 35×30 cm. The draft in pencil, scale: 5 cm = 1 m. Remarks and conventional signs (legend) in the draft are made in pencil.
Creator(s): Kotov E.
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of square 14-b, plot 8, explored in 1933.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 075
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 76. – No number (Former archival No. A107/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: graph paper, size 35×32 cm. The draft in pencil, scale: 5 cm = 1 m. Remarks and conventional signs (legend) in the draft are made in pencil.
Creator(s): Kotov E.
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of square 14-d, plot No. 8, explored in 1933.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 076
Title: Plot 8, Square 14-b.
Date(s): October 18, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 76. – No number (Former archival No. A107/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: graph paper, size 35×30 cm. The draft in pencil, scale: 5 cm = 1 m. Remarks in the draft are made in pencil.
Creator(s): Kotov E.
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of square 14-b, plot 8, explored in 1933.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 077
Title: Plot 8, Square 14-a.
Date(s): October 24, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 76. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: graph paper, size 33×32 cm. The draft in pencil, scale: 5 cm = 1 m. Remarks and conventional signs (legend) in the draft are made in pencil.
Creator(s): Kotov E.
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of square 14-a, plot 8, explored in 1933.
Language(s): Ukrainian
Reference number: 078
Title: Horizon of the Second Bayonet.
Date(s): May 16, 1930
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-iHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 76. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: graph paper, size 45×36,5 cm. The draft is made in ballpoint pen of blue and red color, no scale.
Remarks and conventional signs (legend) are made in ballpoint pen.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of the plot as of 1930, sketched after removal of the second bayonet spade.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 079
Title: Square No. 1 and No. 2.
Date(s): June 04, 1930
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-iHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 76. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: graph paper, size 35×23 cm. The draft in ink-pen, no scale. Remarks and conventional signs (legend) in the draft are made in ballpoint pen.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of the plot as of 1930.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 080
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-iHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 76. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: graph paper, size 42×32 cm. The draft in pencil, no scale.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there is a plan of crate remains (a barn, a living dwelling). The draft is not attributed.
Language(s):

Reference number: 081
Title: Scheme of Location of Living and Constructional Remains at the Excavation Site No. 1 on the territory of the Rajki Hillfort.
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-iHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 76. – No number (Former archival No. 85).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: graph paper, size 72×47 cm. The draft in ink-pen, scale: 2 cm = 1 m. In the draft there are conventional signs (legend) in ink-pen. The draft is damaged (torn).
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: on the leaf there are 2 plans and 2 cuts of the excavation site No. 1.
Language(s): Ukrainian
### SERIES

**Reference number:** 06  
**Title:** Pictures  
**Date(s):** 1930-1935  
**Extent:** 44 images  
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the drafts (on a Whatman paper and sheets of an album for drawing) of various sizes  
**Creator(s):** T.M. Movchanivsky (supervisor) and the staff of the archaeological expedition in Rajki (draftsmans & painters)  
**Description:** A series water colour and pencil drafts of views of the dug out sites and the investigated objects on the area of the Rajki Hillfort are united.  
**System of arrangement:** pictures are a constituent part of funds belonging to different archives. The structure of funds of different archives is diverse. In this list drawings are organized agree with order of their storage in the Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU.  
**Access:** For research purposes only. Reference to the Institutions of Deposit of original documents is obligatory.  
**Language(s):** Ukrainian (names, notes and legends)

### FILE/CONTAINER

**Reference number:** 001  
**Title:** Cut Throughout the Rajki Hillfort. Reconstruction.  
**Date(s):** No date  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 2. – No number (Former archival No. A47/38).  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** Turn of sheet of an album for drawing, the size 62×21,5 cm.  
**Creator(s):** Movchanivsky T.M. & Goncharov V.K.  
**Description:** The sheet contains Reconstruction of a cut of a hillfort in direction Ost-West (in the area of O-W 7-9-11, through squares №№ 24-25-26, a site № 8).  
**Language(s):** Ukrainian (names, notes and legends)

**Reference number:** 002  
**Title:** No title  
**Date(s):** No date  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 2. – No number (Former archival No. A77/38).  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** The turn of sheet of an album for drawing, the size 62×21,5 cm.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, Movchanivsky T.M. (?)  
**Description:** The sheet contains reconstruction:  
- a/ reconstruction of a view from the southwest on strengthening of the hillfort and the entrance bridge through a ditch;  
- b/ reconstruction of a view from the north of the hillfort;  
- c/ plan-scheme of premises (cages) in a construction of a rampart of the hillfort;  
**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**Reference number:** 003  
**Title:** No title  
**Date(s):** No date  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 9. – No number (Former archival No. A80/38).  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** Whatman (strong paper), size 32×29,5 cm. Draft paints (a water-colour?). On the sheet the author's signature is made in ink-pen.  
**Creator(s):** Kotov E.  
**Description:** The sheet contains draft of a part of the hillfort with the rests of oven from a dwelling.  
**Language(s):**

**Reference number:** 004  
**Title:** Square № VIII. Pit-Like Dugout.  
**Date(s):** August 01, 19??  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 9. – No number (Former archival No. A80/38).  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** Whatman (strong paper), size 32×29,5 cm. The draft in pencil.  
**Creator(s):** Kotov E.  
**Description:** The sheet contains draft of the rests of wooden construction of inhabited dwelling (cage) in a construction of a rampart of the hillfort.  
**Language(s):** Ukrainian

**Reference number:** 005  
**Title:** Skeleton №1. Square № X-d.
Date(s): July 16, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 9. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Whatman (strong paper), size 32×29,5 cm. The draft in pencil. On the sheet the handwritten notes and the author’s signature are made in ink.
Creator(s): Kotov E.
Description: The sheet contains draft of a part of the excavation site with the cleared skeleton.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 006
Title: Square № VII-b.
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 9. – No number.
Extent: 66 images, 45 files
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Whatman (strong paper), size 32×22,5 cm. Draft paints (a water-colour?). On the sheet the author’s signature is made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kotov E.
Description: The sheet contains draft of square № VII-b after clearing.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 007
Title: No title
Date(s): August 06, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 24. – No number (Former archival No. A80/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Whatman (strong paper), size 45×32 cm. The draft in pencil.
Creator(s): Kotov E.
Description: The sheet contains draft of the excavated part of the hillfort. In the foreground is the whole vessel.
Language(s):

Reference number: 008
Title: No title
Date(s): July 24, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 51. – No number (Former archival No. A80/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Whatman (strong paper), size 35,5×26,4 cm. The draft in pencil. On the sheet date and the author’s signature are made in pencil.
Creator(s): Kotov E.
Description: The sheet contains draft of the rests of wooden construction of an inhabited dwelling (cage) in a construction of a rampart of the hillfort.
Language(s):

Reference number: 009
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 51. – No number (Former archival No. A80/38).
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Whatman (strong paper), size 43,5×31,2 cm. The draft in pencil. On the sheet the author’s signature is made in ink.
Creator(s): Kotov E.
Description: The sheet contains draft of the excavated part of the hillfort. In the foreground are the artifacts found on the site.
Language(s):

Reference number: 010
Title: The Oven in Squares IX-a и VIII-b.
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 51. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Whatman (strong paper), size 30×22 cm. Draft paints (a water-colour) and ink. On the sheet the author’s signature is made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Kotov E.
Description: The sheet contains draft of a part of a site of the hillfort with the rests of oven from a dwelling.
Language(s): Ukrainian
Reference number: 011
Title: Two Bones of a Children's Hand With Glass Bracelets. Square № IX-b.
Date(s): July 10, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 51. – No number.
Extent: 2 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Whatman (strong paper), size 27.5x21.5 cm. The draft in pencil. On the sheet the name and the signature of the author are made in pencil.
Creator(s): Kotov E.
Description: The sheet contains draft of a part of children's skeleton with bracelets from glass on a hand. Draft of skeleton of the person disposed on the back of sheet.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 012
Title: No title
Date(s): July 31, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 51. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Whatman (strong paper), size 30.5x28 cm. Draft paints (water colour) and ink. On the sheet date and the signature of the author are made in ink.
Creator(s): Kotov E.
Description: The sheet contains draft of a part of a burnt log (?) from construction of a dwelling (?).
Language(s):

Reference number: 013
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 51. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Whatman (strong paper), size 52x38.4 cm. The draft in pencil. On the sheet date and the signature of the author are made in ink.
Creator(s): name unknown
Description: The sheet contains drafts of subjects (artifacts), wooden floorings of the dwellings, and separate parts (bones) of animal’s and people’s skeletons.
Language(s):

Reference number: 014
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 51. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Sheet of an album for drawing, the size 24x18 cm. A water-colour.
Creator(s): Pavlovich J.J.
Description: The sheet contains draft of a part of the excavation site with the cleared skeleton of the person. The draft is not attributed
Language(s):

Reference number: 015
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 51. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Sheet of an album for drawing, the size 23x18 cm. A water-colour.
Creator(s): Pavlovich J.J.
Description: The sheet contains draft of a part of necropolis (?) of the Rajki Hillfort.
Language(s):

Reference number: 016
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 51. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Sheet of an album for drawing, the size 17x13 cm. A water-colour.
Creator(s): Pavlovich J.J.
Description: The sheet contains draft of a part of the excavation site with the cleared skeleton of the person. The draft is not
attributed
Language(s):

Reference number: 017
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 51. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Sheet of an album for drawing, the size 15x12 cm. A water-colour.
Creator(s): Pavlovich J.J.
Description: The sheet contains draft of a pit hole (the dwelling rests, a treasure?) with the cleared away artifacts: crosses-
colpion, grivnas and fragments of pottery.
Language(s):

Reference number: 018
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 51. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Sheet of an album for drawing, the size 18x13 cm. A water color.
Creator(s): Pavlovich J.J.
Description: The sheet contains draft of the part of pit-like dugout (profound dwelling) with burnt wooden construction and fragments of pottery on a floor.
Language(s):

Reference number: 019
Title: Detail of the Excavation Site "A" - the Scorched Rests (Layer of the Ashes and Coal).
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 51. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Sheet of an album for drawing, the size 17x15,3 cm. A water-colour.
Creator(s): Pavlovich J.J.
Description: The sheet contains draft of the layer of scorched rests.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 020
Title: View on Rests of Wooden Log Dwelling Constructions in the Excavation Site "Nord", Trenches № 1.
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 51. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Sheet of an album for drawing, the size 24x18 cm. A water-colour.
Creator(s): Pavlovich J.J.
Description: On the leaf there is a draft of the rests of burnt constructions of dwelling from a tree on a part of the Rajki Hillfort.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 021
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 52. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Sheet of an album for drawing, the size 21x13 cm. A water-colour.
The sheet is pasted on a dense cardboard of brown colour, the size 33,5x24 cm.
Creator(s): Pavlovich J.J.
Description: The sheet contains draft of a part of the excavation site with the cleared skeleton of the person. The draft is not
attributed.
Language(s):
Reference number: 022
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 52. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Sheet of an album for drawing, the size 18x12 cm. A water- colour. The sheet is pasted on a dense cardboard of brown colour, the size 33,5x24 cm.
Creator(s): Pavlovich J.J.
Description: The sheet contains draft of a part of the excavation site with the cleared skeleton of the person. The draft is not attributed.
Language(s):

Reference number: 023
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 52. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Sheet of an album for drawing, the size 25,5x17 cm. A water- colour. The sheet is pasted on a dense cardboard of brown colour, the size 33,5x24 cm.
Creator(s): Pavlovich J.J.
Description: The sheet contains draft of a part of the excavation site with the cleared skeleton of the person. The draft is not attributed.
Language(s):

Reference number: 024
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 52. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Sheet of an album for drawing, the size 15x10 cm. A water- colour. The sheet is pasted on a dense cardboard of brown colour, the size 33,5x24 cm.
Creator(s): Pavlovich J.J.
Description: The sheet contains draft of a part of a site of hillfort with the rests of oven from a dwelling on a part of the Rajki Hillfort.
Language(s):

Reference number: 025
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 52. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Sheet of an album for drawing, the size 18x12 cm. A water- colour. The sheet is pasted on a dense cardboard of brown colour, the size 33,5x24 cm.
Creator(s): Pavlovich J.J.
Description: The sheet contains draft of a part of the excavation site with the cleared skeleton of the person. The draft is not attributed.
Language(s):

Reference number: 026
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 52. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Sheet of an album for drawing, the size 17,4x11,4 cm. A water-colour. The sheet is pasted on a dense cardboard of brown colour, the size 33,5x24 cm.
Creator(s): Pavlovich J.J.
Description: on the leaf there is a draft of the rests of burnt constructions of dwelling from a tree on a part of the Rajki Hillfort.
Language(s):

Reference number: 027
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 52. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Sheet of an album for drawing, the size 25x10 cm. A water- colour. The sheet is pasted on a dense cardboard of brown colour, the size 33,5x24 cm.
Creator(s): Pavlovich J.J.
Description: The sheet contains draft of a part of a site of hillfort with the rests of oven from a dwelling on a part of the Rajki Hillfort.
Language(s):
Reference number: 028
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 52. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Sheet of an album for drawing, the size 25,5x17 cm. A water- colour.
Creator(s): Pavlovich J.J.
Description: The sheet contains draft of a foundation ditch of profound dwelling (pit-like dugout) on a part of the Rajki Hillfort.
Language(s):

Reference number: 029
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 52. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Sheet of an album for drawing, the size 19,5x13,5 cm. A water-colour. The sheet is pasted on a dense cardboard of brown colour, the size 33,5x24 cm.
Creator(s): Pavlovich J.J.
Description: on the leaf there is a draft of the rests of burnt constructions of dwelling from a tree on a part of the Rajki Hillfort.
Language(s):

Reference number: 030
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 52. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Sheet of an album for drawing, the size 24x11,5 cm. A water- colour. The sheet is pasted on a dense cardboard of brown colour, the size 5x24 cm.
Creator(s): Pavlovich J.J.
Description: The sheet contains draft of an excavation part of the Rajki Hillfort.
Language(s):

Reference number: 031
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 52. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Sheet of an album for drawing, the size 19x11,5 cm. A water- colour. The sheet is pasted on a dense cardboard of brown colour, the size 33,5x24 cm.
Creator(s): Pavlovich J.J.
Description: The sheet contains draft of a part of excavation site of the Rajki Hillfort with an obstruction of wooden constructions of dwelling, stones and person’s skulls.
Language(s):

Reference number: 032
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 52. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Sheet of an album for drawing, the size 20,5x12,5 cm. A water- colour. The sheet is pasted on a dense cardboard of brown colour, the size 33,5x24 cm.
Creator(s): Pavlovich J.J.
Description: on the leaf there is a draft of the rests of burnt constructions of dwelling from a tree on a part of the Rajki Hillfort.
Language(s):

Reference number: 033
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 52. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Sheet of an album for drawing, the size 20x11 cm. A water- colour. The sheet is pasted on a dense cardboard of brown colour, the size 33,5x24 cm.
Creator(s): Pavlovich J.J.
Description: The sheet contains draft of a part of excavation site of the Rajki Hillfort with the rests of an oven from dwelling and obstruction of stones.
Language(s):

Reference number: 034
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 52. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Sheet of an album for drawing, the size 19x12,5 cm. A water- colour. The sheet is pasted on a dense cardboard of brown colour, the size 33,5x24 cm
Creator(s): Pavlovich J.J.
Description: The sheet contains draft of the part of pit-like dugout (profound dwelling) with burnt wooden construction, fragments of pottery and artifacts on a floor.
Language(s):

Reference number: 035
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 52. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Sheet of an album for drawing, the size 25,5x14 cm. A water- colour. The sheet is pasted on a dense cardboard of brown colour, the size 33,5x24 cm.
Creator(s): Pavlovich J.J.
Description: The sheet contains draft of a part of the excavation site with the cleared skeleton of the person. The draft is not attributed.
Language(s):

Reference number: 036
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 52. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Sheet of an album for drawing, the size 19,5x12 cm. A water- colour. The sheet is pasted on a dense cardboard of brown colour, the size 33,5x24 cm.
Creator(s): Pavlovich J.J.
Description: The sheet contains draft of a part of the excavation site with the cleared skeleton of the person. The draft is not attributed.
Language(s):

Reference number: 037
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 52. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Sheet of an album for drawing, the size 21x16 cm. A water- colour. The sheet is pasted on a dense cardboard of brown colour, the size 33,5x24 cm.
Creator(s): Pavlovich J.J.
Description: The sheet contains draft of a part of a site of hillfort with the rests of oven from a dwelling on a part of the Rajki Hillfort.
Language(s):

Reference number: 038
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 52. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Sheet of an album for drawing, the size 16x11,5 cm. A water- colour. The sheet is pasted on a dense cardboard of brown colour, the size 33,5x24 cm.
Creator(s): Pavlovich J.J.
Description: The sheet contains draft of a part of excavation site of the Rajki Hillfort with an obstruction of stones.
Reference number: 039  
Title: No title  
Date(s): No date  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 52. – No number.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image  
Medium of original material: Sheet of an album for drawing, the size 24x12,5 cm. A water- colour. The sheet is pasted on a dense cardboard of brown colour, the size 33,5x24 cm.  
Creator(s): Pavlovich J.J.  
Description: The sheet contains draft of a part of excavation site of the Rajki Hillfort: an obstruction of stones, fragments of pottery and people’s and animal’s skeletons.  
Language(s):  
Reference number: 040  
Title: No title  
Date(s): No date  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 52. – No number.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image  
Medium of original material: Sheet of an album for drawing, the size 20,5x15 cm. A water- colour.  
Creator(s): Pavlovich J.J.  
Description: The sheet contains draft of a part of the excavation site with the cleared skeleton of the person. The draft is not attributed.  
Language(s):  
Reference number: 041  
Title: No title  
Date(s): No date  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 52. – No number.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image  
Medium of original material: Sheet of an album for drawing, the size 19,5x11,3 cm. A water-colour. The sheet is pasted on a dense cardboard of brown colour, the size 33,5x24 cm.  
Creator(s): Pavlovich J.J.  
Description: The sheet contains draft of a part of excavation site of the Rajki Hillfort with an obstruction of stones.  
Language(s):  
Reference number: 042  
Title: No title  
Date(s): No date  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 52. – No number.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image  
Medium of original material: Sheet of an album for drawing, the size 18x12 cm. A water- colour. The sheet is pasted on a dense cardboard of brown colour, the size 33,5x24 cm.  
Creator(s): Pavlovich J.J.  
Description: The sheet contains draft of a part of a site of hillfort with the rests of oven from a dwelling on a part of the Rajki Hillfort.  
Language(s):  
Reference number: 043  
Title: No title  
Date(s): No date  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 69.  
Extent: 22 images  
Medium of copies: scanned image. The drawings of artifacts from the each envelope collected into a table of artifacts (image).  
Medium of original material: 12 paper envelopes. Pictures of artifacts are made in pencil and pasted on a cardboard in envelopes. The drawings are carved on the contours of artifacts.  
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.  
Description: The drawings of artifacts found during the archaeological research of the Rajki hillfort. The drawings, obviously, were prepared by V.K. Goncharov for the the monograph (1950).  
Language(s):  
Reference number: 044  
Title: Square № IX-b. J.J.  
Date(s): July 11, 1932  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit 76. – No number (Former archival No. A80/38).  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Whatman (strong paper), size 31.5×22.5 cm. The draft in pencil.
Creator(s): Kotov E.
Description: The sheet contains draft of people’s and animal’s skeletons in foundation ditch of the construction (?) from one of the part of the Rajki Hillfort.
Language(s): Ukrainian
SERIES

Reference number: 07
Title: Photographic Negatives on Glass
Date(s): 1929-1935
Extent: 425 images
Medium of copies: scanned image

Medium of original material: Most of photographic plates is produced unprofessionally; they are made of ordinary glass, the photographer spread the emulsion by hand. The state of most negatives is unsatisfactory: many of them are cracked and have spots, others have exfoliated emulsion, and lots of slabs are broken; highly required are: compilation of inventory lists, formation of photo-negatives catalogue, their immediate copying.

Creator(s): T.M. Movchanovskiy and the photographers engaged in the expedition: B.V. Kutkin (1930), S.I. Yakoubovskiy (1932), M.L. Makarovîch (1933), V.I. Maslov (1933-1935) and others.

Description: the series contain photographic negatives made on glass; they illustrate the facts regarding the archaeological expedition in Rajki, which aimed to explore the hillfort dated XII-XIII centuries, situated near Rajki village.

System of arrangement: negatives on glass are part of the Collection of Negatives of the Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. Within this roster the negatives are listed in accordance with their archival numbers and sorted on this basis.

Access: For research purposes only. Reference to the Institutions of Deposit of original documents is obligatory.

Language(s):

FILE/CONTAINER

Reference number: 001
Title: Remains of the Living Crate: Burnt Wooden Constructions
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5660.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image

Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition

Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 002
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1932-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5661.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image

Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; an angle of the glass plate is snapped off; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks, scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition

Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 003
Title: Remains of the Living Crate: Wooden and Stone Constructions
Date(s): 1932-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5662.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image

Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition

Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 004
Title: Remains of the Living Crate: Burnt Wooden Wall Balks
Date(s): 1932-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5663.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image

Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; the photographic plate is broken, there are cracks on it; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition

Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 005
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Trench of a Building
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5664.
**Reference number:** 006  
**Title:** Stones on the Bottom of the Hillfort Ditch  
**Date(s):** 1932-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5665.

**Description:** The picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

---

**Reference number:** 007  
**Title:** General View of the Excavation Plot on the territory of the Hillfort  
**Date(s):** 1932-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5666.

**Description:** The picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

---

**Reference number:** 008  
**Title:** Stones on the Excavated Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort  
**Date(s):** 1932-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5667.

**Description:** The picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

---

**Reference number:** 009  
**Title:** Exploratory Trench on the Outer Hold of the Rajki Hillfort  
**Date(s):** 1932-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5668.

**Description:** The picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

---

**Reference number:** 010  
**Title:** A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: the Trench of the Dwelling-Dugout  
**Date(s):** 1932-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5669.

**Description:** The picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

---

**Reference number:** 011  
**Title:** A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Burnt Wooden Balks and Fabric Remains  
**Date(s):** 1932-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5670.

**Description:** The picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.
Reference number: 012
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Skeletons of Domestic Animals
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5671.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 013
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Dwelling Remains
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5672.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 014
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Beginning of Work
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5673.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 015
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Burnt Wooden Constructions Inside the Building Trench
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5674.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 016
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Exploration of the Burnt Dwelling
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5675.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; the photographic plate is broken and agglutinate; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 017
Title: Remains of the Living Crate: Burnt Wooden Constructions
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5676.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition

Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 018
Title: Remains of the Living Crate: Burnt Wooden Constructions
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5677.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 019
Title: Remains of the Living Crate: Burnt Wooden Constructions
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5678.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 020
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Trench of a Building
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5679.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 021
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: a Horse Skeleton and Human Skulls
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5680.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; the emulsion exfoliates at the edges of the photographic plate; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 022
Title: Burnt Cereal Grains (millet) From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5681.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; the photographic plate is broken; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 023
Title: Human Skull With Signs of Strike by Sabre
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5682.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.
Reference number: 024
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Remains of Living Crates
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5683.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; the photographic plate is broken and agglutinate; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 025
Title: Burials at the Cemetery Near the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5684.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 026
Title: Excavation Plot: Exploration of the Hillfort Ditch
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5685.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 027
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: a Human Skull and a Pot
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5686.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 028
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5687.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 029
Title: Stones on the Bottom of the Hillfort Ditch
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5688.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.
Reference number: 030
Title: General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5689.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; cracks over the emulsion; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 031
Title: General View of the Excavation Plot on the Outer Hold of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5690.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 032
Title: An Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort: Artefacts Found on the Bottom of the Excavation Site
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5690a.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 033
Title: General View of the Excavation Plot of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5691.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 034
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5692.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 035
Title: Remains of a Ceramic Shaft Furnace Over the Outer Hold of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5693.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 036
Title: Stones on the Bottom of the Hillfort Ditch  
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5694.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

Reference number: 037  
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Remains of a Living Crate  
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5695.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

Reference number: 038  
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Pots on the Bottom of the Excavation Site  
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5696.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 039  
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: a Horse Skeleton and Human Skulls  
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5697.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 040  
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: a Human skeleton and an Arrowhead  
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5698.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; cracks over the emulsion; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 041  
Title: General Views of Rajki Village  
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5699.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; cracks over the emulsion; scale ruler is missing. In the photographic plate there are 2 images (photos).  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates views of Rajki village; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 042  
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Human and Animal Skeletons
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5700.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 043  
**Title:** Excavation Plot: Exploration of the Hillfort Ditch  
**Date(s):** 1933-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5701.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 044  
**Title:** General View of the Hillfort From North, From Gnylop’yat River Floodplain  
**Date(s):** 1933-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5702.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 13×18 cm; there are cracks and spots over the emulsion; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 045  
**Title:** A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Trench of a Building with an Oven Remains  
**Date(s):** 1933-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5703.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 046  
**Title:** A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Trench of a Building with Burnt Remains of a Human Skull and Wooden Buns  
**Date(s):** 1933-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5704.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 047  
**Title:** Bronze Enkolpion (Cross-Skladen for the Relics With Two Flaps), Got at the Rajki Hillfort  
**Date(s):** 1933-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5705-1.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition, in one angle the emulsion is exfoliated; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 048  
**Title:** Bronze Enkolpion (Cross-Skladen for the Relics With Two Flaps), Got at the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5705-2.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.  
Reference number: 049

Title: General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort  
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5706.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.  
Reference number: 050

Title: Remains of the Living Crate: Burnt Fabric  
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5707.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.  
Reference number: 051

Title: Remains of the Living Crate: Burnt Wooden Constructions  
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5708.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.  
Reference number: 052

Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Artefacts Found Inside the Dwelling Trench  
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5709.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.  
Reference number: 053

Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort  
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5710.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.  
Reference number: 054

Title: General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort  
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5711.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; the photographic plate has a crack; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 055
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5712.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 056
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Human Skeletons Inside the Dwelling Trench
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5713.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 057
Title: Excavation Plot in the Centre of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5714.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 058
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Remains of Living Crates
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5715.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 059
Title: Remains of Thread (Binding) From Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5716.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 060
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Skeletons of Domestic Animals
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
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Reference number: 061
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Remains of Living Crates
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5719.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 062
Title: Remains of the Living Crate: Burnt Wooden Constructions
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5720.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 063
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Skeleton of Domestic Animal
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5721.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 064
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Skeleton of an Animal and Human Skulls
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5722.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 065
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Skeleton of an Animal
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5723.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 066
Title: General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5723.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 067
Title: Remains of the Living Crate: Burnt Wooden Constructions
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5724.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 068
Title: Burials at the Cemetery Near the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5725.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 069
Title: Matrixes for Kolts (Decorations) From Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5726.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 070
Title: Burials at the Cemetery Near the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5727.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 071
Title: Exploration of the Hillfort Ditch: Ceramic Shaft Furnace For Dish Burning
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5728.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 072
Title: Ploughshares From Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5729.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; the photographic plate is broken and agglutinate; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 073
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5730.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; photographic plate has cracks; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 074
Title: Silver Kolts (Decorations) and Copper Bead From Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5731.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 075
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Animal Skeletons
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5732.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 076
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Trench of a Building
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5733.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; the photographic plate angle is broken; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 079
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Remains of a Living Crate
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5736.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; cracks over the photographic plate; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 080
Title: General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5737.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; the photographic plate is broken and agglutinate; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 081
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Iron Knifes From Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5739.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 082
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Human Skeleton
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5740.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 083
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Stones on the Excavation Site
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5741.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

Reference number: 085
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Remains of Living Crates
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5742.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

Reference number: 086
Title: Excavation Plot: Exploration of the Hillfort Ditch
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5743.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

Reference number: 087
Title: General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5745.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

Reference number: 088
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Fragments of Ceramic Dishes
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5746.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

Reference number: 089
Title: General View of the Hillfort, From Gnylop'yat River Floodplain
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5747.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing. 

Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition 

Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 091
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Skeleton of an Animal
Date(s): 1933 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5748.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image

Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.

Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition 

Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 092
Title: Gold Bracket and Ribbon For Making Decorations, From Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5749-1.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image

Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.

Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition 

Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 093
Title: Gold Bracket and Ribbon For Making Decorations, From Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5749-2.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image

Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; the photographic plate angle is broken, there are cracks; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks, scale ruler is missing.

Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition 

Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 094
Title: Iron Binding For Wooden Spade, From Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5750.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image

Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; the photographic plate angle is broken, тріщина; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.

Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition 

Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 095
Title: Gutter-Chisels from Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1934-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5751.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image

Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; the photographic plate is broken and agglutinate; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks, scale ruler is missing.

Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition 

Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 096
Title: Iron Things from Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5752.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 097
Title: General View of the Excavation Plot in the Centre of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5753.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 098
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Trench of a Living Dwelling
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5754.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; in one of the angels of the photographic plates the emulsion is exfoliated; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 099
Title: Exploration of a Cemetery Near the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5755.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; the photographic plate is broken, cracks; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 100
Title: Excavation Plot on the Outer Hold of the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5756.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; the photographic plate angle is broken, cracks; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 101
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5757.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; the photographic plate is broken, cracks; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 102
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Reference number: 103
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5759.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; the photographic plate is broken; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 104
Title: Various Artefacts from Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1934-1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5760.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; the photographic plate is broken and agglutinate, one angle is broken; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 105
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1934-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5761.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; satisfactory condition, scratches; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 106
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Dwelling Trenches and Human Skeletons
Date(s): 1934-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5762.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 107
Title: Excavation Plot in Western Part of the Hillfort: Clay Pots and Enkolpiions (Cross-Skladen for the Relics With Two Flaps) Inside the Trench of a Living Dwelling
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5763.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 108
Title: Small Necklace From Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1934-1935 (?)
**Reference number:** 109  
**Title:** Decorations Made of Animal Bones and Teeth, From Rajki Hillfort  
**Date(s):** 1934-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5765.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 12×18 cm; at the angles of the photographic plate the emulsion is exfoliated; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

**Reference number:** 110  
**Title:** A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: a Human Skeleton With an Arrowhead Through the Spine  
**Date(s):** 1933-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5766.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

**Reference number:** 111  
**Title:** Exploratory Trench on the Outer Hold of the Hillfort  
**Date(s):** 1933-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5767.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

**Reference number:** 112  
**Title:** A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort  
**Date(s):** 1933-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5768.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 13×18 cm; the photographic plate is broken and agglutinates, one of the angles is broken; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

**Reference number:** 113  
**Title:** Amulets Made of Vertebrae, from the Rajki Hillfort  
**Date(s):** 1929-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5769.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 13×18 cm; at the edges of the photographic plate the emulsion is exfoliated; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

**Reference number:** 114  
**Title:** General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5776.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

Reference number: 121
Title: Bronze Matrixes For Making Decorations, Located at the Jewellery Workroom in the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5777.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 122
Title: Expedition Participants at the Hillfort Excavation Plot
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5778.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 123
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Human Skeleton
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5779.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 124
Title: Bronze Maces from the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5780.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; the photographic plate is broken and agglutinate; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 125
Title: Amulets Made of the Human Skull, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5781.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; at the edges of the photographic plate the emulsion is exfoliated; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.
Reference number: 126  
Title: Table–Stand Demonstrating Artefacts Found During Investigation of the Rajki Hillfort  
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5782.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 127  
Title: A Photographic Image of the Drawing Depicting Artefacts Found During Investigation of the Rajki Hillfort  
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5783.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 128  
Title: Binding of Matting, From the Rajki Hillfort  
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5784.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 129  
Title: Bronze Enkolpion (Cross-Skladen for the Relics With Two Flaps), Got at the Rajki Hillfort  
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5785.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 130  
Title: Remains of the Living Crate: Clue Pots, Remains of Burnt Fabric, Cereals and Necklaces  
Date(s): 1934 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5786.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 131  
Title: Excavation Plot in the Central Part of the Hillfort: Remains of Human and Animal Skeletons  
Date(s): 1934-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5787.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.
Reference number: 132
Title: Goods Made of Animal Horn and Bone, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5788.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 133
Title: Necklace Made of Hazelnuts, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5789.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 134
Title: Glass Necklace From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5790.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 135
Title: Shafts of the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5791.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 136
Title: A Detail of a Ceramic Shaft Furnace, Investigated on the Hillfort Territory
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5792.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 137
Title: Iron Arrows From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5793.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 138
Title: Iron Rings From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5794.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 139
Title: Remains of the Living Crate: Burnt Wooden Constructions
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5795.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 140
Title: Remains of the Living Crate: Burnt Wooden Constructions
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5796.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 141
Title: A Coin of Venetian Doge Pietro Ziani, Gold Ribbon, Gold Bracket, Silver Kyiv and Novgorod Hryvnias
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5797.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 142
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: an Oven Remains Inside the Building Trench
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5798.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 143
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Human Skeletons Inside the Building Trenches
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5799.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 13×18 cm; the photographic plate angle is broken; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.
**Reference number:** 144  
**Title:** Fragment of a Burnt Wooden Bowl From the Rajki Hillfort  
**Date(s):** 1933-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5800.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

**Reference number:** 145  
**Title:** A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Human and Horse Skulls  
**Date(s):** 1933-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5801.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

**Reference number:** 146  
**Title:** Fragment of a Burnt Wooden Bowl From the Rajki Hillfort  
**Date(s):** 1933-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5802.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

**Reference number:** 147  
**Title:** General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort  
**Date(s):** 1933-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5803.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 13×18 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

**Reference number:** 148  
**Title:** A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Remains of Living Crates  
**Date(s):** 1933-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5804.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 12×16 cm; the photographic plate is broken and agglutinate; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

**Reference number:** 149  
**Title:** A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Remains of Living Crates  
**Date(s):** 1933-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5805.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×16 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 150
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Human and Animal Skeletons
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5806.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×16 cm; the photographic plate is broken and agglutinate, a broken angle; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 151
Title: Remains of Burnt Fabric and Threads From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5807.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×16 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 152
Title: An Ax, an Arrowhead and Tools from Flint From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5808.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×16 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 153
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Remains of a Living Crate
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5809.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×16 cm; the photographic plate is broken and agglutinate; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 154
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Remains of a Living Crate
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5810.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×16 cm; the photographic plate is broken; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 155
Title: Excavation Plot: Exploration of the Hillfort Ditch
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5811.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Reference number: 156
Title: Shafts of the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5812.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×16 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 157
Title: General View of the Hillfort From North-West, From Gnylop’yat River Floodplain
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5813.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×16 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 158
Title: Beginning of Work on the Hillfort Territory
Date(s): 1929 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5814.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×16 cm; at the edges of the photographic plate the emulsion is exfoliated; sketches; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 159
Title: Burials at the Cemetery Near the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5815.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×16 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 160
Title: Human Skeleton at the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5816.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×16 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 161
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5817.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×16 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Reference number: 162
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: a Living Building Trench
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5818.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×16 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

Reference number: 163
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Remains of Skeletons
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5819.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×16 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

Reference number: 164
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Trench of a Building
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5820.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×16 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

Reference number: 165
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: a Skeleton of a Large Cattle
Date(s): 1932 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5821.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×16 cm; the photographic plate is broken and agglutinate, a broken angle; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

Reference number: 166
Title: General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5822.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×16 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

Reference number: 167
Title: Remains of Ceramic Shaft Furnace at the Outer Hold of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5823.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×16 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.
Reference number: 168
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5824.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×16 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 169
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: a Human Skeleton
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5825.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×16 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 170
Title: General View of the Hillfort, From Gnylop’yat River Floodplain
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5826.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×16 cm; a crack on the photographic plate; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 171
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Human Skeletons
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5827.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×16 cm; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 172
Title: Remains of the Living Crate: Burnt Remains of Cereals
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5828.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 12×16 cm; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 173
Title: General View of the Hillfort Shafts, From North
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5829.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 10×15 cm; the photographic plate is broken and agglutinate, a broken angle; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.
Reference number: 174
Title: General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5830.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 10×15 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 175
Title: Exploratory Trench on a Shaft Furnace of the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1933 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5831.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 10×15 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 176
Title: General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5832.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 10×15 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 177
Title: Burials at the Cemetery Near the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5833.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 10×15 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 178
Title: Burials at the Cemetery Near the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5834.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 10×15 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 179
Title: A Group of the Expedition Participants at the Hillfort Excavation Plot
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5835.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 10×15 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 180
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date(s)</th>
<th>Location of Original Material</th>
<th>Extent</th>
<th>Medium of copies</th>
<th>Medium of original material</th>
<th>Creator(s)</th>
<th>Medium of copies</th>
<th>Medium of original material</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>181</td>
<td>A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Human Skeletons</td>
<td>1933 (?)</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5836.</td>
<td>1 image</td>
<td>scanned image</td>
<td>the negative size is 10×15 cm; the photographic plate is broken and agglutinate; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.</td>
<td>name unknown, photographer of expedition</td>
<td>scanned image</td>
<td>the negative size is 10×15 cm; the photographic plate is broken and agglutinate; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.</td>
<td>the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>182</td>
<td>Excavation Plot: Exploration of the Hillfort Ditch</td>
<td>1933 (?)</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5838.</td>
<td>1 image</td>
<td>scanned image</td>
<td>the negative size is 10×15 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.</td>
<td>name unknown, photographer of expedition</td>
<td>scanned image</td>
<td>the negative size is 10×15 cm; the photographic plate is broken and agglutinate; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.</td>
<td>the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>183</td>
<td>A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort</td>
<td>1933-1935 (?)</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5839.</td>
<td>1 image</td>
<td>scanned image</td>
<td>the negative size is 10×15 cm; satisfactory condition; scratches; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.</td>
<td>name unknown, photographer of expedition</td>
<td>scanned image</td>
<td>the negative size is 10×15 cm; the photographic plate is broken and agglutinate; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.</td>
<td>the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>184</td>
<td>A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort</td>
<td>1933-1935 (?)</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5840.</td>
<td>1 image</td>
<td>scanned image</td>
<td>the negative size is 10×15 cm; the photographic plate is broken and agglutinate; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.</td>
<td>name unknown, photographer of expedition</td>
<td>scanned image</td>
<td>the negative size is 10×15 cm; the photographic plate is broken and agglutinate; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.</td>
<td>the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185</td>
<td>A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: a Human Skull</td>
<td>1933-1935 (?)</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5841.</td>
<td>1 image</td>
<td>scanned image</td>
<td>the negative size is 10×15 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.</td>
<td>name unknown, photographer of expedition</td>
<td>scanned image</td>
<td>the negative size is 10×15 cm; the photographic plate is broken and agglutinate; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.</td>
<td>the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>186</td>
<td>A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: a Human Skull and a Clue Pot</td>
<td>1933-1935 (?)</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5842.</td>
<td>1 image</td>
<td>scanned image</td>
<td>the negative size is 10×15 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.</td>
<td>name unknown, photographer of expedition</td>
<td>scanned image</td>
<td>the negative size is 10×15 cm; the photographic plate is broken and agglutinate; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.</td>
<td>the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5842.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 10×15 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 187
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Artefacts Found Inside the Building Trench
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5843.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 10×15 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 188
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: a Skeleton of the Large Cattle
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5844.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 10×15 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 189
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Trench of a Building
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5845.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 10×15 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 190
Title: Burials at the Cemetery Near the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5846.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 10×15 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 191
Title: Rajki Village: Collective-Farm Yard
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5847.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 10×15 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates views of Rajki village; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 192
Title: Stones on the Bottom of the Hillfort Ditch
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
**Reference number: 193**  
**Title:** Stones on the Bottom of the Hillfort Ditch  
**Date(s):** 1933-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5848.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 10×15 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

**Reference number: 194**  
**Title:** Rajki Village: Collective-Farm Yard  
**Date(s):** 1933-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5850.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 10×15 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates views of Rajki village; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

**Reference number: 195**  
**Title:** Burials at the Cemetery Near the Hillfort  
**Date(s):** 1933-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5851.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 10×15 cm; the photographic plate is broken; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

**Reference number: 196**  
**Title:** General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort  
**Date(s):** 1933-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5852.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 10×15 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; a spot; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

**Reference number: 197**  
**Title:** Glass and Bronze Bracelets From the Rajki Hillfort  
**Date(s):** 1933-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5853.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 10×15 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

**Reference number: 198**  
**Title:** Stones on the Bottom of the Hillfort Ditch  
**Date(s):** 1933-1935 (?)
**Reference number:** 199  
**Title:** General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort  
**Date(s):** 1929-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5855.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 10×15 cm; the photographic plate is broken and agglutinate; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

**Reference number:** 200  
**Title:** General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort  
**Date(s):** 1929-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5856.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

**Reference number:** 201  
**Title:** General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort  
**Date(s):** 1929-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5857.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 9×12 cm; the photographic plate angle is broken; at the edges of the plate the emulsion is exfoliated; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

**Reference number:** 202  
**Title:** General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort  
**Date(s):** 1929-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5858.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 9×12 cm; at the edges of the plate the emulsion is exfoliated; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

**Reference number:** 203  
**Title:** General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort  
**Date(s):** 1929-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5859.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 9×12 cm; there is a crack on the photographic plate; at the edges of the plate the emulsion is exfoliated; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

**Reference number:** 204  
**Title:** General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort  
**Date(s):** 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5860.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; there is a crack on the photographic plate; at the edges of the plate the emulsion is exfoliated; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 205
Title: General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5861.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 206
Title: General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5862.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 207
Title: General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5863.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 208
Title: Ditch of the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5864.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 209
Title: Burials at the Cemetery Near the Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5865.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 210
Title: Excavation Plot: Exploration of the Hillfort Ditch
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)

172
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5866.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 211
Title: General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5867.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 212
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Fragments of Ceramic Dishes
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5868.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 213
Title: General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5869.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 214
Title: General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5870.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 215
Title: Stones on the Bottom of the Hillfort Ditch
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5871.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 216
Title: Remains of the Living Crate: Burnt Wooden Constructions
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5872.
Reference number: 217  
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: a Living Building Trench  
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?).  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5873.  
Extent: 1 image.  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; there are scratches over the emulsion; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 218  
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: an Oven Remains  
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?).  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5874.  
Extent: 1 image.  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; at the edges of the plate the emulsion is exfoliated; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 219  
Title: General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort  
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?).  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5875.  
Extent: 1 image.  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 220  
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: a Human Skull  
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?).  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5876.  
Extent: 1 image.  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; at the edges of the plate the emulsion is exfoliated; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 221  
Title: Burials at the Cemetery Near the Hillfort  
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?).  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5877.  
Extent: 1 image.  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 222  
Title: Burials at the Cemetery Near the Hillfort  
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?).  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5878.  
Extent: 1 image.  
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 223
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: a Human Skull
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5879.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 224
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: a Female Human Skull
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5880.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 225
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Skeletons Remains
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5881.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 226
Title: Burials at the Cemetery Near the Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5882.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 227
Title: Work Process: an Image of Photographer Kutkin While Taking Photos of a Human Skeleton
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5883.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; at the edges of the plate the emulsion is exfoliated; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 228
Title: Burials at the Cemetery Near the Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5884.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 229
Title: Burials at the Cemetery Near the Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5885.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; at the edges of the plate the emulsion is exfoliated; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 230
Title: Burials at the Cemetery Near the Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5886.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; at the edges of the plate the emulsion is exfoliated; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 231
Title: Burials at the Cemetery Near the Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5887.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; at the edges of the plate the emulsion is exfoliated; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 232
Title: General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5889.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 233
Title: General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5890.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 234
Title: General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5890.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 235  
Title: Iron Rasp From the Rajki Hillfort  
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5891.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 236  
Title: Iron Reapers From the Rajki Hillfort  
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5892.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 237  
Title: The Tip of the Spears From the Rajki Hillfort  
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5893.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 238  
Title: A Sword Handle From the Rajki Hillfort  
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5893a.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 239  
Title: Remains of Burnt Fabric, Threads and Cereals From the Rajki Hillfort  
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5895.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 241
Title: Stone Casting Forms From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5896.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; there is a crack over the photographic plate; at the edges of the plate the emulsion is exfoliated; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 242
Title: Clue Pot From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5897.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; at the edges of the photographic plate the emulsion is exfoliated; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 243
Title: Image of the Drawing Depicting a Comb Made of Bone, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5898.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 244
Title: Remains of Burnt Barrel With Grain, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5899.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; there is a crack over the photographic plate; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 245
Title: Remains of Burnt Ropes From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5900-1.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; at the edges of the photographic plate the emulsion is exfoliated; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 246
Title: Remains of Burnt Threads From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5900-2.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; the angle of the glass photographic plate is broken; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks, scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 247  
Title: Burnt Cannabis Grains Inside a Wooden Container, From the Rajki Hillfort  
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5901.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; the emulsion is exfoliated; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 248  
Title: A Copper Matrix and a Clue Toy From the Rajki Hillfort  
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5901a.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 249  
Title: A Skein of Thread From the Rajki Hillfort  
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5902-1.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; there is a crack over the photographic plate; the emulsion is exfoliated at the edges of the plate; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 250  
Title: A Skein of Thread From the Rajki Hillfort  
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5902-2.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; scratches over the emulsion; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 251  
Title: Binding of Matting From the Rajki Hillfort  
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5903.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; the emulsion is exfoliated at the edges of the plate; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

Reference number: 252
Title: Fragment of Knitted Wool Fabric From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5904.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

Reference number: 253
Title: Detail of a Tool From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5906.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

Reference number: 254
Title: Fragment of Wooden Bowl Containing Cannabis Seeds, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5906.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

Reference number: 255
Title: Iron Sleeve for Millstone From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5907.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

Reference number: 256
Title: Ornamented Tubules Made of Bone, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5908.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

Reference number: 257
Title: Dog Teeth With a Hole For Hanging, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5909.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 258
Title: Amulets Made of Animal Bones and Human Skull, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5910.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; scratches over the emulsion; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 259
Title: Amulets Made of Vertebrae and Bones of Rabbit, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5911.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 260
Title: Fragments of Ceramic Dishes Found On the Bottom of the Dwelling
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5912.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 261
Title: Iron Helmet Covered With a Copper Sheet, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5913.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 262
Title: Iron Helmet Covered With a Copper Sheet, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5914-1.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; the photographic plate is cracked, there are scratches over the emulsion; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 263
Title: Iron Helmet Covered With a Copper Sheet, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5914–2.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.
Reference number: 264
Title: Stone Casting Forms, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5915.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks, scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.
Reference number: 265
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Human Skeleton
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5916.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; the photographic plate is broken and agglutinate; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks, scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.
Reference number: 266
Title: Work Process: Expedition Participants Clear the Dwelling Trench
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5917.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; cracks over the photographic plate; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.
Reference number: 267
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Human Skull
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5918.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.
Reference number: 268
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Human Skeleton
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5919.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; the photographic plate is cracked; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.
Reference number: 269
Title: Excavation Plot: Human Skeleton on the Bottom of the Hillfort Ditch
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5920.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; at the edges of the photographic plate the emulsion is exfoliated; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 270
Title: Excavation Plot: Human Skeleton on the Bottom of the Hillfort Ditch
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5921.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; the photographic plate angle is broken; at the edges of the plate the emulsion is exfoliated; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 271
Title: Samples of Fabric from the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1932 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5922.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 272
Title: Samples of Fabric from the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1932 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5923.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 273
Title: Silver Ear-Rings from the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5924.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 274
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Human Skull
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5925.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; cracks over the photographic plate; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 275
Title: Bronze Colt (Jewellery) from the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5926.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.
Reference number: 276

Title: Iron Cross and a Tube (?) from the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5927.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.
Reference number: 277

Title: Bronze Suspensions from the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5928.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.
Reference number: 278

Title: Cross Made of Pirophyllite Slate, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5929-1.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.
Reference number: 279

Title: Cross Made of Pirophyllite Slate, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5929-2.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.
Reference number: 280

Title: Decoration (Shyina Hryvna), From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5930.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.
Reference number: 280
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 281
Title: Bronze Reliquary (Panagiya), From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5931.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 282
Title: Bronze Reliquary (Panagiya), From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5931.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 283
Title: Iron Nails and a Needle, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5932.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 284
Title: Iron Nails, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5933.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 285
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5934.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 286
Title: Rasps From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5935.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.

Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition

Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 287
Title: Iron Goods From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5935a.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.

Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition

Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 288
Title: Iron Stirrup From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5936.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; photographic plates are broken and glued; its angle is broken; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks, scale ruler is missing.

Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition

Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 289
Title: Iron Knives From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5936a.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.

Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition

Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 290
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Human Skeleton
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5937.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.

Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition

Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 291
Title: Ceramic Crucible From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5938.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.

Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition

Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 292
Title: Crosses–Enkolpions (Cross-Skladen for the Relics With Two Flaps) and Tiny Icons, Got at the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?

186
Reference number: 293
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Masonry
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5940.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 294
Title: View of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5941.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 295
Title: Necklace of Bronze Beads and Suspensions From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5942.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 296
Title: General View of the Hillfort From North, From Glylop'yat River Floodplain
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5943.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 297
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Human and Animal Skeletons
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5944.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 298
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Remains of Living Crates In the Ditch Construction
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5945.
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5946.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; the angle of the glass photographic plate is broken; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks, scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 299
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Human Skeleton
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5946.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 300
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Site of Entry (Gates)
Date(s): 1934 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5947.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; at the edges of the photographic plate the emulsion is exfoliated; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 301
Title: Clue Pot on the Floor of the Dwelling in the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5948.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 302
Title: Iron and Bronze Maces from the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5949.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 303
Title: Clue Pots on the Floor of the Dwelling in the Hillfort
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5950.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; there is a crack over the photographic plate; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 304
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Artefacts Found Inside the Building Trench
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5951.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 305  
**Title:** Ceramic Crucibles from the Rajki Hillfort  
**Date(s):** 1933-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5952.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 306  
**Title:** Micro-Image of Iron Goods  
**Date(s):** 1933-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5953.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 307  
**Title:** Remains of the Living Crate: Burnt Remains of Grains  
**Date(s):** 1933-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5954.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 308  
**Title:** Wooden Screw Attributed to a Tool From the Rajki Hillfort  
**Date(s):** 1933-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5955.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 309  
**Title:** Iron Hooks, Horseshoe and a Fragment of Sawing From the Rajki Hillfort  
**Date(s):** 1934-1935 (?)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5956.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** the negative size is 9×12 cm; scratches over the emulsion; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.
Reference number: 310  
Title: Iron Chisel With Gutters, From the Rajki Hillfort  
Date(s): 1934-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5957.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9x12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 311  
Title: Burnt Wooden Bowl Filled With Cannabis Seeds, From the Rajki Hillfort  
Date(s): 1934-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5958.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9x12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 312  
Title: Clue Pot on the Floor of the Dwelling in the Hillfort  
Date(s): 1934-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5959.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9x12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 313  
Title: Necklace of Bronze Beads and Suspensions (Dukach), From the Rajki Hillfort  
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5959a-1.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9x12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 314  
Title: Necklace of Bronze Beads and Suspensions (Dukach), From the Rajki Hillfort  
Date(s): 1933-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5959a-2.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9x12 cm; at the edges of the photographic plate the emulsion is exfoliated; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 315  
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Human Skeleton  
Date(s): 1934-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5960.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9x12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 316
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Skeletons Remains
Date(s): 1934-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5961.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; the photographic plate is broken and agglutinate; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks, scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 317
Title: No Title
Date(s): 1934-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5962.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; scratches over the emulsion; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 318
Title: A Clue Pot From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1934-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5963-1.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 319
Title: A Clue Pot From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1934-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5963-2.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 320
Title: A Clue Pot From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1934-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5964.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; at the edges of the photographic plate the emulsion is exfoliated; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 321
Title: Female Human Skeleton With Decorations, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1934-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5965.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 322
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Animal Skeletons
Date(s): 1934-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5966.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 323
Title: A Clue Pot From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1934-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5967.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 324
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: Artefacts From the Bottom of the Excavation Site
Date(s): 1934-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5968.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 325
Title: A Clue Pot From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1934-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5969.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 326
Title: Remains of the Living Crate: Burnt Wooden Constructions
Date(s): 1934-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5970.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 327
Title: A Clue Pot From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1934-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5971.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Reference number: 328
Title: A Clue Pot From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1934-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5972.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; at the edges of the photographic plate the emulsion is exfoliated; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 329
Title: Remains of the Living Crate: Burnt Wooden Constructions
Date(s): 1934-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5973.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; the angle of the glass photographic plate is broken; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 330
Title: A Suspension Made of a Coin of Venetian Doge Pietro Ziani, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1930 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5974.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 331
Title: Remains of the Living Crate: Burnt Wooden Constructions
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5975.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 332
Title: Excavation Plot: a Human Skeleton on the Bottom of the Hillfort Ditch
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5976.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; at the edges of the photographic plate the emulsion is exfoliated; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 333
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: a Human Skeleton
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5977.
Reference number: 334
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: a Human Skeleton
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5978.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 335
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: a Human Skeleton
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5979.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 336
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: a Trench of a Living Dwelling
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5980.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 337
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: an Oven Remains
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5981.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; the photographic plate is broken and agglutinate; the photographic plate angle is broken; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks, scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 338
Title: Stones on the Bottom of the Hillfort Ditch
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5982.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 339
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the
negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 340
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: a Human Skeleton
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on
Glass. – No. 5984.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the
negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 341
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: a Horse Skeleton
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on
Glass. – No. 5986.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the
negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 342
Title: Fragments of Ceramics From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on
Glass. – No. 5986.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the
negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the
shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 343
Title: Human Skeletons From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on
Glass. – No. 5987.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; at the edges of the photographic plate the emulsion is exfoliated; over
the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 344
Title: Stone Casting Forms From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on
Glass. – No. 5988.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the
negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the
shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 345
Title: A Shaft of the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on
Glass. – No. 5989.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 346
Title: A Fragment of a Bag Filled With Cannabis Seeds, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5990.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 347
Title: A Plot of the Excavation Site on the Territory of the Hillfort: a Sickle and a Scythe on the Bottom of the Excavation Site
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5991.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 348
Title: Glass Bracelets From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5992.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 349
Title: Heads of Arrows Made of Bones, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5993.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 350
Title: Burials at the Cemetery Near the Hillfort
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5994.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 351
Title: Burials at the Cemetery Near the Hillfort
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5995.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 352
Title: General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5996.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 353
Title: General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5997.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 354
Title: General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5998.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 355
Title: General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 5999.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 356
Title: General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6000.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 357
Title: General View of the Excavation Plot on the Territory of the Hillfort
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6001.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; the angle of the glass photographic plate is broken; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.

Creator(s): the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 358
Title: Goods Made of Bone, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6002.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 359
Title: Heads of Arrows Made of Bones, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6002a.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 360
Title: Heads of Arrows Made of Bones, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6002b.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; at the edges of the photographic plate the emulsion is exfoliated; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 361
Title: Heads of Arrows Made of Bones, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6002c.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 362
Title: A Photo of the Rajki Hillfort Scheme
Date(s): 1934–1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6003.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; at the edges of the photographic plate the emulsion is exfoliated; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 363
Title: Work Process: an Image of Photographer Kutkin While Taking a Photo of a Human Skeleton
Date(s): 1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6004.
Reference number: 364  
Title: Iron Thing From the Rajki Hillfort  
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6006.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is not clear; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 365  
Title: Clue Casting Form From the Rajki Hillfort  
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6005a.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 366  
Title: Iron Binding For the Wooden Spade, From the Rajki Hillfort  
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6006.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 367  
Title: An Iron Axe From the Rajki Hillfort  
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6007.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 368  
Title: An Iron Axe From the Rajki Hillfort  
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)  
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6008.  
Extent: 1 image  
Medium of copies: scanned image  
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.  
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition  
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 369  
Title: An Iron Thing From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6008a.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 370
Title: An Iron Axe From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6009.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 371
Title: An Iron Axe From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6010-1.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 372
Title: An Iron Axe From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6010-2.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 373
Title: An Iron Axe From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6011.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 374
Title: An Iron Hammer From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6012.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.
Reference number: 375
Title: An Iron Axe From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6013.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 376
Title: An Iron Detail For a Plow (Naral’nik), From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6013a.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 377
Title: An Iron Detail For a Plow (Naral’nik), From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6013b-1.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 378
Title: An Iron Detail For a Plow (Naral’nik), From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6013b-2.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; the photographic plate is broken and agglutinate; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 379
Title: An Iron Detail For a Plow (Naral’nik), From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6013c.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; at the edges of the photographic plate the emulsion is exfoliated; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 380
Title: An Iron Axe, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6014-1.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

Reference number: 381
Title: An Iron Detail For a Plow (Naral'nik), From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6014-2.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image

Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

Reference number: 382
Title: An Iron Axe, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6015.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image

Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

Reference number: 383
Title: An Iron Axe, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6016.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image

Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

Reference number: 384
Title: An Iron Binding to a Wooden Spade, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6017.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image

Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

Reference number: 385
Title: An Iron Bridle From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6017a.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image

Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

Reference number: 386
Title: An Iron Bridle From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6017b.

Extent: 1 image

Medium of copies: scanned image

Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.

Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition

Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 387

Title: An Iron Binding to a Wooden Spade, From the Rajki Hillfort

Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)

Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6018-1.

Extent: 1 image

Medium of copies: scanned image

Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.

Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition

Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 388

Title: An Iron Binding to a Wooden Spade, From the Rajki Hillfort

Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)

Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6018-2.

Extent: 1 image

Medium of copies: scanned image

Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.

Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition

Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 389

Title: An Arrowhead and a Cross–Enkolpion (Cross–Skladen for the Relics With Two Flaps), From the Rajki Hillfort

Date(s): 1934 (?)

Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 6019.

Extent: 1 image

Medium of copies: scanned image

Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; spots over the emulsion; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.

Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition

Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 390

Title: An Iron Detail For a Plow (Naral’nik), From the Rajki Hillfort

Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)

Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7052.

Extent: 1 image

Medium of copies: scanned image

Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; at the edges of the photographic plate the emulsion is exfoliated; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.

Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition

Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 391

Title: Iron Loins, From the Rajki Hillfort

Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)

Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7053.

Extent: 1 image

Medium of copies: scanned image

Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.

Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition

Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.
Reference number: 392
Title: Iron Scissors, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7055.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 393
Title: Burnt Grains of Cereals (Peas), From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7057.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 394
Title: Burnt Grains of Cereals (Kol’za), From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7058.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 395
Title: Burnt Grains of Cereals (Barley), From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7059.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 396
Title: Burnt Grains of Cereals (Rye), From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7060.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 397
Title: Burnt Grains of Cereals (Cannabis Seeds), From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7061.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 398
Title: Burnt Grains of Cereals (Wheat), From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7062.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 399
Title: Burnt Grains of Cereals (Millet), From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7063.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; the photographic plate is broken and agglutinate; the photographic plate angle is broken; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks, scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 400
Title: Burnt Flour Found at the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7068.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 401
Title: Fragments of Wool From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7069.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 402
Title: Iron Stirrups From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7070.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; at the edges of the photographic plate the emulsion is exfoliated; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 403
Title: Iron Chisels From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7091.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer's remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 404
Title: Foundry Pot-Tiglik, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7096.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 405
Title: Remains of Wool Binding, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7106.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; cracks on the photographic plate; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 406
Title: Stone Casting Forms From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7110-1.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 407
Title: Stone Casting Forms From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7110-2.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 408
Title: Stone Casting Forms From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7111.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.
Reference number: 409
Title: Burnt Threads From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7133.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks; scale ruler is missing.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 410
Title: Iron Arrowheads From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7145.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 411
Title: Iron Arrowheads From the Rajki Hillfort and the Princely Hill
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7146.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 412
Title: An Iron Mace From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7160.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition

Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 415
Title: Iron Maces From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7161.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 416
Title: An Iron Stirrup From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7164.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 417
Title: Iron Keys From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7169.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 418
Title: Iron Keys From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7170.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 419
Title: Iron Scissors From the Rajki Hillfort and a Steel from the Princely Hill
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7176.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 420
Title: An Iron Tubule-Lock From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7181.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.

Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition

Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 421
Title: An Iron Tubule-Lock From the Rajki Hillfort and an Iron Key From Bilogorodka
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7186.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.

Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition

Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 422
Title: A Clue Pot With a Handle, From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7188.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.

Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition

Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 423
Title: A Clue Pot From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7190-1.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.

Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition

Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 424
Title: A Clue Pot From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7190-2.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.

Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition

Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 425
Title: Iron Tubule-Locks From the Rajki Hillfort
Date(s): 1929-1935 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Collection of Negatives on Glass. – No. 7193.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: the negative size is 9×12 cm; satisfactory condition; the image is retouched; over the emulsion there is a number of the negative stated and photographer’s remarks.

Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition

Description: the picture illustrates the artefacts revealed in the process of the Rajki hillfort exploration; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.
SERIES

Reference number: 08
Title: Albums and Selections of Photos
Date(s): 1929-1939 (?)
Extent: 605 images, 23 albums and collections of photos
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: photographs of various sizes and quality
Creator(s): T.M. Movchanovskiy (supervisor) and the staff of the archaeological expedition in Rajki.
Description: the series put together the albums and collections of photos of the Rajki expedition.
System of arrangement: photographs are a constituent part of funds belonging to different archives. The structure of funds of different archives is diverse. The albums and selections of photos copied within the project are listed here in accordance with their storage order: Archive. - Storing Item (File) – Number.
Access: For research purposes only. Reference to the Institutions of Deposit of original documents is obligatory.
Language(s):

FILE/CONTAINER

Reference number: 001
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 1.
Extent: 2 images
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: 2 photos (size 9×12 cm). The safety is satisfactory. Photos are stored in a paper envelope.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the photos illustrate the research process of the Rajki hillfort; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 002
Title: The Photo of the Excavation Site of the Rajki Expedition.
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 18.
Extent: 16 images
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: 16 photos, size is 9×12 cm. The safety is satisfactory. The images are indistinct. The photos are stored in a paper envelope.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the photos illustrate the research process of the Rajki hillfort; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 003
Title: The Photo of the Excavation Site of the Rajki Expedition.
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 43.
Extent: 45 images
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: 45 photos of different size. The safety is not satisfactory. The images are indistinct, polluted, scratched. The photos are pasted on a strong cardboard.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the photos illustrate the research process of the Rajki hillfort; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 004
Title: The Photo of the Excavation Site of the Rajki Expedition.
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 49.
Extent: 11 images
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: 11 photos, size is 16×20 cm and 18×24 cm. The safety is satisfactory. The photos are stored in a paper envelope.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the photos illustrate the research process of the Rajki hillfort; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 005
Title: The Photo of the Excavation Site of the Rajki Expedition.
Date(s): 1933-35 (?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 50.
Extent: 134 images
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: 134 photos of different sizes. The safety is not satisfactory. The photos are stored in a paper envelope.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the photos illustrate the research process of the Rajki hillfort; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 006
Title: The Photo of the Excavation Site of the Rajki Expedition.
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 51.
Extent: 3 images
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: 3 photos of different sizes. The safety is not satisfactory. The photos are stored in a paper envelope.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the photos illustrate the research process of the Rajki hillfort; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 007
Title: The Album of the Photos "Rajki №2".
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 63a.
Extent: 46 images
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: 76 photos of different sizes. The photos are pasted in an album, size 18×25 cm. They are numbered from 35 to 75. The safety is satisfactory.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the photos illustrate the research process of the Rajki hillfort; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 008
Title: The Photo of the Excavation Site of the Rajki Expedition.
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 63b.
Extent: 30 images
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: 30 photos of different sizes. The safety is satisfactory. The photos are stored in a paper envelope.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the photos illustrate the research process of the Rajki hillfort; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 009
Title: The Photo of the Excavation Site of the Rajki Expedition.
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 63c.
Extent: 2 images
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: 2 photos, size 16×22 cm. The safety is satisfactory. The photos are stored in a paper envelope.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the photos illustrate the research process of the Rajki hillfort; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 010
Title: The Photo of the Excavation Site of the Rajki Expedition.
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 70.
Extent: 35 images
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: 35 photos of different sizes. The safety is satisfactory. Images are indistinct and polluted. The photos are crumpled and scratched. They are stored in a paper envelope.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the photos illustrate the research process of the Rajki hillfort; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 011
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Extent: 23 images
Medium of copies: scanned image
Medium of original material: 23 photos of different sizes (from 8×10 to12×17 cm). The safety is satisfactory. The photos are stored in a paper envelope.
Creator(s): name unknown, photographer of expedition
Description: the photos illustrate the research process of the Rajki hillfort; the exact date and the shot’s author are unknown.

Reference number: 012
Title: No title
Date(s): No date  
**Location of Original Material:** The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund 20: L.D. Dmitrov’s personal fund. – Storage unit № 36.  
**Extent:** 3 images  
**Medium of copies:** scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** 23 photos of different sizes. The safety is satisfactory. The photos are stored in a paper envelope.  
**Creator(s):** name unknown, photographer of expedition  
**Description:** the photos illustrate the research process of the Rajki hillfort; the exact date and the shot's author are unknown.

**Reference number:** 013  
**Title:** The Materials From the Photo Album “The Grain-Grower Technology of an Epoch of Feudalism in the Kiev Rus, XI-XIII Centuries”.  
**Date(s):** 1935  
**Location of Original Material:** The Institute of Manuscripts of the V.Vernadskiy National Library of Ukraine. – Fund 243: V.I. Maslov’s personal fund. – Storage unit № 36.  
**Extent:** 130 images  
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** The affair contains 131 pages of different sizes (mainly in a format А4). Some of the photos are saved in an envelope, some are pasted on a few pieces on a cardboard sheet, and some are cut out from pages and lie separately. All of them are in different sizes. Physical state is mainly good. The pages №№ 21-23 contain the explanation to drawings made in typewriting with hand-written inserts.  
**Creator(s):** Maslov V.I.  
**Description:** The photos show predominantly artifacts of an agricultural purpose found during investigation of the Rajki hillfort.

**Reference number:** 014  
**Title:** No title  
**Date(s):** 1933-35  
**Location of Original Material:** The Institute of Manuscripts of the V.Vernadskiy National Library of Ukraine – Fund 243: V.I. Maslov’s personal fund. – Storage unit № 373.  
**Extent:** 70 images  
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** 70 photos of different sizes. Physical state is mainly good. The photos mainly clear, 4 of them are pasted on a cardboard. They are stored in a paper envelope.  
**Creator(s):** Maslov V.I.  
**Description:** The photo illustrates the research process of the Rajki hillfort. The photos show the regional specialists of the Rajki Village, working moments of expedition, participants of expedition, plots from excavation site, artifacts and expositions in the Berdychiv museum. The photos partially overlap each other and photos from The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU.

**Reference number:** 015  
**Title:** Maslov V.I Among the Employees of the Institute of Archeology.  
**Date(s):** 1932  
**Location of Original Material:** The Institute of Manuscripts of the V.Vernadskiy National Library of Ukraine – Fund 243: V.I. Maslov’s personal fund. – Storage unit № 658.  
**Extent:** 3 images  
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** 6 photos of different sizes. The photos are duplicated (3 pairs of 2 photos). Physical state is good and images are mainly clear. They are stored in a paper envelope.  
**Creator(s):** Maslov V.I.  
**Description:** The photos illustrate members of the Institute of History of Material Culture (Institute of Archeology in 1930).

**Reference number:** 016  
**Title:** V.I. Maslov on the Excavation Site Near Rajki Village.  
**Date(s):** 1933-1934  
**Location of Original Material:** The Institute of Manuscripts of the V.Vernadskiy National Library of Ukraine. – Fund 243: V.I. Maslov’s personal fund. – Storage unit № 659.  
**Extent:** 3 images  
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** 3 photos of different sizes. Physical state is good and images are mainly clear. They are stored in a paper envelope.  
**Creator(s):** Maslov V.I.  
**Description:** The photos illustrate V.I. Maslov and other participants of the expedition during archaeological researches of the Rajki hillfort.

**Reference number:** 017  
**Title:** Molchanovsky With Her Son.  
**Date(s):** No date (1930)  
**Location of Original Material:** The Institute of Manuscripts of the V.Vernadskiy National Library of Ukraine – Fund 243: V.I. Maslov’s personal fund. – Storage unit № 1367.  
**Extent:** 1 image  
**Medium of copies:** digital photographs and (or) scanned image  
**Medium of original material:** 1 photo. Physical state is good. The photo is stored in a paper envelope.  
**Creator(s):** Maslov V.I.  
**Description:** The photo illustrates the T.M. Movchanovskiy's wife with her son.
Reference number: 018
Title: The Members of the Institute of the History of Material Culture AS USSR.
Date(s): No date (1930)
Location of Original Material: The Institute of Manuscripts of the V.Vernadskiy National Library of Ukraine – Fund 243: V.I. Maslov’s personal fund. – Storage unit № 1368.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: 1 photo, size 11×15 cm. The safety is satisfactory. Photo is stored in a paper envelope.
Creator(s): Maslov V.I.
Description: The photo illustrates Maslov V.I among the participants of the archeological expedition of IHMC.

Reference number: 019
Title: The Rajki hillfort. The Archeological Excavations Conducted by Rajki State Archaeological Expedition AS USSR.
Date(s): No date (1930)
Extent: 3 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: 3 photos (size 12×18 cm). Physical state is good and images are mainly clear. They are stored in a paper envelope.
Creator(s): Maslov V.I.
Description: the photos illustrate the research process of the Rajki hillfort.

Reference number: 020
Title: The Official Journey to Kyiv Region in the Summer 1931. The Archaeological Exhibition of Archaeological Committee of Academy of Sciences in Kiev in 1931.
Date(s): 1931
Extent: 4 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: 4 photos of different sizes. The photos are pasted on a cardboard. Physical state is good.
Creator(s): Jakobson A.L.
Description: The photos of the exposed on the exhibition in Kiev (1931) artifacts found during archaeological research held in the Rajki hillfort in 1929-1930.

Reference number: 021
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Extent: 3 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: 3 photos of different sizes. The photos are pasted on a cardboard. Images are indistinct.
Creator(s): name unknown
Description: the photos illustrate plots from excavation site with people’s and animal’s skeletons. The photos, obviously, are made to M.K Karger’s order during his staying in Kiev in 1937-39.

Reference number: 022
Title: No title
Date(s): No date (1930 ?, 1933 ?)
Extent: 8 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: 8 photos of different sizes. The photos are pasted on a cardboard. Some of them are indistinct.
Creator(s): Matsulevich L.A.
Description: the photos illustrate views of the Rajki hillfort, plots from excavation site with the rests of inhabited cages, people’s and animal’s skeletons and artifacts. The photos, obviously, are made by Matsulevich L.A. during his official journey to Berdichev and Rajki in 1930 or 1933.

Reference number: 023
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Extent: 29 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: 29 photos of different sizes. The photos are pasted on 9 sheets of format A4.
Creator(s): name unknown
Description: the photos illustrate views of the Rajki hillfort and artifacts found during the archaeological research held in the hillfort. The photos, obviously, are made to G.F. Korzukhinoj’s order during his staying in Kiev in 1937-39.
SERIES
Reference number: 09
Title: Cinema-film
Date(s): 1930
Extent: 1 film
Medium of copies: The film has been copied from a film-strip by employees of the Central state cinema and photo archive of Ukraine in video format VSH. The video format is transferred in digital format MPEG-2.
Medium of original material: a film-strip.
Creator(s): Soloviev, the operator of Vinnitsa department VUFKU
Description: The structure of series includes the one film-strip.
System of arrangement: The newsreel is a part of funds of Central state cinema and photo archive of Ukraine named by G.S.Pshenichnyi.
Access: For research purposes only. Reference to the Institutions of Deposit of original documents is obligatory.
Language(s):

FILE/CONTAINER
Reference number: 001
Date(s): 1930
Location of Original Material: The Central state cinema- photo- phono archive of Ukraine of named by G.S.Pshenichnyi. - the newsreel № 34/200. — Archival share № 1466. – the Plot 7.
Extent: 1 film
Medium of copies: The film has been copied from a film-strip by employees of the Central state cinema and photo archive of Ukraine in video format VSH. The format VSH converted in a digital format MPEG-2.
Medium of original material: a film-strip.
Creator(s): Soloviev, the operator of Vinnitsa department VUFKU
Description: The newsreel of excavation of the Rajki Hillfort is a newsreel component (a part 7). Duration of a newsreel - 2 minutes and 10 seconds, audio path is absent. The newsreel consists of several separate episodes (plots). Newsreel plots are divided by shots with accompanying texts. Accompanying texts are mixed (obviously during installation) and do not correspond to the maintenance of plots which directly follow them.
SERIES
Reference number: 10
Title: Documentation on Organizational Matters
Date(s): 1930-1937
Extent: 263 images, 46 files
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: typewritten and handwritten
Creator(s): T.M. Movchanovskiy (supervisor) and the staff of the archaeological expedition in Rajki.
Description: The series put together various documents on organizational matters of the Rajki expedition, namely: financial papers, documents used while planning the expedition, orders regarding the expedition, correspondence with a number of institutions etc. The series are divided into sub-series, according to categories of materials.
System of arrangement: documentation on organizational matters is a constituent part of funds belonging to different archives.
The structure of funds of different archives is diverse. The reports copied by the project are listed here in chronological order.
Access: For research purposes only. Reference to the Institutions of Deposit of original documents is obligatory
Language(s): Ukrainian, Russian

FILE/CONTAINER
Reference number: 001
Title: The pay-sheet contains paid worker’s salaries in the Rajki hillfort.
Date(s): May 16, 1930
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 66-1930. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: 1 separate sheet. The document is provided in a form of a table; on one side of the leaf. The manuscript in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: The document contains the roster of peasants who worked on the excavation of the Rajki hillfort and their wages for the one day of work (hourly).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 002
Title: The extract from the protocol № 12 of the Bureau of Ukrainian Committee of culture monuments protection at the People’s Commissariat of Education URSR.
Date(s): June 19, 1930
Location of Original Material: The Central State Archive of the Public Organizations in Ukraine. – Fund 166. – Inventory 9. – Storage unit № 57.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Typewritten. 1 sheet.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: The document is the protocol of meeting the Bureau of Ukrainian Committee of culture monuments protection with the report about the first results of researches of the Rajki hillfort in 1930.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 003
Title: The report № 1 of the of Berdichev Museum archaeological expedition conference about the excavations of the Slavic Hillfort in the Rajki Village.
Date(s): July 30, 1930
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 5.
Extent: 5 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: The document is in the end of exercise book with a field diary № 2 (1930). (sheets №№ 44-47). 5 sheets contain the text. The text is handwritten in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Goncharov V.K.
Description: The report contains the fixed decision of expedition meeting about the organization of researching of the Rajki hillfort.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 004
Title: No title
Date(s): February 18, 1931
Location of Original Material: The Central State Archive of the Public Organizations in Ukraine. – Fund 166. – Inventory 9. – Storage unit № 1482.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: The manuscript. 1 sheet.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: T.M. Movchanovskiy’s letter to the Head of the Bureau of Ukrainian Committee of culture monuments protection at the People’s Commissariat of Education with the offers about the expedition organization (1931).
Language(s): Ukrainian
Reference number: 005
Title: No title
Date(s): March 07, 1931
Location of Original Material: The Central State Archive of the Public Organizations of Ukraine. – Fund 166.–Inventory 9. – Storage unit № 1483.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Typewritten. 1 sheet.
Creator(s):
Description: The copy of the report about the archaeological researches in Rajki of the Rajki expedition with his remarks and estrangement of its area from structure of the earths of an agricultural purpose.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 006
Title: No title
Date(s): March 09, 1931
Location of Original Material: The Central State Archive of the Public Organizations of Ukraine. – Fund 166.–Inventory 9. – Storage unit № 1482.
Extent: 2 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: The manuscript. 2 sheets.
Creator(s): O.Fedorovskiy
Description: O.Fedorovskiy’s review (response) of the plan and maintenance costs of the Rajki expedition with his remarks and offers (1931).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 007
Title: No title
Date(s): March 24, 1931
Location of Original Material: The Central State Archive of the Public Organizations in Ukraine. – Fund 166.–Inventory 9. – Storage unit № 1482.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: The manuscript. 1 sheet.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: T.M. Movchanovskiy’s letter to the People’s Commissariat of Education with the notice about the invitation of science employees and work terms of the Rajki expedition.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 008
Title: No title
Date(s): April 08, 1931
Location of Original Material: The Central State Archive of the Public Organizations of Ukraine. – Fund 166.–Inventory 9. – Storage unit № 1504.
Extent: 2 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Typewritten. 2 sheet s.
Creator(s):
Description: The copy of the deputy Head of People’s Commissariat of Education to Berdichev Municipal Duma and Inspection of culture monuments protection letter about the announcement of the Rajki hillfort as monument of culture and estrangement of its area from structure of the earths of an agricultural purpose
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 009
Title: To the science and education sector to № 712.01 (13.04.1931).
Date(s): April 21, 1931
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: 1 sheet from the office book. (size 29×21 cm). Typewritten. The safety is satisfactory.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: The document is the answer to inquiry People’s Commissariat of Education. It contains the reasons of a delay sending of the report about the archaeological researches in Rajki Village
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 010
Title: No title
Date(s): May 20, 1931
Location of Original Material: The Central State Archive of the Public Organizations of Ukraine. – Fund 166.– Inventory 9. – Storage unit № 1482.
Extent: 2 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Typewritten. 2 sheets.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: The copy of T.M. Movchanovskiy's and directorate of Berdichev Museum letter to the People's Commissariat of Purchasing URSR with the request to provide a foodstuff of transport, residing and food.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 011
Title: No title
Date(s): May 20, 1931
Location of Original Material: The Central State Archive of the Public Organizations of Ukraine. – Fund 166.–Inventory 9. – Storage unit № 1482.
Extent: 2 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Typewritten. 2 sheets.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: The copy of T.M. Movchanovskiy's and directorate of Berdichev Museum letter to the People's Commissariat of Purchasing URSR with the request to provide a foodstuff of transport, residing and food.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 012
Title: No title
Date(s): May 24, 1931
Location of Original Material: The Central State Archive of the Public Organizations of Ukraine. – Fund 166.–Inventory 9. – Storage unit № 1482.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: The manuscript. 1 sheet.
Creator(s): Tихий.
Description: The copy of the deputy Head of Inspection of culture monuments protection letter to T.M. Movchanovskiy with the notice about the impossibility of financing the archaeological works in the Rajki hillfort.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 013
Title: To sector of science of People's Commissariat of Education.
Date(s): May 28, 1931
Location of Original Material: The Central State Archive of the Public Organizations in Ukraine. – Fund 166.–Inventory 9. – Storage unit № 1482.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Typewritten. 1 sheet.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M., Kurinniy P.P.
Description: The copy of the letter to the sector of science of People's Commissariat of Education with propositions about scientific activity of expedition in 1931, the staff of expedition and maintenance costs.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 014
Title: To People's Commissariat of Purchasing URSR.
Date(s): May 30, 1931
Location of Original Material: The Central State Archive of the Public Organizations of Ukraine. – Fund 166.–Inventory 9. – Storage unit № 1482.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Typewritten. 1 sheet.
Creator(s): the deputy Head of People's Commissariat of Education and the deputy Head of sector of research work of People's Commissariat of Education.
Description: The copy of the letter to the People's Commissariat of Purchasing URSR with the request to provide a foodstuff of the Rajki expedition from sector of science of People's Commissariat of Education (1931).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 015
Title: The Financial section of the Rajki expedition (1932).
Date(s): 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 15.
Extent: 12 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: squared exercise book in format 20.2×14.4 cm, 12 sheets. The manuscript in ink-pen.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: The exercise book contains the maintenance costs of expedition: wages, payment to workers, expenses for transport, residing and food.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 016
Title: To Berdichev Social Historical Museum
Date(s): June 04, 1931
Location of Original Material: The Central State Archive of the Public Organizations of Ukraine. – Fund 166.–Inventory 9. – Storage unit № 1482.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Typewritten. 1 sheet.
Creator(s): the deputy Head of People’s Commissariat of Education and the deputy Head of sector of research work of People’s Commissariat of Education.
Description: The copy of the letter to Berdichev Social Historical Museum with the notice about the impossibility of financing the archaeological works in the Rajki hillfort in 1931 and proposal to conduct a detailed exploration of vicinities of the hillfort to make the plan of investigation and to confirm the staff of prospecting expedition within already allocated sum of money.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 017
Title: No title
Date(s): 1931
Location of Original Material: The Central State Archive of the Public Organizations of Ukraine. – Fund 166.–Inventory 9. – Storage unit № 1482.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Typewritten. 1 sheet.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: The copy of the letter to state organisations of Berdichev Area with the request to provide a foodstuff of the Rajki expedition.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 018
Title: The approximated plan of the organisation of the state archaeological expedition for research in the hillfort of Epoch of Early Feudalism in Rajki Village.
Date(s): April 05, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – No number.
Duplicate (Copies): The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 66-1932. – No number.
Extent: 9 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: 9 separate sheets, paper size 29,4×20,7 cm. Typewritten. The text is on one side of the leaf.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: The document contains the tasks of expedition in 1932, there is marked plots of excavation site, staff of scientific employees and maintenance costs for researches of the Rajki hillfort.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 019
Title: The Orders of the Rajki Expedition (1932).
Date(s): July 18 – August 07, 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 12.
Extent: 45 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: squared exercise book in format 20,4×14,4 cm in a hard cover. 45 sheets (90 pages). The text is on both sides of the leaf. Orders of the expedition are on pages №№ 1-45. The manuscript in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: The orders contain the roster of the detailed scientific, organizational and financial decrees of the expedition (1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 020
Title: The account of equipment of the Rajki expedition (1932).
Date(s): 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 14 (Former archival No. А348/38).
Extent: 4 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: squared exercise book in format 20,4×14,4 cm. 4 sheets. The leaves № 3-41 are clear (no notes). The manuscript in ink-pen.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: The exercise book contains the roster of equipment of the expedition: the working instruments, photos of devices, expendable materials etc.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 021
Title: The registration of receipts and expenses of the Rajki State expedition (1932).
Date(s): 1932
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 16.
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Reference number: 022
Title: The report to the sector of science of People’s Commissariat of Education.
Date(s): October 20, 1932
Extent: 6 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: 9 separate sheets of the exercise book, in format 20,2×14,4 cm. The manuscript in ink-pen.
Creator(s): name unknown, expedition staff member
Description: The document contains financial expenses of the expedition: expenses for transport, residing and food and etc.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 023
Title: No title
Date(s): No date (1930-1932 ?)
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: The manuscript. The text is written on a standard post card. (size 14,5×10 cm) in black ink-pen. The safety is satisfactory.
Creator(s): Movchanovsky T.M.
Description: The document is the T.M. Movchanovsky’s report to the sector of science of People’s Commissariat of Education about the archaeological works led during 1932 and about necessary financing.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 024
Title: The permission for the excavation.
Date(s): 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU – Fund 20: T.M. Movchanovsky’s personal fund. – Storage unit № 27.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: 1 sheet (size 23×17,5 cm). Typewritten (typographical form) with handwritten remarks. The safety is satisfactory. There are pronounced traces of bends on four parts on the form. Paper corners are frayed.
Creator(s): Movchanovsky T.M.
Description: The permission for the excavation (the document on the right of archaeological researches) on excavation of the Rajki hillfort, given to T.M.Movchanovsky.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 025
Title: The Orders of the Rajki Expedition (1933).
Date(s): October 07 – September 03, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 12.
Extent: 32 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: exercise book in format 20,4×14,4 cm, in a hard cover . 45 sheets (90 pages). The text is on both sides of the leaf. Orders of the expedition are on pages №№ 47-78. The manuscript in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Movchanovsky T.M.
Description: The orders contain the roster of detailed scientific, organizational and financial decrees of the expedition (1932).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 026
Title: No title
Date(s): September 20, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 66-1933. – No number.
Extent: 2 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: 1 sheet of strong cardboard. The text is on both sides of the leaf. The manuscript in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Movchanovsky T.M.
Description: The document contains the letter to Head of Berdichev Museum with maintenance costs of the Rajki expedition in 1933.
Language(s): Ukrainian
Reference number: 027
Title: No title
Date(s): October 11 – November 02, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 66-1933. – No number.
Extent: 14 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: 1 exercise book, 14 pages. The manuscript in ink-pen. Some of the pages in the beginning and in the middle of exercise book are torn.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: The exercise book contains copies of letters of the head of the expedition to different instances..
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 028
Title: The protocol of the scientific council/soviet meeting of the Rajki expedition from 13/X-1933.
Date(s): October 13, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 12.
Extent: 3 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: 2 sheets from the school exercise book. The manuscript in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: The decisions of council of the expedition about the organisation of field work and maintenance costs are fixed in the protocol..
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 029
Title: The statement.
Date(s): November 03, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 66-1933. – No number.
Extent: 3 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: 2 sheets (turn) of the school squared exercise book. The manuscript in ink-pen. The text is on 3 pages. The safety is not enough satisfactory.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M. and other participants of the expedition.
Description: The document is drawn up at the end of expedition works in 1933. It contains the roster of the investigated plots of excavation site; obligations of local peasants to fill up with earth the excavation site; absence of debts on wages is testified by workers etc.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 030
Title: The report.
Date(s): November 20, 1933
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 66-1933. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: 1 sheet of strong cardboard. Typewritten.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: The document is the report the sector of science of People's Commissariat of Education with short description of results of the expedition.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 031
Title: The roster of the staff of the Rajki State Expedition.
Date(s): No date (1933 ?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 66-1933. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: 1 sheet of paper in format A3. Typewritten. The text is provided in a form of a table.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: The document is the roster of the participants of the expedition in 1933.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 032
Title: The roster of the scientists of the Rajki State Expedition (1933).
Date(s): No date
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 66-1933. – No number.
Extent: 1 image
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date(s)</th>
<th>Location of Original Material</th>
<th>Medium of original material</th>
<th>Extent</th>
<th>Medium of copies</th>
<th>Medium of original material</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Language(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>033</td>
<td>The statement</td>
<td>February 04, 1934</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU</td>
<td>1 sheet of strong cardboard.</td>
<td>1 image</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td>1 sheet (size 22×17 cm). The manuscript is made in blue pencil. The text is written on a paper of bad quality and badly read. The safety is not enough satisfactory. The paper is worn and torn along the edges and on bends. There are pronounced traces of bends on four parts on it. Paper corners are frayed.</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>034</td>
<td>The approximated plan of the organisation of the state archaeological expedition for research of the hillfort of Epoch of Early Feudalism in Rajki Village, Berdichev Area (1934).</td>
<td>February 25, 1934</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU</td>
<td>3 separate sheets from barn book (form), paper size 33×21 cm. The text is on both sides of the leaf. The manuscript in ink-pen. The author’s corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
<td>6 images</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td>3 separate sheets from barn book (form), paper size 33×21 cm. The text is on both sides of the leaf. The manuscript in ink-pen. The author’s corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.</td>
<td>The document contains the tasks of expedition for 1934, there is marked plots of excavation site, staff of scientific employees and maintenance costs for researches of the Rajki hillfort.</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>035</td>
<td>To Berdichev Museum. Date(s): April 09, 1934</td>
<td>August 26, 1934</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU</td>
<td>1 sheet of strong cardboard.</td>
<td>2 images</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td>1 sheet of strong cardboard.</td>
<td>The copy of T.M. Movchanovskiy’s letter to Berdichev Museum with request to send the materials found in result of the hillfort for conclusion and completion of the scientif monography.</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>036</td>
<td>The mandate</td>
<td>August 26 – September 23, 1934</td>
<td>The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU</td>
<td>exercise book in format 20×14,4 cm, in a hard cover. 44 sheets (22 pages). The text is on both sides of the leaf. Some of pages are clean (no notes). The manuscript is made in ink-pen.</td>
<td>38 images</td>
<td>digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
<td>exercise book in format 20×14,4 cm, in a hard cover. 44 sheets (22 pages). The text is on both sides of the leaf. Some of pages are clean (no notes). The manuscript is made in ink-pen.</td>
<td>The orders contain the roster of detailed scientific, organizational and financial decrees of the expedition (1934).</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reference number: 038
Title: The information.
Date(s): September 2, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-iHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 47.
Extent: 2 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: The sheet in format A5. Typewritten and manuscript.
Creator(s):
Description: The information confirms that Pavlovich J.J. is the participant of the expedition. On the back of sheet there are marks about stay registration in the Berdichev city and Rajki village.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 039
Title: The information.
Date(s): September 17, 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-iHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 47.
Extent: 2 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: The sheet in format A5. Typewritten and manuscript.
Creator(s):
Description: The information confirms that Petrov V.P. is the participant of the expedition. On the back of sheet there are marks about stay registration in the Berdichev city and Rajki village.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 040
Title: The order from 23.09.
Date(s): September 23, 1934
Extent: 4 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: 2 sheets (size 31,5×21 cm). The manuscript in ink-pen. The notes are made on the ruled pages torn from the account book. The text was repeatedly corrected, in some places inks faded. The safety is satisfactory.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: The order contains T.M. Movchanovskiy’s roster of detailed orders (17 points), given at his departure from expedition owing to illness.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 041
Title: The permission for the excavation. Date(s): 1934
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund 20: T.M. Movchanovskiy’s personal fund. – Storage unit № 27.
Extent: 1 image
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: 1 sheet (size 23×17,5 cm). Typewritten (typographical form) with handwritten remarks. The safety is satisfactory. There are pronounced traces of bends on four parts on the form. Paper corners are frayed.
Creator(s): Ukrainian Committee of culture monuments protection.
Description: The permission for the excavation (the document on the right of archaeological researches) on excavation of the Rajki hillfort, given to T.M. Movchanovskiy.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 042
Title: The Financial documents of the Expedition.
Date(s): 1933-1935
Extent: 26 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: 26 sheets of different sizes. Typewritten and manuscript in ink-pen and pencil; edited and corrected in ink-pen and pencil. The safety is satisfactory.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M. and other participants of the expedition.
Description: The financial documents connected with expenses for a food, a payment of employees and workers.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 043
Title: The statement about the transfer of things from the Berdichev museum to Institute of History of Material Culture exhibition.
Date(s): April 06, 1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-iHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 60.
Extent: 2 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
The document represents sketches (plan) to an exhibition on which it was planned to exhibit the archaeological materials. The permission for the excavation of the Rajki hillfort was given by the People’s Commissariat of Education of URSR, Ukrainian Committee of culture monuments protection.

Located in the document are counted artefacts from the Rajki hillfort returned to Berdichevmuseum (total 44 points).

The manuscript is made in simple pencil and corrected in green pencil. The text is on one side of the leaf. The manuscript is digital photographs and (or) scanned image.
Reference number: 11
Title: Scientific Labours: Their Drafts and Versions Publications
Date(s): 1930–1935
Extent: 981 images, 33 files
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: handwritten
Creator(s): T. M. Movchanovskiy (supervisor) and the staff of the archaeological expedition in Rajki
Description: the series contains versions and drafts of publications (articles, theses, messages, parts of a monograph), which are composed basing on materials of archaeological research of the hillfort dated XII–XIII centuries near Rajki village. Here are different versions of publications including those, which have not been issued.
System of arrangement: drafts and versions of the publications is a constituent part of funds belonging to different archives. The structure of funds of different archives is diverse. The reports copied by the project are listed here in chronological order.
Access: For research purposes only. Reference to the Institutions of Deposit of original documents is obligatory
Language(s): Ukrainian, Russian

Reference number: 001
Title: The Prominent Site of Epoch of Early Feudalism in Ukraine Dated XI–XIII Centuries. The Notification About the Archaeological Research of the Rajki Hillfort.
Date(s): 1930
Extent: 14 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Typewritten. The text is printed on 14 separate leaves (size 29×21 cm). The author’s corrections in the text are made in ink-pen and pencil.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: The article is based on the results of the archaeological research provided during excavations of the Rajki hillfort in 1929–30.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 002
Title: The Archaeological Studies of the Slavic Hillfort in Rajki Village, Conducted in 1930.
Date(s): November 02, 1930
Extent: 7 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: The manuscript in ink-pen. 7 leaves (size 29,5×20,5 cm). The state of safe keeping is satisfactory. Paper corners are frayed. The inks ran in some places.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: The text is the manuscript of the T.M. Movchanovskiy article devoted to the results of the archaeological researches in 1930.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 003
Title: Archaeological Studies of the Slavic Hillfort Dated XI–XIII Centuries in Rajki Village, Conducted in 1930.
Date(s): November 29, 1930
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 3.
Extent: 12 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Typewritten. The text is printed on separate leaves (size 29,4×20,7 cm). One of the pages is torn. The author’s corrections in the text are made in ink-pen and pencil.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: The article spreads the light on results of archaeological studies carried out at the Rajki hillfort in 1930.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 004
Title: Archaeological Studies of the Slavic Hillfort Dated XI–XIII Centuries in Rajki Village, Conducted in 1930.
Date(s): November 29 (?), 1930
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 40.
Extent: 12 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Typewritten. 12 leaves (size 30,2×21,2 cm). The text is printed on separate leaves. The author’s corrections in the text are made in ink-pen and pencil. It is a second version of the article, where all author’s corrections of the initial versions (in ink-pen) are inserted. (See: Reference number: 003).
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: The article provides a summary of results of archaeological work in 1930 at the Rajki hillfort.
Language(s): Ukrainian
Reference number: 005
Title: The Thematic Chart and Theses of Movchanovskiy Lecture «Slavic Hillfort in Rajki Village Based on Materials of the Excavations in 1930»
Date(s): No date (1930 ?)
Extent: 2 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: The print to stekolograf. 12 leaves. The paper is of bad quality, pages are frayed.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: The document provides the detailed theses of T.M. Movchanovskiy lecture about the archaeological researches in 1930. Text is structured on four sections and printed in an amount 100 copies in number.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 006
Title: The Rajki Hillfort as the Monument of Early Feudal Epoch in Ukraine.
Date(s): November 22, 1931
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund 20: T.M. Movchanovskiy’s personal fund. – Storage unit № 8.
Extent: 32 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: The manuscript in ink-pen. The state of safe keeping is satisfactory. The manuscript occupies the part of notebook (32 pages) in a hard cover; paper size 21×14 cm.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: The text is obviously preparatory material to the work (possibly to the large article). It’s divided by separate subsections.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 007
Title: The Chronicle. Rajki State Archaeological Expedition in 1933.
Date(s): No date (1933 ?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 66-1933. – No number.
Extent: 5 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: The manuscript in ink-pen. 5 leaves (size 20,5×14 cm). The text is printed on separate leaves.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: The document provides the notification in a newspaper (?). The notification contains the short summary of the results of the archaeological researches held in the Rajki hillfort in 1933.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 008
Title: The Rajki Feudal hillfort.
Date(s): No date (1933-34 ?)
Extent: 195 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Typewriting. Text is printed on the paper of different colors, quality and sizes (30×21,5 and 27,5×20,5 cm). There are the plural handwritten corrections in ink-pen and pencil; some places contain pasting-ins. The state of safe keeping is satisfactory; pages are gently frayed.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: The text is T.M. Movchanovskiy’s monograph devoted to the Rajki hillfort. It consists of the 8 chapters. Text is written probably at the end of 1933 – beginning 1934 (there are not mentions about the results of the excavations of the hillfort in 1934-35 in the text).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 009
Title: Monograph. Part III. Research Systems and Methods.
Date(s): No date (1933-34 ?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 17.
Extent: 41 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Exercise book (size 21×15,3 cm), 36 leaves. Some of pages are clean. Manuscript in ink-pen. Plans and schemes in text are made in pencil.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: This exercise book is a handwritten rough draft of one part of T.M. Movchanovskiy monograph dedicated to the Rajki hillfort (See: Reference number: 008).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 010
Title: The List of Illustration to T. Movchanovskiy’s Work «The Rajki Feudal Hillfort».
Date(s): No date (1933-34 ?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund 20: T.M. Movchanovskiy’s personal fund. – Storage unit № 11r.

Extent: 3 images

Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image

Medium of original material: 9 leaves (size 27×20,5 cm). Typewriting with the handwritten insertion in ink.

Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.

Description: Text is an application – the list of illustrations (photos and drafts) to T. Movchanovskiy’s work. (See: Reference number: 008). The list indicates the pages of text with appropriate illustrations. The document contains three equivalent copies of the list of 26 numbers. One of the copies contains handwritten insert from № 27 to № 30.

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 011

Title: Metal Goods From Rajki Hillfort (Chemical Analysis).

Date(s): No date (1933-34 ?)


Duplicate (Copies): The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 58.

Extent: 9 images

Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image

Medium of original material: 1 page, (size 28,5×22 cm). Typewriting with handwritten insertions. The page is damaged at the edges and pasted on the reverse side.

Creator(s): Pidoplichko I.G.

Description: Text is an application to T. Movchanovskiy’s work. (See: Reference number: 008). This is an article on chemical analysis of the iron goods found during the Rajki hillfort excavations.

Language(s): Russian

Reference number: 012

Title: The Fauna of the Rajki Hillfort.

Date(s): No date (1933-34 ?)


Extent: 1 image

Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image

Medium of original material: 1 page, (size 28,5×22 cm). Typewriting with handwritten insertions. The page is damaged at the edges and pasted on the reverse side.

Creator(s): Kuiska O.A., Dubitskaya N.D.

Description: Text is an application to T. Movchanovskiy’s work. (See: Reference number: 008). It contains description of bone material of animals from the Rajki hillfort.

Language(s): Ukrainian, Latin

Reference number: 013

Title: Excavations of the Medieval Town in Rajki Village, Berdychiv Area.

Date(s): No date (1934 ?)

Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 38.

Extent: 10 images

Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image

Medium of original material: Exercise book (size 21×14,5 cm), 5 pages. The text is on both sides of the leaf. Manuscript in ink.

Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.

Description: Draft of a short message, informing about the results of archaeological work at the Rajki hillfort in 1934.

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 014

Title: Summary to the Article: ‘Materials of Archaeological Researches on the Rajki Hillfort in 1934’

Date(s): No date (1934 ?)

Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 44.

Extent: 3 images

Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image

Medium of original material: Typewritten. 3 leaves (size 29,5×20,5 cm). Author’s corrections in the text are made in ink.

Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.

Description: summary to the article

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 015

Title: The Metal’s Treatment on the Middle Podnipro’ve During Kiev Rus.

Date(s): No date (1934 ?)


Extent: 4 images

Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image

Medium of original material: Typewritten. 4 leaves in format A4. The cigarette-paper with yellow spots. The author’s corrections in the text are made in ink.

Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
This scientific work is obviously a shortened version of the theses of lecture to T.M. Movchanovskiy's article. The work is based on materials (artifacts), found during archaeological researches on the Rajki hillfort. The scientific work is obviously a shortened version of the previous one. (See: Reference number: 019).

Reference number: 020
Title: The Grain-Grower Technology in the Kiev Rus, XI-XIII Centuries.
Date(s): 1935
Location of Original Material: The Institute of Manuscripts of the V. Vernadskiy National Library of Ukraine. – Fund 243: V.I. Maslov's personal fund. – Storage unit № 37-III.
Extent: 35 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Typewritten. 35 leaves (№№ 162-196), size 29×21 cm. The author's corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Maslov V.I.
Description: This article describes the agricultural implements in XI-XIII centuries. The work is based on materials (artifacts), found during archaeological researches on the Rajki hillfort. This scientific work is obviously a shortened version of the previous one. (See: Reference number: 019).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 021
Title: The Grain-Grower Technology in the Kiev Rus, XI-XIII Centuries.
Date(s): 1935
Location of Original Material: Institute of manuscript of the National Library of Ukraine named by V.I. Vernadskiy. – Fund 243: V.I. Maslov's personal fund. – Storage unit № 35.
Extent: 3 images

Reference number: 018
Title: Excavations of the Medieval Town in Rajki Village, XI-XIII ct.
Date(s): No date (after 1934)
Extent: 5 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Typewritten. 5 leaves (size 35×22 cm). The state of safe keeping is satisfactory.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: The draft version of the article. It's devoted to the research results of «» in the Rajki hillfort.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 017
Title: Excavations of the Medieval Town in Rajki Village.
Date(s): No date (after 1934)
Extent: 14 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: 7 leaves (size 23×15 cm). The manuscript in ink-pen. The are author's corrections in the text. The forms of Ethnographic commission of VUAK are used for writing the text. The text is printed on both sides of the leaf.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: The article describes the population of domestic animals based on animal's skeletons found during the archaeological research of the hillfort.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 016
Title: The Domestic Animals From the Rajki Hillfort.
Date(s): No date (1934 ?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – No number.
Extent: 6 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Typewritten. 6 leaves (size 29,5×20,5 cm). There are tables in the text.
Creator(s): Pidoplichko I.G.
Description: This article describes the population of domestic animals based on animal’s skeletons found during the archaeological research of the hillfort.
Language(s): Ukrainian, Latin.

Reference number: 019
Title: The Grain-Grower Technology of an Epoch of Feudalism in the Kiev Rus, XI-XIII Centuries.
Date(s): 1935
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund 12: scientific labours. – Storage unit № 80.
Extent: 107 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Typewritten. 107 leaves (size 29×21 cm). The author's corrections in the text are made in ink-pen.
Creator(s): Maslov V.I.
Description: This article describes the agricultural implements in XI-XIII centuries. The work is based on materials (artifacts), found during archaeological researches on the Rajki hillfort.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 017
Title: Excavations of the Medieval Town in Rajki Village.
Date(s): No date (after 1934)
Extent: 14 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: 7 leaves (size 23×15 cm). The manuscript in ink-pen. The are author's corrections in the text. The forms of Ethnographic commission of VUAK are used for writing the text. The text is printed on both sides of the leaf.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: The article describes the population of domestic animals based on animal’s skeletons found during the archaeological research of the hillfort.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 016
Title: The Domestic Animals From the Rajki Hillfort.
Date(s): No date (1934 ?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – No number.
Extent: 6 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Typewritten. 6 leaves (size 29,5×20,5 cm). There are tables in the text.
Creator(s): Pidoplichko I.G.
Description: This article describes the population of domestic animals based on animal’s skeletons found during the archaeological research of the hillfort.
Language(s): Ukrainian, Latin.
Agricultural researches on the Rajki hillfort.

Reference number: 022
Title: The Rajki Feudal Hillfort / Archaeological Studies in Rajki Village, Berdychiv Area, in 1930-1935.
Date(s): No date (1935 ?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 57.
Extent: 67 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Typewritten. 67 leaves (size 30×22 and 27×21 cm). Author’s corrections in the text are made in ink-pen and pencil.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: This is a draft of an issue announcing results of archaeological work on the Rajki hillfort in 1929-1934. The article based on this draft was published here: ‘Scientific Notes of the Institute of History of Material Culture’. – 1935. Book (Volume) 5-6. – Pages 125-176.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 023
Title: Summary to the Article: ‘The Rajki Feudal Hillfort / Archaeological Studies in Rajki Village, Berdychiv Area, in 1930-1935’.
Date(s): No date (1935 ?)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund VUAK-IHMC/Rajki. – Storage unit № 57.
Extent: 5 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Typewritten. 5 leaves (size 27×21 cm). Author’s corrections in the text are made in ink-pen and pencil.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: summary to the article (See: Reference number: 022).
Language(s): Russian

Reference number: 024
Title: The Rajki Feudal hillfort.
Date(s): No date (after 1935)
Extent: 5 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Typewritten. 5 leaves (size 27×21 cm). Author’s corrections in the text are made in pencil. The state of safe keeping is satisfactory. Pages are pulled about around the edges.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: The document is short description of the results of archaeological researches of the Rajki hillfort during all term of researches – from 1929 to 1935.
Language(s): Russian

Reference number: 025
Title: The Agricultural Implements and Techniques in the Rajki Feudal Hillfort.
Date(s): 1935-1936
Location of Original Material: The Institute of Manuscripts of the V.Vernadskiy National Library of Ukraine – Fund 243: V.I. Maslov’s personal fund. – Storage unit № 37-l.
Extent: 91 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: The manuscript in colour and black ink-pen. 91 leaves ( №№ 1-91), of different sizes. The text is on one side of the leaf. Author’s corrections in the text are made in ink-pen and pencil. On several pages the photos of artifacts are pasted.
Creator(s): Maslov V.I.
Description: The rough copy of the article. The article is devoted to the agricultural implements found during archaeological researches on the Rajki hillfort.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 026
Title: The Agricultural implemets and Technics in the Rajki Feudal Hillfort.
Date(s): 1935-1936
Location of Original Material: The Institute of Manuscripts of the V.Vernadskiy National Library of Ukraine – Fund 243: V.I. Maslov’s personal fund. – Storage unit № 37-l.
Extent: 70 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Typewritten. 70 leaves of different sizes ( №№ 92-161). The text is on one side of the leaf. The author’s corrections in the text are made in colour and black ink-pen and simple pencil.
Creator(s): Maslov V.I.
Description: The article is devoted to the agricultural implements found during archaeological researches on the Rajki hillfort. This text is supplemented and complemented version of the handwritten rough copy of the article. (See: Reference number: 025).

Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 027
Title: The Grain-Grower Technology in the Past.
Date(s): December 20, 1936
Location of Original Material: The Institute of Manuscripts of the V.Vernadskiy National Library of Ukraine– Fund 243: V.I. Maslov’s personal fund. – Storage unit № 39-I.
Extent: 44 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: The manuscript in blue ink-pen. 44 leaves of different sizes. The author’s corrections in the text are made in ink-pen. 5 tables are with photos in the text.
Creator(s): Maslov V.I.
Description: The article is devoted to the grain-grower technology in XI-XIII centuries and based on materials (artifacts), found during archaeological researches on the Rajki hillfort.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 028
Title: The Grain-Grower Technology in the Past.
Date(s): 1936
Location of Original Material: The Institute of Manuscripts of the V.Vernadskiy National Library of Ukraine.– Fund 243: V.I. Maslov’s personal fund. – Storage unit № 39-II.
Extent: 47 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Typewritten. 47 leaves (size 26×20 cm).
Creator(s): Maslov V.I.
Description: The article is devoted to the grain-grower technology in XI-XIII centuries. This text is supplemented and complemented version of the handwritten rough copy of the article. (See: Reference number: 027).
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 029
Title: The Animal’s Rests From the Rajki Hillfort.
Date(s): No date (after 1936)
Location of Original Material: The Scientific Archive of the Institute of Archaeology of the NASU. – Fund 12: scientific labours. – Storage unit № 106.
Extent: 8 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: Typewritten. 8 leaves (size 29,5×20,5 cm). There are tables in the text. The corrections in the text are made in ink-pen and pencil.
Creator(s): Pidoplichko I.G.
Description: The article illustrates the analysis of animal’s skeletons found during the research of the Rajki hillfort.
Language(s): Ukrainian, Latin, Russian

Reference number: 030
Title: The Trepanned Skulls and Amulets From the Rajki hillfort.
Date(s): September 17, 1937
Extent: 9 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: The manuscript in ink-pen. 8 leaves of different sizes. There are author’s corrections in the text. Reuse of paper (?)..
Creator(s): Tkach M.P.
Description: The article is devoted to the amulets from the animal’s and people’s bones found during the research of the Rajki hillfort.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 031
Title: The Archeological Research of the Hillforts of Kiev Rus Times: Kiev, Vyshgorod, Rajki, Gorodsk.
Extent: 98 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: The manuscript in ink-pen. 4 exercise books (98 pages), size 21×17 cm. Pages № № 9-16 missing. Inks began to flow, pages turned yellow.
Creator(s): Movchanovskyi T.M.
Description: Text is the manuscript of T.M. Movchanovskyi’s scientific study devoted to generalized description of author’s investigations of Old Russian hillforts in Kiev, Vyshgorod, Rajki and Gorodsk.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 032
Title: No title
Date(s): No date
Extent: 10 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: 10 leaves (size 21×17 cm). The manuscript in ink-pen. There are corrections in the text. The state of safe keeping is not satisfactory. The sheets turned yellow, pulled about and torn.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: Text is the fragment of manuscript of the original article. It has no beginning and no end. The article is devoted to materials from the Rajki hillfort as a historical source, which carries information about the state of productive forces and technology of material production.
Language(s): Ukrainian

Reference number: 033
Title: The Socio-Economic Structure of the Rajki Hillfort’s Feudal Household in the Light of the Archaeological Materials.
Date(s): No date
Extent: 7 images
Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image
Medium of original material: The manuscript in ink-pen and pencil. The state of safe keeping is not satisfactory. The text occupies the part of notebook (7 pages) in a paper cover, size 21×15 cm. The fragments of text are written, obviously, by the hand of T.M. Movchanovsky’s wife.
Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.
Description: The text is the fragment of manuscript devoted to the rests of handicraft productions found during the research of the Rajki hillfort.
Language(s): Ukrainian
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number: 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title: Personal Files of T.M. Movchanovskiy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date(s): July 26, 1927 – May 22, 1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent: 102 images, 4 files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of original material: handwritten and typewritten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator(s): T.M. Movchanovskiy and state institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description: the personal files of T.M Movchanovskiy are incorporated in series.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System of arrangement: card diaries are a constituent part of funds belonging to different archives. The structure of funds of different archives is diverse. The reports copied by the project are listed here in chronological order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access: For research purposes only. Reference to the Institutions of Deposit of original documents is obligatory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language(s): Ukrainian, Russian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number: 001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title: the Questionnaire of the Researcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date(s): July 26, 1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent: 4 images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of original material: the form, typewritten. 2 leaves in format A4. The text is printed on both sides of the leaf.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description: The document is a T.M. Movchanovskiy’s questionnaire with information about his biography and scientific work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language(s): Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number: 002</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title: The Biography of the Head of the Social Historical Muzem Todos’ Nikolaevich Movchanovskiy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date(s): July 27, 1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent: 4 images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of original material: Manuscript in ink-pen. 2 leaves in format A4. The text is printed on both sides of the leaf.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator(s): Movchanovskiy T.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description: The document is a T.M. Movchanovskiy’s autobiography.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language(s): Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number: 003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title: The Affair №817 of T.M. Movchanovskiy’s Indictment Because of the Crimes Foreseen by the Articles 54-8, Criminal Code of URSR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date(s): February 16 – May 8, 1938 and February 11 – May 22, 1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of Original Material: The Central State Archive of the Public Organizations of Ukraine. – Fund 263. – Inventory 1. – Storage unit № 58044. – Volume 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent: 88 images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of original material: there are 88 sheets in affair. The text is handwritten and typewritten in ink-pen and pencil. The text on the both sides of the leaf and on the one side of the leaf.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator(s): NKVD URSR and Office of Public Prosecutor URSR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description: The affair contains the documents of T.M. Movchanovskiy’s prosecution (decree about the arrest and search, protocols of interrogations, accusatory sentence, and certificate about shooting) and documents about his rehabilitation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language(s): Ukrainian, Russian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference number: 004</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title: The Affair №817 of T.M. Movchanovskiy’s Indictment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date(s): February 16 – May 8, 1938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of Original Material: The Central State Archive of the Public Organizations of Ukraine. – Fund 263. – Inventory 1. – Storage unit № 58044. – Volume 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent: 6 images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of copies: digital photographs and (or) scanned image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of original material: There are 6 leaves in the affair. Manuscript, typewriting in ink-pen and pencil.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator(s): NKVD URSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description: The affair contains the documents of T.M. Movchanovskiy’s prosecution (decree about the arrest and search).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language(s): Ukrainian, Russian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>